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Editorial

Earth ox 2009 has been a year of introspection for the diaspora Tibetans after a hectic 2008. Although a fifty year anniversary is not counted in traditional Tibet, the fact that half a century has elapsed since fleeing their land to exile has had a profound mental and emotional impact upon the Tibetans and everyone who sides with them. Its significance has been felt to the extent that several activities during the earth ox year were conceived with a wish to pause and think once again where life for the Tibetans on both sides of the border stands now.

It does not come as a surprise then that the Library of Tibetan Works and Archives (Gangchen Kyishong), the most eminent Tibetan cultural institution in the diaspora, decided, under the dynamic directorship of Geshe Lhakdor, to hold an International Seminar of Tibetan and Himalayan Studies, a rare event in its history. This activity was conceived in order to thank India for the Noble Land’s hospitality to the Tibetans in exile.

With this move the Library somewhat meant to reaffirm its role of august—although unofficial—*alma mater* for a staggering number of scholars, especially those who are now senior. The Library houses the best collection of Tibetan literature in the free world. Despite its remote location in the Himalayan hills and the fashionable availability of online documents, whereby the noble ordeal of striving hard to get the chance to access a rare or distant text has given way to cultural consumerism, the Library exercises even now an irresistible attraction for those who treasure the wisdom of the ancient written page. Scholars come to learn because they come to read.

In the history of the publication of documents that have become available for research, the diaspora has had a seminal role in laying down the foundations of modern Tibetan studies, with the LTWA having a major part in this. Credit for the publication of a great number of fundamentals of the ancient Tibetan literature during several previous decades goes to the Tibetans in exile. Even those living under the Chinese have, in many instances, reprinted this crucial, ancient material. They have made other sources accessible to the world of scholars, but the studies are still based on the foundations laid by the diaspora. I see many of the present day publications by Tibetan scholars, both in exile and occupied Tibet, as atypical secondary sources inasmuch as, like the Western scholars, they base their output upon the essential literary works published by the diaspora.

It is beautiful that, at least in the name of a common interest in culture and its literary expressions, the wall of oppression that separates Tibetan brothers and sisters has been smashed. There is still wide scope for the diffusion of many textual rarities, veritable cultural milestones, crucial for
opening up and deepening the knowledge of Tibetan culture. It is my hope that the LTWA will continue to exercise its historical role as central driving force to further the studies of the written knowledge of Tibet.

***

I was asked to convene the seminar quite late—two months before the date fixed for it. I took the place of the original convener who could not work on its organisation. I thought I had to steer the seminar towards a more monographic and topical theme ("High Asia and the Noble Land") in line with the 2009 concept of "Thank you India", but obviously I felt it was too late to change its subject. I nonetheless realised that the broad theme of the seminar fit well into the sense of introspection which was brought by the fiftieth anniversary of the Lhasa Revolt. In line with the aspiration for freedom of the Tibetans, I thought the seminar should be, before anything else, an expression of free thinking and a token of Tibetan indebtedness to their Indian friends for their hospitality and help in preserving their individuality. This *mkhas pa'i dga' ston* was organised with these concepts in mind. My main aim was to communicate to the presenters a sense of openness without constrictions and to provide an opportunity to sit around the same table for several days to exchange knowledge and viewpoints. I wished that, within the time limitation of a three day gathering, the small group of participants would feel they could present their work without the temporal and conceptual constraints of a wider congress.

I have tried to transfer the same attitude to the preparation of the proceedings. We all together agreed when the contributions were bound to be submitted and, although several scholars, as it normally happens, were late with sending their paper, they submitted their work within a reasonable lapse of time, so that I was spared from pressurising them.

Again in line with the approach of encouraging personal freedom, I left *carte blanche* in terms of the length and style of the articles. The readers will see that there are some long pieces, beyond what is considered a classical length for contributions to proceedings, which remind me—to paraphrase the bSam yas council of the 8th century—of the views formulated by the proponents of the gradualist way, and others whose contributions are quite short, so that they fall into the category of contributions by *cig char ba*-s. Some articles are utterly original, others reflect, in the best tradition of congresses, research that will appear in fully-fledged form in the forthcoming scholarly output of some participants. Please note that authors’ idiosyncrasies—such as the the way footnotes, bibliography, spellings or italics are conceived—have not been standardized to respect their style.

***
In the course of the seminar my thoughts went in particular to Gyatsho Tshering, the founder and erstwhile Director of the Library of Tibetan Works and Archives, who passed away two months before the gathering. He founded the Library to be a place of learning for Tibetan, Indian and foreign scholars from everywhere in the world and I think he would have been pleased to observe the seminar. He was ideally with us. My personal sentiment is to dedicate these proceedings to his memory.

With these lines I wish to express my appreciation to Geshe Lhakdor, the LTWA Director, and Ngawang Yeshi, the LTWA General Secretary, for their backing while I was putting together the seminar. A special thank you goes to Tenzin Lhawang, the LTWA Computer Officer, who has helped in many ways in the course of the preparations. Without his continuous support I would have gone nowhere.

I am also grateful to the “task force” chosen to work with me in the last steps of the preparations: Tenzin Gyaltsen, Norzom Tsering, Tsering Dhondup, Namgay Phuntshog and Chemi Wangmo. I am equally obliged to Karma Kedhup who opened the LTWA Visual and Audio Archives for me to choose rarities for the entertainment of the scholars, and to Palmo Tsering for archival research.

Indraprastha Press as well as Yeshi Dhondup, Managing Editor of Tibet Journal, and Tenzin Lhawang should be commended for undertaking the arduous task of preparing the layout of this volume.

I ask forgiveness to the reader for my ungracious manner of making family matters public, but I also wish to thank my wife, Bianca Visconti, who was precious in lots of ways during every stage of the work.

Finally I am indebted to the participants in the seminar, friends of the Library. They came from nearby and all over the globe at very short notice to make their support and love for this institution felt. They again proved their dedication to the Library by sending in the contributions published in this volume. Thanks for their care and knowledge.

R.V. Dharamsala June 2010
East of the Moon and West of the Sun?
Approaches to a Land with Many Names,
North of Ancient India and South of Khotan¹

Bettina Zeisler
Tübingen

Introduction

Commemorating 50 years of Indian hospitality towards the Tibetan people, what could fit better than a contribution concerning the region at the very junction of Tibet and India: Ladakh? Once a colony of the Tibetan empire, independent for almost one millennium, Ladakh is now part of India, her crown, as some politicians would say. In the west, Ladakh is also known as Little Tibet, by which designation most people understand something secondary, a miniature replication of something more real, Tibet. This perception is wrong in two ways. First of all, the privilege of being called Little or Lesser Tibet goes to Baltistan, while Ladakh was known merely as Greater Tibet. This

¹ This article had originally been prepared as a chapter in a book on the ethnic composition of early Tibet and the history of Tibetan languages (Zeisler, forthcoming a, Chapter 2 § 1.2), where the present discussion will now be abridged. I am grateful to Roberto Vitali for the opportunity to present my findings on early Tibetan history to a more general audience, at the same time shifting the balance somewhat back towards linguistics, in the said publication. References to this publication will be kept at a minimum, but since it provides the necessary cultural and historical background, they cannot fully be avoided.

Since I am not a Sinologist I had to rely on the help of Mingya Liu and Thomas Preiswerk for getting the transcriptions right. To Thomas Preiswerk and John E. Hill I am specifically grateful for a lot of background information in matters of Chinese history. Thomas Preiswerk was particularly helpful in explaining Chinese characters, and all notes concerning Chinese renderings are due to him. Philip Denwood was kind enough to sent me his version of the story before publication (Denwood 2008, forthcoming), and I am much obliged, since his text served as a means of control against my own misconceptions as well as an incentive to improve my arguments wherever we disagree. Many thanks go also to John Bray for improving my English. I should further like to thank all those who, directly or indirectly, contributed to this article with comments or critics.
terminology reflects an ancient convention, attested in Indian, Chinese, and Tibetan nomenclature, by which *Lesser* means *Closer* to a particular reference point. This reference point could be a neighbouring state who applied the terminology from its own perspective, it could be a more common, pan-national reference point, such as Mt Meru, the Central Asian *axis mundi*, and it could be the geographic or political *Centre* of the entity itself. The term *Greater* would thus apply to territories further away from the reference point or to politically peripheral regions, regions that were secondarily acquired and colonialised. In this latter way the Tibetans applied the term *Bod* for Central Tibet and *Bodchen* for Amdo and Khams.

Ladakh and Baltistan are commonly perceived as an intrinsic part already of Ancient Tibet, and as such their distinct linguistic, cultural, and political history, the Indian and Iranian influences, have often been underestimated. In general, apart from the ‘nation’-building fictions of the royal genealogies, we do not know much about Tibetan prehistory and early history from independent sources. While there are ample studies (and good overview volumes) concerning Tibet’s neighbours or more broadly South, Central, and East Asia, prehistoric Tibet apparently lies in the blind angle of any such approach. It is as if it never existed. The situation for Ladakh and Baltistan is even worse, if an augmentation of nothingness is thinkable, at all.

Examining the early history of Ladakh as well as that of the more fabulously than historically traceable Ḫolmo Luṅriṅ, one cannot avoid coming across the names Yangtong, Suvarnagotra (Gold Clan/Family), Niuguo (Women’s Dominion), and Moluosuo (with its seemingly Tibetan equivalents Mard and Maryul) or Sanbohe. These names are used by Chinese historiographers and travellers in an all-too-often contradictory manner, and one may thus wonder whether these entities have any reality at all or whether they are just faeries or spiritual realms (like the Bonpo Ḫolmo Luṅriṅ) beyond the reach of an ordinary, unenlightened human being.

The first name, *Yangtong*, bears a certain similarity with the Tibetan name Byanṭhan (Changthang), and if there is some etymological relation, then the name must be quite old and certainly not signifying ‘northern plain’ (a designation that only makes sense from the later Tibetan perspective). There seems to be also a certain phonetical similarity between the designations Yangtong and Ḫanṭhan, and many scholars believe that the two names are, in fact, etymologically related.

---

2 Cf., e.g., the use of the term *Da- and Siao-Yuezhi* for the Tocharian tribes that moved to Bactria and those that remained in Gansu and in the Tarim Basin, or Qin ‘China’ vs. *Da-Qin* ‘Ulterior China’ for the Roman Orient (cf. R.A. Stein 1959: 304, n. 45).
I started this research with the presumption that it would hardly be possible to correlate the designation Yangtong from the 6th-7th c. (or even earlier) Chinese sources in a meaningful way with that of Žaŋžuŋ in the somewhat later 7th - 9th c. (or even later) Old Tibetan sources, and that particularly the subdivisions could not be matched. It turned out, however, that, despite the contradictions in the sources, the congruence is quite substantial, and that, surprisingly, the main stage, where the above mentioned entities come together, does not lie in Guge but in various parts of Ladakh, Baltistan, and even Hunza. Hence it also turned out that phyidar and post-phyidar Bonpo references to a Žaŋžuŋ as being part of, or at least as bordering on, ‘Persia’ (Tazig, Staggzig), or her Bolorian borderland, unbelievable as they had appeared to many scholars, must have been based on the knowledge of real geopolitical facts.

0.1 Sources

The present study will be based mainly on the following sources:

• Ptolemy (2nd c. CE; Lindegger 1993): he gives precise coordinates that allow to draw maps relatively accurately.

• The Bhāsānatī (ca. 5th c. CE, based on the ca. 3rd c. Parāśaratantra; Fleet 1973): a very general geographical overview, unfortunately completely confounded in the northern sections, furthermore without any indication of relations in terms of direction between the various peoples or which people live in the mountains and which in the plains.


• The report by Xuanzang (玄奘, W.-G. Hsüan-tsang; ca. 640 CE; Beal 1881–84).

• The report by the Korean pilgrim Hyecho (chin. Huìchāo 慧超, W.-G. Huei-ch’ao; ca. 730 CE; Fuchs 1938).

• The Old Tibetan Annals, Pt 1288, IOL Tib J 750 (OTA) and OR 8212.187 (OTA II; ca. 640–764 CE; Dotson 2009): short annalistic entries that may mention military campaigns, but usually not the exact whereabouts.

• A Khotanese ‘prophesy’ in Tibetan, the Vimalaprabhāpariprechā or Drimamedpahihodkvis žuspa (ca. 700 CE, cf. Thomas 1935: 139–258): a rather confused and legendary narrative of limited historical value.

• The Hudūd-al-‘Ālam (ca. 10th c. CE; Minorsky 1937): its geographical misconceptions in the spirit of the time hardly add to our knowledge, and the text can only be interpreted with the knowledge it implicitly presupposes.

• Kalhaṇa’s Rājataranginī (12th c. CE; M.A. Stein 1900): given its late composition, the historical facts of earlier centuries are reported rather
summarily following the stereotypes of the time. Furthermore, there is not a single positive reference to Western Tibet, Ladakh, or Baltistan.  

- Some post-imperial and post-*phyidar* Tibetan sources (Buddhist or Bonpo), the most important of which is Dpaḥbo Gtsuglag Ḫpherejba’s *Choshbyun mkhaspaḥi dgahston* (16th c. CE, cf. Tucci 1956: 91), which still draws upon imperial sources.
- The *Ladvags Rgyalrabs* (LDRR, ca. 17th c. CE; Francke 1926).

Among all sources, the Chinese sources are the most concise and reliable, although they are far from being consistent. Some fixed points are, however, given, from which to measure orientations and distances. These are: Khotan in the north, Jālamdhara (and Kulu) in the south, and Bolor to the east of our unknown entity. The inconsistencies can thus be reconciled to a certain extent with a rather small amount of interpretation. The most precise descriptions come from two pilgrims, the Chinese Xuanzang and the Korean Hyecho, but the sources in the Chinese annals that Pelliot (1963) displays and discusses in great extent, must also have been based on reports from foreigners (merchants as well as ambassadors) questioned by the Chinese authorities, as well as on reports from travelling Chinese officials.

Since these geographical entities overlap with present-day Ladakh and Baltistan, I will also discuss the name that has erroneously be taken for the old name of Ladakh: *Maryul* (Old Tibetan *Mard*, Chinese *Moluosuo*, Sanskrit *Suvarṇabhūti*) as well as the origin of the name *Ladvags*.

0.2 Visualisation of previous views

Previous attempts to pinpoint the ancient geography of Yangtong or Żaṇžuṅ have been thwarted by basically three misconceptions: 1. the identification of Żaṇžuṅ and Maryul with the post-*phyidar* entities of the same name, 2. the idea that the various geographical entities would be separate, albeit adjacent entities, 3. that the populations of the entities in question could be described as homogeneous groups or ‘nations’, basically of Qiang, that is, Tibeto-Burman origin. It may be useful to envisage the previous conceptions schematically as follows. The sketches are, naturally, only very rough approximations, which means that a particular place could be covered by a geometrical figure representing an entity whereeto

---

3 At a closer look, the name *Bhauṭṭa* (var. *Bhāṭṭa* or *Bhaṭṭa*), commonly taken to refer to the ‘Tibetans’ in Ladakh and Baltistan (M.A. Stein 1900 I, text ed., p. 47, note to i, 312–316; Pandit 1935 [1968]: 43, note to i, 312) cannot be identified with any precise location, more particularly, not with Western Tibet, Ladakh, or Baltistan (see Zeisler, forthcoming a, Chapter 4 § 1.4.1.2).
Map 1 Tibet (from Tournadre & Sangda Dorje 1998)

Map 2 Ḥudūd-al-ʿĀlam (10th c. CE)
Map 3 Hyecho’s perspective (ca. 730)

Map 4 Philip Denwood (2008; for the dark shaded elements cf. his map 4 p. 21, ” for the ‘Changthang Corridor’ cf. his map 1, p. 18)
Note: all Chinese sources agree that Lesser Yangtong lies west of Greater Yangtong.

Map 5 Petech (1998; based partly on Sato)

Map 6 R.A. Stein (1981)
the place definitely does not belong. In the case of the Ḥudūd-al-ʿĀlam (Map 2), the localisations are based on mere guessing.

The scaled background map that will be used here and in the following was designed by Chr. Gigaudaut for Tournadre and Sangda Dorje (1998: 6, L’aire linguistique tibétaine). It should be noted that the left-most meridian is inclined by approximately 20°, cf. the maps given in Stein 1981: 14–15 and 58–59. This will be adjusted in the detail maps. Where necessary, I will add a non-scaled map from Albinia (2008: xii-xiii, Map of the Indus Valley) for the adjacent western regions.

0.3 Conventions and abbreviations

My perspective on Tibetan is that of a linguist (language-scientist) or a philologist (lover of the word) in the true sense. In transliterating Tibetan I, therefore, will not represent the text in an unstructured flow of syllables (either separated by space, hyphen, or dot), but will represent ‘words’ as what they are, namely possibly polysyllabic intonational units. The Tibetan tsheg (the dot between the graphic syllables) does not serve to separate isolated monosyllables, nor does it necessarily mark a morpheme boundary. It is merely a graphical device to help identifying the syllable core, when no vowel sign does the job. Since the inherent vowel a, not represented in Tibetan, is ‘transliterated’ by convention, there is absolutely no need to take recourse to a syllabic representation. The Wylie system, however, while certainly justified in anthropological and related studies is unsuitable for the rendering of composite words as words, hence I will have to take recourse to diacritic letters.

Tibetan place names will be given either in their old (written Tibetan) or their modern form. In the first case, I will use the transliteration system with diacritics, if necessary. I will use the old form whenever discussing Old Tibetan place names, further when the written form corresponds to the modern pronunciation, otherwise I will use the modern forms, as used on maps etc. Tibetan personal names and titles are only given in transliteration.

Chinese names will be transcribed in simple Pinyin. Wade-Giles (= W.-G.) forms and Chinese characters will be given only in cases of high relevance.

BRGY  Bod-Rgya tshigmdzod chenmo, Zhang et al. (1993)
EFEO  Transliteration style of the École Française d’Extrême Orient
LDRR  Ladvags Rgyalrabs, Francke (1926)
KHAL  Narrations and information by meme Tondup Tsering from Khalatse
1 Western Tibet and the Changthang—an ethno-geographical puzzle

The nomadic areas stretching along the northern steppes of Tibet must have seen an early Indo-European population, particularly in the West, which gradually mixed with people of Hunnic and/or Mongolic stock. At least, after the invasions of the Yuezhi, Tuyuhun-Ḫaža, and Hepthalites/Hūṇa into Northern India and Afghanistan, the people dwelling along the real upper course of the Indus must have acquired many Iranian cultural traits, if only outwardly. Even after the Tibetan conquests in the West, people continued to pour in from various regions of the Pamirs and beyond.

The Korean pilgrim Hyecho, travelling in India around 726/727, most probably did not reach present-day Ladakh or Baltistan, but he apparently collected a great deal of information in Kashmir and Bolor. According to him or his informants, the people of Greater Bolor (Da-Bolū, 大勃律, W.-G. Ta Po-lū, Po-lū-lo, or P’u-lū) and Yangtong (羊同, W.-G. Yang-t’ung), as well as those from the unidentifiable Suoboci (娑播慈, W.-G. So-po-tz’u) were all Hu (quasi Iranians) and, therefore, believers, i.e. Buddhists. All three peoples are perceived as being clearly distinct not only from the people of Kashmir, but even more so from the inhabitants of Tibet (Tufan guo).  

4 In antiquity, the Gilgit river was counted as the source of the Indus, and the section below the confluence of the Gilgit river with the Indus accordingly still bears the name Upper Indus Valley, a fact that has often been overlooked and has thus created quite some confusion. I will thus use the designations Gilgit-Indus and real Indus to discriminate between the ancient and modern understanding of Indus.

5 Perhaps the western Sumpa: the Sobyi of the so-called prophesy of the Li country or the Supiya from the Central Asian Kharoṣṭhī documents (cf. Petech 1947: 87). Or perhaps even a variant form of Spiti (due to a palatalisation of the second syllable)? In his note 3, Fuchs conjectures the first syllable as 婆 (thus Poboci, pōbōci), because he finds in the Yiqie jing yinyi the same name as 婆簸慈 (Poboci, but with a different tone: pōbōci), which he takes to be equivalent with Nepal. As Pelliot (1963: 709) states: “Although Nepal is well known in China as Nipo-lo (Nepāla), we may perhaps suppose that Hui-ch’ao heard its Tibetan name in Kashmir; but P’o-po-tz’u is uncertain, and So-p’o-tz’u (*Sā-puā-dz’i) is the reading of the only ancient Ms.; the phonetic equivalence of *B’uā-puā-dz’i is far from satisfactory.”

It is not very likely that the Tibetan name of Nepal should have been current in Kashmir, and even if so, the Tibetan name for Nepal is Balyul or, as in Ladakh, Balpo.
W.-G. T’u-fan kuo), who are described as non-believers and hence as comparatively less civilised (Fuchs 1938: 443f.). The Tibetans are described as nomads living in felt tents like the Tujue (that is, Turks; p. 443), alternatively also in caves dug out of the ground (p. 444). The Tibetans are further described as having a very dark complexion (p. 444). While Tucci (1977: 72) objects to the presence of Buddhism in Žanžuņ.6 Petech (1977: 10) objects to the presence of Hu in this area. According to the latter,

the term Hu applied to the Iranians of Central Asia; but its use was rather loose, and it appears that for Hui-ch’ao it applied generally to the Iranian populations, which would fit perfectly well with the Dards of Ladakh (but not with the people of Žań-žuń).

While Dards and Iranians are not exactly the same, perhaps not even in the eyes of a Chinese traveller, both could have been comprised under the quite unspeciﬁc cover term Hu. While Molè (1970: 152f, n. 392) states that

Hu originally designated the Huns, but in this epoch [618–626] had come to mean barbarian in general, and designated not only the T’u-yū-hun but also the population of the western lands (Hsi-yüi),

J.E. Hill (2004, note 1.23), holds that

Hu is a rather vague term used for northern and western peoples of non-Sinitic origin, usually, but not exclusively, for those of Caucasian appearance. It was commonly used for people of Persian, Sogdian, and Turkish origin, Xianbi, Indians, Kushans and even, occasionally, for the Xiongnu (who, however, are usually clearly differentiated from the Hu).

The term Hu could thus well have referred to Xianbi tribes, such as the Sumpa, which are usually counted among the aboriginal peoples of northern Tibet. Nevertheless, given the context of Hyecho’s travels as well as the context of his statement, particularly the contrast with the Turks, one may be justiﬁed to take his ‘Hu’ as being similar to the Indo-European population of Khotan, the Pamirs, and the Hindukush. Therefore, I do not see any necessity to question a cultural or linguistic Iranian inﬂuence in Žanžuņ, especially not in its western parts or in the Changthang.

None of the regions in question is geographically well deﬁned, the

---

6 This is somewhat surprising in view of his earlier (Tucci 1956: 51–109) detailed discussion of the localisation Žanžuņ.
identification of each depending in almost perfect circularity upon the exact
deinition of the boundaries of the neighboring regions. The correlation (if
only partially) of Yangtong with ‘Grand’-Žan̄žuŋ or with the Changthang
seems to be uncontroversial, but there is no consensus as to the exact location
and extension. The only fixed points are that Lesser Bolor can be identi-
cified with Gilgit and/or Hunza (Bruža)\(^7\) and that some directions and distances are
given with respect to the Tarim basin and the Pamirs. The main problems are
however:

- Where exactly lies Greater Bolor or how can it be defined?
- Where exactly are the north-western confines of Yangtong/Žan̄žuŋ?
- Where exactly do we find the ‘Gold Race Country’ Suvarṇagotra, the ‘Wo-
  men’s Dominion’ (Strīrājya/Nüguo), and Greater Yangtong; and how can
  we explain the rather consistently conflicting data concerning these three
  names?
- Are the names Mard and Maryul, on the one hand, and Moluoso, on the
  other, related to each other? And where would this entity (or these entities)
  be located?

1.1 Baltistan and Bolor

It had been commonly assumed that Baltistan is identical with the Greater
Bolor of the Chinese sources. This would seemingly fit Hyecho’s indica-
tion that Greater Bolor lies 15 days to the north-east (Fuchs 1938: 443) and Lesser Bolor
7 days to the north-west of Kashmir (ibid. p. 444). Hyecho’s indication is not
without oddities: Gilgit and Hunza lie due north of Srinagar, and the distance
given between Kashmir and Gilgit appears to be much too short.\(^8\) This could
imply that Lesser Bolor extended southwards along the Indus. On the other
hand, the distance from Srinagar to Skardo should have been either less or
more than 15 days. The short summer route took 12 days “up the Gilgit road to
the Burzil Chowki and thence over the Deosai Plains”, the longer route, open
the greater part of the year, led “in eighteen marches up the Sind valley, […]
over the Zozi [!] La, […] and thence down the valleys of the Dras and Indus”
(Workman 1905: 246). Hyecho describes both Bolors as being culturally and
linguistically identical. The king of Greater Bolor had fled from the Tibetans

\(^7\) Occasionally, however, one may come across a commutation of Lesser and
Greater Bolor.

\(^8\) Meyers Konversationslexikon 1885-1892, http://www.retrorbibliothek.de/retrorbib/
seite.html?id=103901, gives the distance between Srinagar and Gilgit as 22 daily
marches. This may refer to a route along the Indus or, alternatively, to the route
that went over Skardo. Gilgit could possibly also have been reached by a short-
cut via Gurez and the valley of Astor, but even in this case, the indication of 7
days seems to be somewhat too optimistic.
to Lesser Bolor where he had managed to install himself as ruler. The rest of
the nobility, however, had stayed in Greater Bolor (Fuchs 1938: 444).

Other Chinese sources are even more ambiguous. In the Tangshu it is stated
that Greater Bolor was to the south-east of Lesser Bolor, an indication that
could point to Baltistan, except if we follow Denwood’s (2008: 15) suggestion
that Lesser Bolor centred on the Yasin valley. Greater Bolor is further said
to be straight west of Tibet, which fits better with Chilas than with Baltistan,
and that it bordered in the west to Wuchang (Uḍḍiyāna), an indication that can
by no means be reconciled with the location of Baltistan and thus necessarily

Le grand Pou-lu (Baltistan) est aussi appelé Poulou; il est droit à l’ouest des T’ou-po (Tibétains); il touche au petit Pou-lu; à l’ouest, il est voisin du territoire d’Ou-tch’ang (Oudyāna) de l’Inde du Nord. [...] Il est assujetti aux T’ou-po (Tibétains). Depuis la période wan-soi-t’ong-tien (696) jusqu’à la période k’ai-yuen (713-741), il envoya trois fois des ambassadeurs rendre hommage à la cour. C’est pourquoi on conféra par brevet le titre de roi au prince de ce pays, Sou-fou-cho-li-tche-li-ni; à sa mort, on conféra encore par brevet la succession royale à Sou-lin-t’o-i-tche (Sourendrāditya?); en tout, celui-ci envoya deux fois de hauts dignitaires apporter en tribut les produits de son pays.

Le petit Pou-lu est à plus de neuf mille li de la capitale; à trois mille li à l’est tendant un peu vers le sud, on arrive au campement du T’ou-po tsan-p’ou (le btsanpo de Tibet); à huit cent li du côté de l’est,9 ce pays touche à Ou-tch’ang (Oudyāna); à trois cents li au sud-est est le grand Pou-lu (Baltistan); à cinq cents li au sud se trouve le Kou-che-mi (Cachemire); à cinq cents li au nord, il y a la ville de So-le du (pays de) Hou-mi (Wakhān)...10

---

9 Chavannes takes this as an error for west. But Lesser Bolor, if consisting only
of Gilgit, Hunza-Nagar, and Yasin, does not border on Swat, neither in the east
nor in the west. The indication east could make sense, however, if Lesser Bolor
also comprised (parts of) Chitral. This seems to be corroborated by the much
later Mirzā Haidar, see below.

10 ‘Greater Bulū (Baltistan) is also called Bulu; it is straight west of the Tubo
(Tibetans); it touches on Lesser Bulū; in the west it is neighbouring the territory of
Wuchang (Uḍḍiyāna) of Northern India. [...] It is subject to the Tubo. Since the
period Wansuitongtian (696) until the period Kaiyuan (713-741), it sent three times
ambassadors to render homage to the court. It is because of this that one conferred
per diploma the royal title to the prince of this country, Sufushuolizhlini; after
According to Jettmar (1980: 120–122), Greater Bolor can only be identified with the valleys of Chilas and Astor, not with Baltistan, particularly because—according to the bizarre narration of the Vimalaprabhāparipṛcchā, see below,—some kings of Skardo bore names that are not part of the tradition of Greater Bolor and because the capital of Greater Bolor is called either Hesalao or Pousalao in Chinese sources, which, according to him, could not be identical with Skardo. Jettmar also disputes the strategic importance of Baltistan, as the main routes, including those from Western Tibet to Gilgit, are not to be found in this region (ibid. p. 121f.; but see Tucci, 1977: 79, 81–84). The main argument, which Jettmar receives from Tucci (1977: 80) is a passage in a comparatively late source, authored by Hu Sanxing (1230–1302):

The great P’u-lū [...] is straight to the west of Tibet. North of it there is little P’u-lū (emphasis added, BZ).

Tucci concludes:

This corresponds to the location of Chilas, having to the north little P’u-lū, Gilgit, but being in the west of Baltistan, subject to the Tibetans.

Evidently, Hu Sanxing did not know of a politically distinct Baltistan. Correspondingly, Denwood (2008: 15) takes Baltistan and Greater Bolor as two different political entities, stating that

the core of Little Palūr at this time was the Yasin Valley, where its capital was located and its king based. Very likely the kingdom extended westwards to include the little-known but apparently fertile and populous Baushtaro Valley on the north side of the Gilgit/Ghizar River, and perhaps also the upper part of the Ishkoman valley to the northeast, reachable from Yasin by the easy Panji pass. […]

---

his death one conferred again per diploma the royal succession to Sulintuoyizhi (Surendrāditya?), altogether the latter sent two times high dignitaries who brought the products of his country as tribute.

Lesser Bulū is more than 9000 li (away) from the capital; after 3000 li to the east, somewhat towards the south, one arrives at the camp of the Tubo zanpu (the Tibetan emperor); after 800 li on the eastern side [see note 9 above], this land touches upon Wuchang; 300 li to the south-east is Greater Bulū; 500 li to the south one finds Gushimi (Kashmir); 300 li to the north there is the town Suolei of (the country) Humi (Wakhān) …’

11 The name may perhaps refer to a place in present-day Gilgit district, mentioned in the Hatun inscription and reconstructed as Pūsa[t]aram by Gérard Fussman (Denwood 2008: 15).
Great Palūr must have been the valley of the Gilgit River below about Hatun, at least as far as […] the Gilgit/Indus confluence […] and extending down the Indus valley and/or across the Gilgit mountains to the Indus in Diamar.

As the present-day sub-district of Diamar comprises Chilas, Greater Bolor should have extended to the south at least as far as Chilas. According to Mīrzā Ḥaider (Elias 1895: 385), Bolor reached even further down south and west, namely as far as Lamghān (modern Jalalabad) and Kabul (or perhaps rather: as far as the Kabul river). This would mean that the whole valley of Chitral, west of Swat, was part of (Lesser) Bolor.

Xuanzang describes Bolor as lying on the right side of the Indus, somewhat above the Hanging Passages. He reached there from Daliluo (Kandia?)\(^{12}\), the ancient capital of Udḍiyāna, after a march of 500 li (ca. 175 km). Unfortunately it is all but clear from where this distance was counted: from Daliluo, from the spot where he reached the Indus, from the beginning of the Hanging Passages at Jalkot, or from their end at Sazin or Shatial. The 500 li could roughly correspond to the distance between Shatial and Gilgit (cf. the map given as frontispiece in Jettmar 2002). If, however, the distance is reckoned from Daliluo or at least from the first approach to the Indus, the confines of Bolor would lie somewhere between Shatial and Chilas. Xuanzang describes the land as being extended from east to west and as narrow from north to south, which fits the course of the Gilgit river as much as the east-to-western course of the Indus between Gor and Shatial. The inhabitants of Bolor are said to use letters “nearly like those of India, their language [being] somewhat different” (Beal 1881–84: 177–179, 178).

Xuanzang further mentions a region Boluoluo (W.-G. Po-lo-lo), which is reached from a valley in the Pamirs by crossing a pass in the south (Beal 1881–84: 481). This should have referred to Lesser Bolor, rather than to Baltistan, as Beal suggests.

Pelliot (1959: 92) should have reached at a similar conclusion as Tucci, Jettmar (1980), and Denwood. According to Pelliot, the Baluristan of Mīrzā Ḥaider is to be understood as “the mountainous tract south of Badahšan, south-west of Yarkand, west of Balti, north and north-west of Kashmir, that is to say the valleys of Chitrāl, Yassin, and Gilgit” and “Mīrzā Ḥaider seems to

---

\(^{12}\) While Beal (1881–84: 177, n. 37) interprets the name Daliluo (W.-G. Ta-li-lo) as Darail (Darel), this is hardly possible, since the Darel and the Tangir river join the Indus above the Hanging Passages. Both valleys run parallel to the Swat valley, Tangir lying west of Darel. The Darel valley could thus hardly have served as seat for the rulers of Swat. Most probably Xuanzang came through the valley of Kandia.
leave Baltistan out of Baluristan.” But he goes on to say “that the localization may have been viewed differently by others at different dates”, referring to Cunningham (1854: 34), who writes: “Balt or Balti-yul, is called Palolo, or Balor, by the Dards, and Nang-kod [i.e., Nanggoŋ] by the Tibetans”. The following names have been attested: Hunza Balotz or Balor (Balói, however, referring to ‘Tibet’), Nagar Balots, Chilas Palóye, Gilgit Shina Palole, Polôle, Palê, or Pôle (a: Leitner 1890s: 72, 78, b: Leitner 1889: 60, c: Lorimer 1938 as cited by Bielmeier 1985: 14, d: T.G. Bailey 1924: 155). This designation might perhaps refer not so much to a location as to a certain element of the population, which could have migrated to Baltistan at some later time. In the case of the Palula speakers of Chitral, Ruth Leila Schmidt (email communication 04/2008) thinks that Chilas might have been only the centre of a larger unit Palula, because, on the one hand, “the Palula (Paaluúlaa) speakers of Chitral trace their roots to Chilas, and on the other hand, ‘Puluúlii’ … is still a nickname for a Burusho girl.”

In striking contrast to his 1980 conclusions, but resuming earlier considerations (1977), Jettmar (2002a [1993]) is more than convinced that Baltistan not only was part of Greater Bolor, but constituted its core area, and Skardo served as the seat of the Palola dynasty. His arguments, however, are not without contradictions, and the main problem with this assumption is that no inscriptions relating to the Palola dynasty are found in Baltistan.

13 In fact, Mirzâ Haider is quite explicit in separating Bolor and Balti, the latter being part of Tibet (cf. Elias 1895: 385, 405, particularly p. 417): “Tibet is bounded in the north, where it is called Balti, by Balur and Badakhshán.”

14 See note 17 below.

15 Jettmar has to admit that Baltistan was not well enough connected with Gilgit to keep direct control over it or, the other way round, to be directly controlled by a ruler of Gilgit. Either Little Bolor had been a vassal of Greater Bolor or the other way round (2002a [1993]: 122, 125). Jettmar’s suggestion that Hunza (Bruža) might have originally been an independent kingdom and had acquired the designation Lesser Bolor on being conquered by Greater Bolor (p. 126f.) is against the ancient conventions in the use of the terms Lesser and Greater: it is typically the added, the secondary territory that receives the designation Greater (see also p. 2 above).

Jettmar’s scenario is also not corroborated by the earlier Chinese sources including Xuanzang’s report, which present the kingdom as a single unit. Jettmar has to admit that several accounts of Bolor refer to a region that can only be identified with Hunza-Gilgit and the adjacent southern regions, but not with Baltistan, particularly the descriptions of the route by various Buddhist pilgrims, e.g. Zhimeng in 404 (p. 118) or Song Yun 518-522 (p. 119; here Bolor is described as a transit region to Swat). I cannot quite understand Jettmar’s allegation that Xuanzang did not collect his information on the spot and remained rather vague (p. 119f.).
while there are several inscriptions in Chilas and neighbouring areas, such as Alam Bridge, shortly above the confluence of the Gilgit river and the Indus. For unknown reasons, Jettmar seems to preclude that the Palola dynasty may have had its (secondary) seat in Chilas, and he brushes away the indications given by Xuanzang.

The problem may perhaps never be resolved, but I would tend to interpret the data in a similar manner as Denwood. Bolor must thus have comprised a rather large area. When Bolor split into two halves, Yasin became the centre of Lesser Bolor, which seems to have comprised at least the upper parts of the Chitral-Kunar valley (having the Swat valley as its eastern neighbour). The conventional use of the terms Lesser and Greater might indicate that Lesser Bolor was the core area of Bolor, and Chilas (and perhaps also Baltistan) constituted a secondary, peripheral region.

Since Hyecho mentions no other country between the two Bolors and Yangtong/Žaŋʒuŋ. Baltistan must have belonged to one of these, thus if not part of one of the Bolors, it must have been, by necessity, part of Yangtong/Žaŋʒuŋ. A Baltistan being part of Žaŋʒuŋ is certainly hard to swallow, and it stands to reason to solve the problem in Pelliot’s manner or by suggesting that the Chinese commentator was using the name Tibet somewhat loosely, referring to the places that were under the power of the Tibetans at a certain moment. One could even argue that the directions are not to be taken too seriously, after all, errors in direction are unfortunately not so uncommon in Chinese sources: Pelliot (1963: 695f.) cites examples where Nepal is located west of Tibet, and India even north-west of the Onion-Range (Congling, the Pamirs).16

Such inclusion is certainly also at variance with the later Tibetan perspective, as reflected in the LDRR, which never mentions Chilas and differentiates between Bruža/Gilgit, on the one hand, and identifiable parts of Baltistan, on the other, cf. LDRR 32.6, mentioning ‘conquests’ or raids in the west under Khri Dusroṅ (appearing as Guṣroṅ or Ḥdusroṅ Ḥdurje in the LDRR):

\[
\text{nub... | Shaltiḥi sraṅgi \textit{Naṅgoṅ} | smadkyi Šidkar tshunčhad mnyahbogtu bsduste}
\]

“[In] the west... Naṅgoṅ (i.e. Skardo)17 on the road to Sbalti, from Šidkar of the lower areas hither [all] were subdued and’

A similar wording is found in the \textit{Mṇāḥris rgyalraḥs} (Vitali 1996: 29.12–13):

16 This latter position, which is also in accordance with Faxian’s description of reaching ‘North India’ from Khotan in a (south)-western direction (Beal 1881–84: 15), may refer, albeit anachronistically, to the Kuṣaṇa Empire.

17 The variation between \textit{Nangkot} as in Cunningham (1854: 34; cf. Thomas 1935: 271, n. 5 \textit{Nangod}) and \textit{Naṅgoṅ} might be due to copy errors. Cunningham also notes the
nub... Sbalyulgyi Naŋgoŋ | smadkyi Šiŋhgar ['!] tshunchad mŋar bsdustे.

‘[In] the west... Naŋgoŋ of the Sbal[ti] country, from Šiŋhgar (Šidkar) of the lower areas hither [all] were subdued and’

The separate mentioning of Shalti could well be a reinterpretation in terms of the actual geography at the time of composition (17th c.). The preserved Old Tibetan documents refer only rather vaguely to Bruža and do not mention Baltistan at all, as it might be included in their notion of Žaŋžuŋ. Nevertheless, the name appears in one of those later historiographic works that seem to draw upon relatively early sources, now lost. The Vth Dalai Lama’s biography of Bsodnams Mchogdan Bstanpaṅ Rgyalmtshan contains an interesting division of Mṇaḥris (the successor in title to Žaŋžuŋ), where the second skor (district or county) is defined as comprising Li,18 Gruža (!), and Shalte (Tucci 1956: 73). No mention of Ladakh is made, and Maryul is still in the immediate neighbourhood of Purang and Zanskar, in the first skor, so that we may assume that the sources from which the Vth Dalai Lama drew his information reflect the situation of the late Empire. A similar division is found in BRGY (sub Mṇaḥris skorgsum), where Khotan (Ḥchimmar Li), Bruža, and Shalti form one of the skor.s.19

Given the fact that Hyecho’s Yangtong grows grapes, and that grapes did grow in Lower, but not in Upper Ladakh (see below), one can at least definitely rule out the possibility that Bolor extended over Lower Ladakh. At the time of Hyecho’s visit in Bolor, it is quite likely that Baltistan, if not an integral part of Yangtong anyhow, was already integrated into the administrative entity of Žaŋžuŋ stod by the Tibetans.

Therefore, we cannot but accept that at least in terms of an international geography of the day, there was a part of Žaŋžuŋ, an appendix of the Changthang: Lesser Žaŋžuŋ (West)—actually, the Žaŋžuŋ stod of OTA (see 18 It might be possible that the term Li referred here only to some peripheral dependent territories of Khotan rather than to the oasis itself.
19 A further variant is found in Blama Btsanpo’s Ḥdzamglinrgyャshad (ed. Wylie 1962: 3/56) with Ḥchiba for Khotan and Blaśa for Bruša.
next section for the definition of the term), that comprised Lower Ladakh and perhaps also Baltistan. Perhaps some of the confusion in Chinese geographic accounts could be solved, if Lesser Žaŋžuŋ (West) is taken to be identical with Lesser Yangtong.

Such a Lesser Žaŋžuŋ (West) populated by Hu could no longer be rejected by Petech and a Lesser Žaŋžuŋ (West) in which Buddhism is practised could likewise not be rejected by Tucci. That an Indian, Kashmirian, or Gândhârî type of Buddhism was practised in Baltistan, Purik, and Lower Ladakh from the Kuśâṇa period until the 8th c. CE or later, as evidenced in many rock-carvings, is certainly uncontroversial (except perhaps for the exact dating of the artefacts) and does not need further elaboration here.

Taking a diplomatic stance, one could still argue that the borders between Bolor and Yangtong/Žaŋžuŋ may have been subject to changes and that the principalities of Shigar and Skardo might have temporarily been part of Greater Bolor under the rule of the Palola Śahi (as seems to be suggested by von Hinüber 2004: 8) or even provinces of Khotan (as seems to be indicated by the Vimalaprabhâpariprccchā, yet see the discussion below), but that their status remained undefined with alliances to all sides.

1.2 Žaŋžuŋ

Like so many other place names, the designation Žaŋžuŋ turns out to be highly ambiguous and therefore I should like to distinguish between:
(a) ‘Grand-Žaŋžuŋ’ as a widely extended geographical term, assumed to be synonymous with the Chinese designation Yangtong and covering most
of the Changthang—whether the historical designation Žanžuŋ was ever applied in this sense is somewhat questionable.

(b) ‘Žanžuŋ Proper’, more or less identical with the later West Tibetan kingdoms of Guge and Purang (Spuhrang)—this follows the identification by the later Tibetan sources, but again it is rather questionable whether the designation of the Old Tibetan sources applied to this region and only to this region.

(c) ‘Local-Žanžuŋ’, a small province of the kingdom, perhaps its core part, or at least that region that continues to bear the name under the West Tibetan dynasty. ‘Local-Žanžuŋ’ is only one of the elements of one of the districts (skor) of Mgahris.

(d) From ‘Žanžuŋ Proper’ I should like to distinguish the peripheral or outer provinces in the west, which later became Baltistan and Ladakh. It is unclear whether, which parts, and for how long these regions may have been part of the historical kingdom/confedera cacy of Žanžuŋ, or by which logic they were included under a merely geographical or even under a nostalgic notion of Žanžuŋ. I will refer to these areas, for the sake of convenience, as ‘Lesser Žanžuŋ (West)’.20

Bonpo tradition knows of an Inner, Middle and Outer Žanžuŋ, but the original references seem to be partly lost or of a merely speculative nature. According to those traditions that localise Inner Žanžuŋ in ‘Persia’,21 these designations could perhaps be translated into ‘west’ (‘Persia’ or the Iranian borderland in the Pamirs), ‘central’ (Žanžuŋ Proper), and ‘north-east’ (the rest of Grand-Žanžuŋ). According to Karmay (1998: 114), however, Outer

20 Actually, it seems to correspond to ‘Innermost Žanžuŋ’. This designation reflects a geography from an Iranian, Kashmirian, and even Chinese perspective, or a perspective that is related to Mt Meru as the central axis of the world, originally located in the Pamirs. It also corresponds to the distinction of Lesser and Greater Yangtong as well as to the much later distinctions of Little Tibet (Baltistan) and Greater Tibet (Ladakh). ‘Žanžuŋ-West’ would be the exact counterpart of the Old Tibetan Žanžuŋ stod, see below.

21 Tazig or its etymologised form Staggzig (Tiger-Leopard) may have been originally be coined for the Arabs. But when used in the Bonpo sources, it seems to always refer to Iran and the whole of the Achaemenid empire, or, more specifically, to the Iranian borderlands along the Pamirs (Gilgit and Badakhshan) and the Dardic areas along the Hindukush and Indus (Chitral and Chilas). For the latter identification we can cite Buddhist and Bonpo sources alike: Chiñas is identified with ‘Persia’ in Orgyanpa’s itinerary (see also below), according to Mkhaspa Ldehu (ed. 1987: 222), the ‘Persian’ king is apparently a Kashmirian (at least he is called ‘Morba of Kashmir’), speaking Shinrat, i.e. the Shina language, while the Bonpo text Drimedrtsabaŋirgyud (Dongrub Lhargyal 2000: 399) points to an identity of Holmolunrings (in ‘Persia’) with Chitral (see Zeisler forthcoming a, Chapter 2 § 3.3.5).
Žanžuŋ would have comprised a huge area from Gilgit to the Namtsho and from Khotan to Chumig brgyadcu rtsagnyis (Mukhtinath, according to Iida 2003), Inner Žanžuŋ would have been ‘Persia’ (Staggzig), while the middle one remains unidentified.

It seems to be questionable whether a political entity Žanžuŋ existed on Iranian territory and be it only at the borders, and I cannot avoid the feeling that the association of Žanžuŋ with the Indo-Iranian Holmo Luŋriŋ (i.e. the Oxus valley and/or Chitral) is of a secondary, rather nostalgic origin, created by immigrant Bactrians or people from the Pamirs, known under the Tibetan appellation Rmu. While these Rmu apparently participated in the Bonpo re-invention of the past during the phyidar, they might have identified themselves, for lack of other alternatives, with a former political entity Žanžuŋ, re-designed as the homeland of the holy teacher Gšenrab Mibo—associated with the past glory of Achaemenid or Sasanian Persia. On the other hand, if it were true that the Hephthalites or Hūṇa or one of their associated tribes had been based also in the Kailash region (cf. Zeisler forthcoming a, Chapter 4 § 1.4.3), the subsumption of present-day Western Tibet with regions in present-day Afghanistan under the same ‘national’ or rather geographical heading would not be too surprising. It might perhaps be even due to this ‘Hūṇa connection’, that some western areas, if not originally belonging to Žanžuŋ, had been subsumed by the Tibetan administration under the designation Žanžuŋ (stod) after their conquest in the 7th or 8th c. (see also below).

An interesting alternative division is transmitted in Ladakh. According to the historian Sonam Phuntsog (p.c.), one would have to distinguish between Žanžuŋ Proper or Žanžuŋ chuŋjug, located in Tibet, and a ‘Greater’ Žanžuŋ or Žanžuŋ chenmo, which would have comprised Ladakh, Baltistan, and Gilgit. This tradition might well reflect the addition of conquered areas under the administrative unit Žanžuŋ.

Unlike many other scholars, R.A. Stein (1981: 13) thinks that Žanžuŋ was in no way identical with any of the two, Lesser and Greater Yangtong, but was located between them. His indications are, however, contradictory. Lesser and Greater Yangtong, are, on the one hand, described as bordering on Khotan, Hunza, and Gilgit, on the other as being confined by Suvarna-gotra or the Women’s Dominion (p. 13), which should lie between Yangtong and Gilgit and Hunza. On his map (p. 58–59), Žanžuŋ lies south of Greater Yangtong, and more or less in the same area as Lesser Yangtong. With R.A. Stein many other scholars look for Žanžuŋ mainly in the area around Guge and Purang. This perspective, however, is not at all compatible with the Old Tibetan geography as presented by Dpaḥbo Gtusluglag, and the attempts to accommodate the latter’s descriptions to the current preconceptions add to the general confusion.
In a few Old Tibetan sources (cf. Takeuchi 2004: 54), and particularly in Dpaḥbo Gtsuglag, we find the designations Žaṅzhun stod and smad, which, according to a general convention, should have correlated to west (stod) and east (smad). According to Dpaḥbo Gtsuglag, the two moieties are located at the boundary of Tibet and the Western Turks (Grugu for Drugu) and between Tibet and the Sumpa respectively (Ja 19 a, as cited by Tucci 1956: 91). The two moieties are divided into the following districts (sde): Žaṅzhun stod: 1. Ḥoço, 2. Ṣmanma, 3. Ğhema, 4. Ṣamo, stöpbuchar: Baga; Žaṅzhun smad: 1. Gugge, 2. Ṣoḍla, 3. Șbıqtsaṅ, 4. Șargtsaṅ, stöpbuchar: Cidi.

Both regions are identified by Tucci (ibid.) quite rashly with the Lob-Niya region and the region of Ṣgyalrong, while Gugge should be identical with Ḥuran in Žims of Žaṅzhun, mentioned in OTA (l. 64), for which, like anybody else, he is unable to give any localisation. These identifications are vehemently rejected by Yamaguchi (1970: 98, n. 1), who identifies Gugge in Žaṅzhun smad with present day Guge. According to him (p. 100, n. 17), Žaṅzhun stod would be the area of Ladakh, and Žaṅzhun smad would be nothing more than Žaṅzhun Proper. The same author associates the areas Spyırtsaṅ and Ṣarṛtsaṅ (interpreted as Outer and Upper Ṣtsan) of Žaṅzhun smad with Ṣtsan (p. 98), and his attempts to locate Ṣtsan localities eventually leads him into Kham territory.

Although there might be other candidates around for the identification of Gugge (cf. the various place names with ḥog as an element), there is actually nothing that contradicts the identification with the more common form Guge, even more so as the other districts of Žaṅzhun smad can be associated with place names in the closer or farther neighbourhood. The second element in the name of the third and the fourth district: Șbıqtsaṅ and Yargtsaṅ (in Dpaḥbo Gtsuglag) may well indicate that they were somehow related to, or part of, Ṣtsan, as suggested by Yamaguchi. On the other hand, the first elements also show some similarity with Spiti and Yartse. The second district Cogla, may be identical with an area between Guge and Spiti, possibly the -lcog in the combination Ṣpı[lcog. Based on several sources, although not exactly specifying which is used for which identification, Hazod (2009: 168) gives the districts of Žaṅzhun smad as “1. Ǧug-ge 2. Giul[gy]-cog (~Cog-la) {between Guge and Spiti} 3. Șpi[y]-rtsang {Sato 1978: south of Ḥyung-lung} 4. Yar-ṛtsang 5. Șpi-ti (~ Ci-de (= Spi-ti, also Sp[γy]-lcog; Petech 1997: 252)” (sic).22

22 The identification of Cide with Ṣpi-ti is highly problematic, since the latter place name, modern pronunciation [pīti], never underwent palatalisation, at least not in Western Tibet. It is thus extremely unlikely that the palatalised form ci should have occurred in an Old Tibetan document. Even if we admit that Dpaḥbo Gtsuglag wrote the name down from (Central Tibetan) hearsay, this would mean that the form Ṣpi-ti was not found in the documents at hand.
Helga Uebach (p.c.) cautions that Dpaḥbo Gtsuglag might have referred to some contemporaneous Drugu. Since the latter might have settled somewhere in Eastern Turkestan, but not somewhere on the Tibetan plateau, it would still follow from this reference that the boundary area between Tibet (proper) and the Drugu was at least Upper Ladakh and the western Changthang. But since Dpaḥbo Gtsuglag lists a handful of obsolete place names in Žaṅṣuṅ stod, which must be drawn from some old documents, it is quite unlikely that he should have referred to contemporaneous Drugu in the same breath, and should not have based himself on an Old Tibetan description of Žaṅṣuṅ or on his knowledge as to where these places were to be located.

In OTA, the term Drugu refers to the Western Turks (cf. Beckwith 1987: 63f., n. 56). In the 7th c., the Western Turks had moved into the areas west of the Altai and north of the Tienshan and further west into Western Turkestan and into Afghanistan, where they replaced the Hephthalites, while the Eastern Turks mainly settled in present-day Mongolia and areas further to the south and east. By the mid 7th c., the Western Turks are found i.a. in Ferghana and Sūryāb, areas that could be accessed from Tibet directly via the Pamirs and thus via western Žaṅṣuṅ. This is what apparently happened: in the year 675, the minister Mgar Btsansña, after having carried out a registration (mkhos)\(^{23}\) of Žaṅṣuṅ in Guran of Žims, went to Ltaṅyo in the land of the Drugu or went to the land of the Drugu for a (forced) ?trade agreement (ltanyo)\(^{24}\) (OTA, l. 64); in the following year, he led a military campaign into this area (OTA, l. 67f.); in the year 687, after having proposed a campaign in the land of the Drugu in the previous year (which was postponed), the min-

---

\(^{23}\) According to Uebach (2003), mkhos were administrative measurements, carried out in a subjugated country mainly to integrate it into the Tibetan dominion. Unlike the phalos, they were not typically calls to arms, but in this case the military background is rather obvious.

\(^{24}\) ltaŋy means ‘bale of goods, half load’. yo might perhaps be related to yobyad ‘goods, necessities, furniture, household implements, etc’, cf. Beckwith (1987: 42, n. 24). The latter, followed by Dotson (2009: 91), proposes to read the compound as ‘plunder’, but this seems to be contradicted by the statement concerning the following year, where a military campaign was conducted. It seems that first troops were levied, possibly close to the border region, with that threat prepared, a delegation went to the Drugu for negotiations, and as these turned out unsatisfactory, the threat was made reality in the following year. Against Beckwith (ibid), it is grammatically quite possible that Ltaŋyo refers to a place, but it is, of course, not possible that the place name contained the final -r as suggested by Thomas (1951: 268). According to Gñahgoŋ Dkonmchog Tshesbrtan (1995: 69, n. 25), the word ltaŋyor would refer either to a cattle disease or to an internal turmoil, but these two meanings can hardly be reconciled with the fact that the word should be in the absolutive and followed by a movement verb.
ister Mgar Khriḥbriṅ led a campaign to the lands of the Drugu and Guchen: *Drugu-Guzanyuldu drangs.*

Dotson (2009: 96) translates this as ‘the land of Kucha (Gu-zan-yul) in [Western] Turkestan’. Apart from the fact that Guzan might refer to Guchen in the eastern Tienshan north of Turfan (cf. Thomas 1951: 282[ff.]), rather than to Kucha, this is geographically absurd. Western Turkestan comprises the countries Kazakhstan, Kirghizstan, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, and Uzbekistan. Like Guchen, Kucha lies at the northern rim of the Tarim Basin, and thus in the region commonly known as East(ern) or Chinese Turkestan. In the period in question, the Western Turks, actually settled also in Eastern Turkestan, north of the Tienshan. They seem to have had dominated Kucha via Sāryāb once in a while, but since Kucha was also claimed by the Chinese, and, in effect, recaptured several times, it seems to be unlikely that it was conceived of as a part of the Druguyul. Similarly, Guchen was at that time still under Chinese government (Thomas, ibid. p. 286). I should thus suggest analysing the compound as a tatpuruṣa compound, the first element of which consists of a dvandva compound: *(Drugu & Guzan)-yul.*

In reaction to the all too often rash conclusions of Thomas, R.A. Stein (1959: 293) rejects not only the former’s localisation of Guzan, but suggests that the verb ḥdren could equally mean ‘invite’. Unfortunately, R.A. Stein is mislead by his anger. First of all, he is unable to specify, where the ‘land of Guzan’ lay, to which the Drugu would have been invited. If Guzan lay in Tibet, we should have heard again of this province at some other occasion. If Guzan were not part of Tibet, why should the Drugu be invited to this province by a Tibetan minister? And why to a province *(yul)* and not to a particular place in this province? Secondly, while the meaning ‘campaign, lead a campaign’ is usually expressed by a collocation: *dmag ḥdren* (cf. OTA, l. 255), apparently referring to an ordinary troop, or *drama ḥdren* (OTA, l. 197), apparently referring to an elite *(drama)* expedition corps, the collocation is typically shortened in OTA. In 9 out of 11 cases (ll. 68, 94, 97, 127, 133, 135, 137, 274f., 276f.) we find only the place name plus *drangs*, and except perhaps in our case (l. 97), it is not possible to read an invitée into the place name. There are similar examples in other Old Tibetan texts, but the most illustrative might be found in the Old Tibetan Chronicle, ll. 380–383:

*Sbraṅ Rgyalsgra Legzigskys | stodphyogssu drangs | Muyuṅsu g.yul bzlognas | lungi rgyalpo Nuṅkog manchad ḥbanṣsu bs dus | Dbaṅs Btsaṅbžer Mdołodla-stosogspas | mkhartshan yanchaddu drangs | mkhar cupa brgyad phabnas | Dorpo bton te | ḥbanṣsu bzesso ||

‘Rgyalsgra Legzigs from the Sbraṅ clan lead a campaign to the upper (i.e., western) regions, and after the enemies had been put to flight (lit. after the battle field had been overthrown) in Muyun, the kings of the valleys from Nuṅkog downwards were brought under control. Btsaṅbžer Mdołod from the Dbaṅs clan and others lead a campaign to [the region] from Mkhartshan upwards, and having overthrown eight fortified prefectures they made the Dorpo come forth and made them (lit. accepted them as) subjects.’

For a detailed discussion of the collocation and its elliptic form see Uray (1962).
The place names Guran and Žims are unidentified (cf. Thomas 1951: 268, for whom both places should be located in the region of Guge; Beckwith 1987: 42, n. 23, who abstains from guessing; Hazod 2009: 217, who states that they should be found in Žanžuŋ). I suggest looking for them in the west. Gor in Chitral, below the confluence of the Astor river with the Indus, or Guraiš (or Gurēz), in the upper Kishenganga valley, may perhaps be the closest candidates for Guran, linguistically as well as geographically.

In 660, the Tibetans appear for the first time across the Pamirs, in Kashgar (Denwood forthcoming). Denwood, however, does not believe in a Pamir route, particularly because much of this area was still independent in the beginning of the 8th c. According to him, the Tibetans would have reached the Western Turks by a route from (eastern) Žanžuŋ via Shanshan or Mirān through the Tarim.

It would have been a simple matter to detach a small force and send it along the route south of the Tsaidam to the Charklik/Miran area (the old Shanshan kingdom on the southern silk route), then north and west along the course of the Tarim, Yarkand and Kashgar rivers, where water, grazing and supplies would be available in larger quantities than in the drier climate of today, and so to rendezvous with the Turkish armies near Kashgar. This route would avoid Azha armies as well as the Chinese-garrisoned cities of Khotan, Kucha and Aksu (ibid).

I do not think that such movements would have gone unchallenged by the Chinese, particularly as the routes were limited in number and certainly also surveyed. The mountainous regions of the Hindukush and the Pamirs were probably much more difficult to handle logistically, but they had the advantage of being hidden and, moreover, beyond Chinese dominance. The Tibetans do not need to have subjugated all the areas in question, the promise of sufficient profit for the respective rulers might have paved the way as well.26 We know that, at some later time, the Tibetans sought such an arrangement with the ruler of Lesser Bolor (cf. Denwood forthcoming).

Of course, one might think that a *Gūrān, due to its similarity in sound, could be found in the vicinity of Mirān. Nevertheless, an eastern Žanžuŋ could by no means constitute the border area towards the Western Turks.

26 Unlike Denwood (ibid.), I do not take the impressing title of the Palola ruler to be a conclusive sign of power or military invulnerability. We can observe with the later petty chieftoms of Ladakh a certain inflation of royal titles, which mirrored only the insignificance of their bearers. The Palola ruler, certainly not a major force, may well have been compelled to concede border areas or rights of passage to a power he could not contain.
unless one assumes that Shanshan or Mīrān was Turk territory in the late 7th c. Geographically, the border region between the Western Turks and Tibet was Baltistan and Gilgit, even more so if “Suvarnagotra, Baltistan, Gilgit, and also presumably Ladakh” were not only independent of Tibet, but if “some or all of them may have been part of the Western Turk empire before 630” as Denwood (forthcoming) ponders, without, however, giving any evidence for this line of reasoning.

There seem to have been ethnic or political affinities between Žaŋžuŋ and Bactrian Turkestan (most probably dating from a time before the rise of the Turk empire), which allowed confounding or merging the two. Thus we find, again in Dpaḥbo Gtsuglag’s compendium, in one of several versions of the Four Border Kingdoms, a concept related with that of the Universal Ruler, the combination of Žaŋžuŋ and Grugu for the western realm, usually occupied by Persia (Staggzig; cf. R.A. Stein 1959: 258). In another manuscript, dealing with the same concept, the king of Persia is called Muwer (ibid., p. 259), clearly a Žaŋžuŋ appellation. In the Btsunmo bkahi thangyig, it is even Mṇaḥris Skorgsum that takes the place assigned for Persia (ibid., p. 257). While this confusion may be the result of an overall fusion of themes related to the Universal Ruler, due to scholarly playfulness or neglect, there is a similar confusion and anachronism in LDRR 30.28f.: during the time of Gnamri Sloṃmtshan, the Tibetans would have ‘subdued king Gñažur etc. [of] the western regions, India (i.e. Kashmir) and Turkestan’:

Rgyagardan Grugu nubphyogs | Gñažur rgyalpo-lasogspa btul.

The name of the king is quite obviously related to the element Sñašur, appearing in the name of the Žaŋžuŋ king Lig Sñašur, to whom a bride was given in 671 (OTA, l. 53), and which is also found, a century or so later, as the name of a commander of the Žaŋžuŋ stod stonsde Hotshopag ~ Hožopag and of the Rtsalmpag regiment (Thomas 1951: 454, 467). At the time of Gnamri Sloṃmtshan, the Drugu (and Kashmirians) in question could at best have been tribes of Indo-Iranian descent settling in Žaŋžuŋ.

Given the geographical setting, the border regions of Žaŋžuŋ stod should have comprised at least present-day Lower Ladakh (with Nubra and Purik). At the very height of their power in the west, when the Tibetans were also

27 Muwer is the name of a king of Žaŋžuŋ Khasgyor, a principality comprising Mt Tise, listed in Dkarru Grubdāṅ Bstanbdzin Rinchens’s Tseṭi dkarchag and in Bstanbdzin Rnamdag’s G.yungréng Bongyi bstanpaḥi byunghuṃ ŋuṅbsdu (Vitali 2008: 386, 387). A more prominent figure is Muwer btsanpo (ibid. p. 406 and passim).

28 We do not know from which time exactly the Dpaḥbo Gtsuglag’s description of Žaŋžuŋ stod actually dates. Given the fact that no other region is mentioned
in the possession of the Yasin valley and some outposts in the Pamirs, they might have spoken of these areas not only as stodphyogs ‘western direction’ (cf. OTA I. 220) but perhaps likewise as parts of Žanžuŋ stod. That something like this happened is indicated by a comparatively late source, the Vth Dalai Lama’s biography of Bsodnams Mchogdan Bstanpaḥi Rgyalmtshon (Tucci 1956: 73), already mentioned.

The Vth Dalai Lama divides Old Mnjaḥris into three skor.s, a term that seems to be an anachronism. Nevertheless, he seems to have had access to much earlier sources, since his description of the three districts (skor) of Mnjaḥris differs from all later sources, particularly with respect to the second skor, containing Khotan (Li), Hunza (Gruža), and Baltistan (Shalte). Quite interestingly the first and the third skor refer to areas generally accepted to belong to Western Tibet: Purang, Maryul, Zaņsdkar (first skor), Žanžuŋ [Proper] and Khrite stod and smad (third skor). A similar division is given in BRGY (sub Mnjaḥris skorgsum): Purang (Spuhren), Maryul, and Zaņskar form one skor, Žanžuŋ and Khrite stod and smad another, Khotan (Hchimmam Li), Bruža, and Sbalti the last. No reference is made to regions at the far eastern end of the Changthang. Strangely enough, Guge is not mentioned in either source. It must thus be implied in the designation Maryul–Manjul (see also below § 2.2). Ladakh simply does not exist.

One could thus argue that the Žanžuŋ smad of the Old Tibetan sources corresponded to what is taken as the ‘true’ Žanžuŋ kingdom, while Žanžuŋ stod may have referred to the newly subdued regions further north and west. Whether Upper Ladakh was part of smad or stod may then remain an open question, which everyone will answer according to his or her own preferences. The linguistic evidence, however, discussed in § 3 below, seems to indicate that Upper Ladakh did, in fact, belong to Žanžuŋ smad.

With Žanžuŋ stod consisting at least of (Lower) Ladakh, it might be possible to identify Gñema (and the Ņimobag district of Ms M. Tāgh. e, iii 0019, Thomas 1951: 293) with Sñemo in Lower Ladakh. One of the thousand districts of Žanžuŋ stod or smad must have been based in Zanskar, but unfortunately the principality kept the administrative term and not its original name, so that we hear of a kingdom (today only a village) of Þoŋδe (Stoŋsde).

It should be noted that the districts nos. 1 and 3 of Žanžuŋ stod are attested in some Old Tibetan documents with the additional Iranian or Turkish element.
-pag (cf. Thomas 1951: 293: Ńimobag; pp. 454, 460f.: Hotshopag ~ Ḫoẓopag; a further name is Rtsalmpag, p. 467), which is most probably related to the designation Baga for the stonbu, and with the location Beg, where the emperor went in 739 for a marriage arrangement with the previously subdued king of Bruža (OTA, ll. 276f., 281, 283f.). Beg must then have been either a place in Bruža or a place in the immediate neighbourhood (it could well have been identical with the stonbu Baga). This is another indication that Žaŋžuŋ stod may have reached up to Hunza. As far as I know, the name element -bag or -beg is nowhere attested in West or Western Tibet. The only exception might be Mulbekh, but the spelling indicates an original -begs, and we do not know when the village was founded or when it acquired its present name.

On the evidence of a further -phag name element in the district of Gnamrphag in the Central Horn (Dburu) Denwood (2008: 10) assumes that Ńimobag and Hotshopag ~ Ḫoẓopag were somehow linked with Gnamrphag, which would make it possible to identify Gāema or Ńimo with “the present county headquarters of Nyima directly westwards of Namru” and Hotso with “’O ma mtsho (Oma; Das’s map: Huma Cho) further west again”. While more or less communis opinio, this identification does not take into account the notion of stod ‘west’. A region near the Gnammtsho would be clearly east of the eastern-most parts of Žaŋžuŋ smad (defined as centring on Guge). This localisation would further imply that Turks were already settling in the present-day Hor district of Nakchu. But then Gnamru could have equally been defined as bordering to the Turks. And surely, the ‘Turks’ of Nakchu would have been part of Tibet. Should one thus assume that Turks settled further west throughout the Changthang? This is actually what Denwood (forthcoming in the present version) suggests, without, however giving any historical evidence for this claim. But if this would have been so, where should we locate the Sumpa in order to have Žaŋžuŋ smad/Guge lying between them and Tibet? Is the latter indication simply an error as Denwood (2008: 12) suggests? By what evidence do we judge which of the statements is correct and which one not? By the contradictions that we have built up ourselves?

Dotson (2009: 87, n. 149) draws the attention to the fact that chief minister Mgar Stonrtsan performed a registration in Dugul of Žaŋžuŋ just after and just before staying in the Haža country. One may easily conclude that this unknown place was not located in the west. This might indicate that like Žaŋžuŋ stod, Žaŋžuŋ smad could have been administratively enlarged far beyond the original boundaries so that it covered the whole northern Changthang up to the eastern-most end of the Kunlun range. This administrative enlargement could perhaps explain the localisation of Greater Yangtong by the Chinese envoy Liu Yuanding (see below). Nevertheless, this assumption, as much as the suggestion that Žaŋžuŋ extended up to the Namtsho, faces the problem that
the Namtsho and Gnamruphag belonged to the Central Horn. The territories to its west should thus have belonged to the Right Horn. Otherwise one would have to conclude that either the Right Horn was absolutely insignificant, occupying only a small territory along the Rtsaŋspo, or that the Right Horn overlapped with parts of Žanžuŋ smad. Similarly, there should have been an overlap with Žanžuŋ smad and the Sumpa Ru, if the former extended up to the Kunlun. If all this territory was, according to Bonpo claims, originally part of an old state of Žanžuŋ, or perhaps merely of Žanžuŋ-ian ethnicity, the Tibetan administration does not seem to have treated it as such, and while even Buddhist sources acknowledge the westward extension of Žanžuŋ, they remain silent about a similar extension to the east.

Many of the above mentioned contradictions could be avoided if we allow Žanžuŋ (stod) to extend up to the Pamirs, or to Gilgit at least. Denwood’s idea of an ancient trade route through what he calls the ‘Changthang Corridor’ (2008: 10 and 18, map 1) does not depend on the localisation of Žanžuŋ stod in the east, it would equally have its value if we allow Žanžuŋ smad to extend into the said area.

I do not want to rule out the possibility that the Bonpo reminiscence of a Žanžuŋ on Iranian territory or at least comprising Gilgit may be based on the ‘official’ notion of Žanžuŋ at the height of Tibet’s western-most extension. But it is likewise possible, that the designation of Tibet’s western extension was actually based on an old, but perhaps more cultural than political, notion of (Western) Žanžuŋ, inherited from the Hephthalite-Hūṇa period (cf. Zeisler forthcoming a, Chapter 4 § 1.4.3).

The notions of high and low are likewise attested in Bonpo texts, referring again to western and eastern regions respectively, albeit on a much smaller scale. Mtho Žanžuŋ is used for the castle of Khyuŋluŋ and the region Khayug to its south. The expression Dmaḥ, by contrast, is apparently used for a Sumpa region or an area between the Sumpa and Žanžuŋ Proper (Bellezza 2008: 284, 593). This might well refer to (parts of) the central Changthang, which borders on the Sumpa as well as on Tibet, but does not really lie between them, except if we admit that Sumpa tribes were also roaming on the northern fringes of the Changthang.30

30 Yamaguchi (1970: 98) observes that the Yaŋlag (G)sumpahi ru “was established as though to hold Shaishuismad between itself and Tibet proper.” For him, Yaŋlag (g)sun-pahi ru is to be translated as ‘third additional horn’ and has nothing to do with the Sumpa tribe(s). While one can never preclude that the majority of Tibetan scholars all fell prey to the same error, most probably because the Tibetans themselves identify the (G)sun-pahi ru or Sumru with the Sumpa, it would be even more difficult to envisage Žanžuŋ smad, being little more than the Guge province plus some areas along the upper Brahmaputra, as lying between some Tibetan secondary entity (presumably in the north) and Central Tibet, both
Post-phyidar Bonpo sources also know of a Žaŋžuṅ smar, and at least one text locates this in the area of Mt Tise and lake Maphaṅ (Bellezza 2008: 319). Given this location and given a Žaŋžuṅ etymology, it must be a ‘Golden Žaŋžuṅ’ not a ‘Lower Žaŋžuṅ’ as Hoffmann (2003 [1990]: 48) suggests (cf. also Hummel 1974: 494). This epithet would well correspond to late Buddhist depictions of the Kailash area as the golden fundaments of earth and its identification with the axis mundi Sumeru (see below).

![Map 8 Žaŋžuṅ stod and smad (and the older skor.s of Mŋahrıs)](image)

Personlly, while ready to sympathising with the nonconformist, I find difficulties in putting much weight on Yamaguchi’s argument, as his paper is full of minor and major mistakes and contradictions: his further discussion reveals that many, if not most of the place names associated with the Sumru should actually lie far in the east, in the Khams region, while the Sumpa or rather Supi tribes would have dwelled in the west (p. 127, with n. 114). Particularly, the Supi would have been, according to Chinese sources, located west, the Sumru east of the Tomi, the Tomi being a tribe in eastern Tibet. But then the same Chinese sources are quoted as stating that the (allegedly western) Supi (or who else?) were named Sunba after the Tibetan conquest, where Sunba should be the Chinese transcription of Tibetan Sumpa. In any case, if the Sumru was established mainly in eastern Tibet, then how could a place supposed to be identical with present-day Guge lie in between the Sumru and Central Tibet?
Chinese authors discriminate between Greater and Lesser Yangtong, but the localisation of each part seems to be, again, rather variable, except that Lesser Yangtong is always located west of Greater Yangtong, when both entities are mentioned. According to the conventions mentioned in the introduction, these designations should have reflected the spatial relation to China, obviously calculated from her western-most extension in Turkestan (or adopting the viewpoint of its Iranian neighbours, centring on Mt Meru as the *axis mundi*) or it might have reflected the Žaŋžuṅ-ian perspective of a Centre in the west (Innermost Žaŋžuṅ).

The east-west correlation is somewhat at variance with the identifications proposed by Japanese scholars as reported by Petech, who furthermore, maintains that an “excessive extension eastwards is not acceptable” (1998: 230). Basing himself on a 1981 article by H. Satō (and possibly also on the work of Yamaguchi; cf. the discussion just above), Petech (ibid.) states Greater Yang-t'ung corresponded to Upper Zhang-zhung, i.e. Guge and Purang, while the name Lesser Yang-t'ung indicated originally the upper valley of the Tsangpo from the Mar-yum pass to Lha-rtsé. Later it was applied to the north-western region, which after the “horns” (ru) reorganisation of the second half of the 8th century came to be known as Lower, i.e. Eastern Zhang-zhung.

It remains unclear which north-western region Petech refers to, if it should be part of an eastern Žaŋžuṅ. Lesser Yangtong, albeit described in most Chinese sources as the western part, is here associated with Žaŋžuṅ *smad/dmaḥ*, by definition as much as by the localisation proposed, the eastern part. I am unable to imagine the reason for this inversion, except perhaps, that it is based on an itinerary, allegedly from north-eastern Tibet to Nepal, preserved in the *Shijia fangzhī*, which was completed in 650 (Pelliot 1963: 709f.). Denwood (2008: 12) would think that the localisation of Little Yangtong southwest of some part of Central Tibet and northeast of Nepal […] is geographically just about possible if the Chinese Little Yangtong is the same as Tibetan Lower Zhangzhung.

But this assumption would contravene the conventions associated with the terminology of Lesser and Greater. Lesser Yangtong would no longer be closer to China (or Mt Meru) than Greater Yangtong, while Guge, commonly accepted as the core area of Žaŋžuṅ would no longer be in the centre, but in the periphery of Greater Yangtong. Similarly the convention concerning
the terminology of *stod* and *smad* would be broken, which would no longer relate to an east-west axis, but to the north and the south, respectively. Both Žanžuṅ provinces would extend far into the east, and would overlap with Central Tibet. As a result, the western and north-western regions, present-day Ladakh and Baltistan would have been discrete entities, although they never show up as such in the Old Tibetan documents.

For me, at least, the itinerary does not constitute a reliable source, as it seems to have been mixed up with at least a second one, containing a description of the Hanging Passages near Chilas. I am not aware of any such gorges in Central Tibet, and it seems impossible to make any sense of this itinerary as the original road map, regardless of how one wants to define the Žanžuṅ/Yangtong entities.

The itinerary, according to Pelliot (1963: 709–710) starts in Hezhou, and until reaching the Kokonor directions as well as distances are given. From that point onwards only the direction, mainly south-west is given, which is, of course, the general direction from Amdo to Nepal. Given this general route, one wonders how and where Yangtong could ever get into the way. The itinerary passes the frontier of the Tuyuhun, reaches the kingdom of the Tomi, the kingdom of the Supi, the unidentifiable kingdom of Kan, then, with a slight turn towards the south-east, the kingdom of the Tufan.

Then to the south-west on reaches the kingdom of ‘Lesser Yang-t’ung’. Then to the southwest, on crosses the Ta [?Chü]-ts’ang-ch’ü Barrier, which is the southern frontier of the T’u-fan. Then to the east, slightly south, one crosses the Mo-shang-chia-san pi Barrier, to the south-east enters gorges (*ku*), crosses thirteen ‘flying ladders’ (*fei-ti*) and nineteen ‘plank-roads’ (*chan-tao*, i. e. roads made of boards fixed more or less high on the wall of a vertical cliff), either south-east or south-west, snatching the creepers and grasping the lianas; after marching in the wilderness for more than forty days, one reaches the kingdom of Ni-po-lo (Nepal) of northern India. (Pelliot 1963: 710; all Chinese graphs as well as phonetic reconstructions have been omitted).

Southwest of Yarluṅs or Lhasa lies Sikkim, from where one could reach Nepal or Darjeeling; the route would pass Yarḥbrog G.yumtsho and Gyantse (*Rgyalrtse*). If a more western route along the Gnammtsho were followed through Tibet, one would have reached the Rtsaṅspo at Shigatse in Myaṅ. From there a south-western route would have ended directly in Kathmandu. Most likely, however, one would have followed the Rtsaṅspo further up westwards to Guṇṭhaṅ or Manyul from where the route over Kyirong leads to Kathmandu in a roughly southern direction. This route was used by the
Chinese embassies to Nepal in the mid 7th c. (cf. Sen Tansen 2002), that is, at the same time as this itinerary was documented. On the Kyirong route, and possibly all other routes, one would have to cross rope bridges, difficult enough to manage, but, as far as I know, neither flying ladders nor planks in the cliffs. The infamous Hanging Passages as known from the early 5th c. CE traveller Faxian have been variously located somewhere near Gilgit, sometimes in Hunza, but according to M.A. Stein (1942) and Jettmar (2002b [1987]) the passage that fits best Faxian’s description is located at the foot of a spur of the Nanga Parbat between Sazin (near Shatial) and Jalkot.

[T]he party journeyed on in a south-westerly direction for fifteen days over a difficult, precipitous and dangerous road, the side of the mountain being like a stone wall ten thousand feet in height. On nearing the edge, the eye becomes confused; and wishing to advance, the foot finds no resting place. Below there is a river, named Indus. The men of former times had cut away the rock to make a way down, and had placed ladders on the side of the rock. There are seven hundred rock steps in all; and when these and the ladders have been negotiated, the river is crossed by a suspension bridge of ropes. […] Having crossed the river, the pilgrims arrived in the country of Udyana (Swat) which lies due north of India (Faxian, as rendered by Giles and cited by M.A. Stein 1942: 54).

[W]e go up the course of the Sindu river; and then by the help of flying bridges and footways made of wood across the chasms and precipices, after going 500 li or so we arrive at the country Bolüluo [Bolor] (Xuanzang, Beal 1881–84: 178).

On all the eleven trying marches […] there was daily a constant succession of tiring ascents to be made. The track climbs up steeply ridge after ridge, each rising sometimes as much as 1000 feet or more above the river, in order to avoid impassable cliffs. From the heights thus gained there were invariably descents, often quite as tiring, to be made again towards the river. Nowhere was it possible to keep for any distance near to the river bank since masses of huge boulders line it wherever the river does not actually wash the foot of impassable rock walls. I have not counted all the climbs, but they must have been still more numerous before the recent track was constructed M.A. Stein 1942: 55).
The most dangerous part [...] was practicable only because tree branches had been fixed in fissures on the rock supporting galleries, steps had been carved out, in many places there were logs with notches to be used as ladders (Jettmar 2002b [1987]: 179).

It may well be possible that, at the eve of its destruction, the dominion of Žaŋžuŋ (smad), as the main competitor of the ‘Tibetans’ in Central Tibet, extended over the whole area of Rtsaŋ and Myaŋ. But it remains quite astonishing that the straight westward route section along the Rtsaŋspo is omitted in the itinerary. It is furthermore difficult to understand how one could reach the southern border of Tibet, after having crossed a territory to its southwest in a south-western direction. Apart from this, it is hardly believable that one could err for more than forty days in the wilderness between Lesser Yangtong and Nepal, that is, some 800 to 1200 km, counting 20 to 30 km a day, when the distance between Gunthaŋ and Kyirong as well as that between Kyirong and Kathmandu is about 100 km each, as the crow flies, thus at most 300 km or 10 to 15 marches altogether (cf. the map in R.A. Stein 1981: 14–15).31

Pelliot (ibid.) is likewise unable to make sense of this description, although for different reasons. Given the localisation of the sources of the Yellow River in Greater Yangtong in the Xin Tangshu (completed 1060), he is inclined to put back Lesser Yangtong “to an earlier stage, before T’u-fan, at least, and perhaps before the kingdom of Kan, if not even before those of To-mi and Su-p’i”, but this is just mere guessing.

In the Tongdian (completed 801), Greater Yangtong is defined as bordering in the east to Tibet, in the west on Lesser Yangtong, extending in the north towards Khotan, it is more than 1000 li, thus roughly 350 km extended from east to west (Pelliot 1963: 708)—this corresponds roughly to the localisation of Swarnagotra, Nüguo, and, ultimately, relatively well to present-day Upper Ladakh (plus some parts of the Changthang). However, the name of its king, Jiangge, which Pelliot reconstructs as *Kyaŋkar > *Kjang-kât, does not resemble any name of the Žaŋžuŋ kings as preserved in Tibetan sources.

In the Taiping huanyu ji (a geographical work, completed 983), Greater Yangtong is identified with a kingdom that was conquered by the Tibetans in 649 (Pelliot, ibid.), roughly corresponding with the elimination of the Žaŋžuŋ king Lig Myirhya as attested in OTA, but this event is described as having

---

31 The distance between Khotan and Rudok or Leh is ca. 300 km as the crow flies, while the actual tracks have an approximate length of between 700 and 1100 km, see also below. The statement reminds me of a description of a route through the Pamirs: M.A. Stein (1932: 14, 20) mentions a passage in uninhabited wilderness, which may need up to forty days to cross, not so much due to its length, as due to the difficulty of the rugged terrain, particularly when covered by snow.
lead to severe destruction and a redistribution of the apparently nomadic people, a fact which—perhaps for ideological reasons—does not seem to be corroborated by Tibetan sources.

The fall of Lig Myi rhya, however, is described in OTA, year 644 (l. 13) quite drastically with the verb brlag ‘was destroyed’. One year after the conquest of Globo and Rtsanñhrya (possibly former vassals of Žanžuñ) in 652, there is mention of a great sale of fields (źingi tshonchen) in cooperation with minister Ristãgrhya of [the] Rasañjje [clan] and of the installation of a new fiscal governor for Žanžuñ (ll. 21f., 24f.). Since the Rasañje are known as a ministerial clan of Žanžuñ (cf. the Catalogue of the Ancient Principalities, Pt 1286, l. 7), the great ‘sale’ of fields should have concerned territories of former Žanžuñ, a fact corroborated by the subsequent statement concerning the fiscal governor. Perhaps we have to understand the word ‘sale’ as a euphemism for ‘redistribution’. It is also possible that what looks as a ‘sale’ from the perspective of the winners and the agents involved, namely the Tibetan and the collaborating Žanžuñ aristocracy, turns out to be a forceful disappropriation and thus ‘redistribution’ from the perspective of the losing Žanžuñ aristocracy and particularly their bondsmen. Their subsequent embassies to the Chinese court would certainly have described the events in the most accusatory tone.

Certain authors shifted Yangtong further to the east: a Chinese envoy, Liu Yuanding, visited the sources of the Yellow River in 822 and located them in Greater Yangtong (Pelliot, ibid. p. 710). More precisely, his description reveals that 300 li south of the sources lie three mountains, resembling copper coins with flat bottoms, said to be (part of) the Kunlun. It is these mountains that border on Greater Yangtong (Herrmann 1910: 60). We do not know the reason for locating Greater Yangtong so far east, but it seems that in this case, it referred more generally to the eastern Changthang and its various tribes. It may also be noted that the expedition took place comparatively late, and its report is found in the Xin Tangshu of even later date, whereas all other descriptions, although likewise from later sources, may have referred to a time shortly before the pre-imperial period.

Whatever the reason for the apparent mismatches, the ‘historical’ kingdom of Greater Yangtong/Žanžuñ, the one subdued by the Tibetans around 645 (or 649 according to the Chinese sources), cannot have extended throughout all of the Changthang, as (most of) this region was at the same time occupied by the Sumpa, testified as independent kingdom in Tibetan and Chinese sources. This does not preclude the possibility that an ethnic, linguistic, or cultural notion of Yangtong-ness might have overlapped with the Sumpa territories or that at some point in prehistory an unknown political entity encompassed both Žanžuñ and Sumpa territo-
Bellezza’s (2008) documentation of the cultural remains of what could perhaps have been the precursor of historical Žaŋžuṅ points to Western Tibet as the core area and a possible extension of the same cultural features into the central Changthang.

The partial contradiction in the sources could indicate that the geographical or tribal entity in question was quite extended or scattered, while the political entities associated with the name were much smaller and more numerous than the division into two parts suggests. Such a scenario could perhaps explain the ‘wrong’ name of the king, the ‘unattested’ redistribution, and more generally, the fact that various dates are given for a ‘complete conquest’, while still envoys from Yangtong are registered at the Chinese court (cf. Denwood 2008: 9).32

(Greater) Yangtong is said to have been without script, so that, as in early Tibet, only tallies and cords with knots were used. The latter statement corresponds well with the fact that, despite respective Bonpo claims,33 no evidence of any kind of pre-Tibetan script has come into light in the area of Žaŋžuṅ proper (Bellezza 2008: 187).34 The burial customs of Yangtong follow a Central Asian type:

When chiefs die, [their skulls are cleft] and the brain scooped out; [then] the space is filled with pearls and jade; the five viscera are [taken out] by cutting open [the abdomen] and replaced with gold; a false gold nose and [false] silver teeth [are put on]; men follow [the chiefs] in death (hšün).

32 The Tang annals speak more precisely first of the rendering of homage to the Tibetan Emperor (Pelliot 1961: 3 “Les royaumes voisins, comme celui de Yang-t’ong et les tribus des K’iang”) and only later of the annexation of several territories (Pelliot 1961: 9: “du Yang-t’ong, des Tang-hiang et des divers K’iang”) or of the submission of various Qiang tribes associated with Yangtong (Pelliot 1961: 89: “les K’iang Yang-t’ong et Tang-hiang”), leaving some room for interpretation, despite the use of entièrement or complètement.

33 The Žaŋžuṅ script, called Smar is most probably a phyidar invention, based on the 10th or 11th Lañdza and Wartu(la) scripts originating from Nepal. The alleged ‘Persian’ script, called Spungs could possibly refer to a script used in the Pamirs, although it appears somewhat strange, that no specimen of this script should have survived. However, I do not want to preclude the possibility that the Bonpos actually refer to the Brāhmī manuscripts of Gilgit or to Kharoṣṭhī inscriptions in the same area and in Khotan.

34 The specimen from the Gnammtsho, given on p. 188, fig. 353 as an “archaic inscription” is definitively neither Kharoṣṭhī nor Brāhmī, but a strange type of Tibetan with some parallels to the dbumed letters of a 10th to 12th c. manuscript of Kyelang (a semi-circle-like ba and a similar ca with two ‘horns’ on top) as listed by Francke (1912: plate I-VII).
Having fixed by divination a propitious day, they bury the body in the cave of some cliff, in such a way that no other man should know about it, and slaughter many cows, ewes and mares (ibid., p. 708).

A further detail, given by Hyecho, but so far apparently overlooked, is that grapes were grown Kashmir, the two Bolors, and Yangtong, but not in Gandhâra and the countries of India (Fuchs 1938: 445). Grapes grow or have grown in a semi-wild manner in Lower Ladakh up to Khalatse,\(^{35}\) and the production of wine or *rgunchang* *grape beer* is known particularly from the Dardic areas further down the Indus. I have not heard about grapes being grown in Guge\(^{36}\) or the upper valley of the Brahmaputra, but even if grapes

\(^{35}\) Here, the grapes were consumed or sold only as fruits, sometimes also as dried fruits. The last plant was only recently removed to make place for a new house. According to the people of Khalatse, it is too cold for grapes further up the river, that is, in Nurla or Saspol, but it is quite possible, that more than thousand years ago, in a somewhat warmer climate, the cultivation area extended up to Bazgo and Sñemo.
grow or have been growing in these regions, it seems more likely that Hyecho’s grape-growing Yangtong, as neighbouring the two Bolors comprised Lower Ladakh and perhaps (parts of) Baltistan, particularly since the Guge area was known to him as Suvarṇagotra.

1.4 The ‘Women’s Dominion’

The earliest rumours about Amazons in the Himalayas (or Pamirs) seem to have been brought to Europe by Alexander’s troops, who may have heard the stories and legends from Indian, perhaps also Iranian middlemen. Their accounts, mostly trivialised or lost in the subsequent literary processing, the various versions of the Alexander Romance, transmitted the Indian notions of an Amazon utopia (or paradise), forbidden to the all-too-worldly Alexander (Pseudocallisthenes, chap. 25–26, R.A. Stein 1959: 277). The Indian utopia was Uttarakuru, located unspecifically somewhere in the north of India, but according to the sources Ptolemy used, some traditions must have identified it with the Kunlun, the Altn Tagh, and the Nanshan (Richthofengebirge).

Like the Hyperboreans of the Greek, the inhabitants of Uttarakuru were described (in Greek sources) as inhabiting an ideal country and together with other Northlanders, such as the Seres (the silk traders of the Tarim Basin), they seem to have been further idealised with respect to their society (cf. Lindegger 1993: 59f.). Such idealisation typically refers to an extraordinary quality of innocence and justness, but also, like other alternative conceptualisations of a better society, to libertinism and, more particularly, inverse social order: women free from the patriarchal yoke, women living without men, women even as rulers (cf. also Albinia 2008: 262).

Men’s horror scenario of uncontrolled women went the by the name Strīrājya in India, which corresponds exactly to the Chinese term Nüguo (女國, W.-G. Nü-kuo). The common English translation as ‘Kingdom of Women’ is quite odd, since it is not intended to signal that a king ruled over an exclusively female population, and a female ruler would not be king, but queen. While the general parlance certainly permits that individual queens are rulers in a kingdom (which is generally ruled by kings), it is not just patriarchic world-view, but completely illogical to call an institution kingdom when there are no kings at all or when male rulers appear only exceptionally.

---

36 Commercial grapes are currently grown in Kinnaur, but like apple cultivation, this might be a recent development. There is, however, also a wild variety (Anju Saxena, p.c.). As Anju Saxena further explains (e-mail communication 18.02.2010), “it seems that grapes have been grown in Kinnaur for a rather long time. This is mentioned abundantly in Alexander Gerard’s works. He also provides the name of this fruit in different ‘dialects’ of Kinnaur.”
In accordance with the usual German translation: *Frauenreich*, I will use here the term *Women’s Dominion*.

A *Strīrājya* is mentioned unspecifically together with the wrongly assigned Kulūta and with the Tāla and Tukhāra in the north-western division of the *Bṛhat-saṁhitā* (Fleet 1973: 10f.). Tucci (1956: 101) cites some additional Sanskrit sources, which likewise point to a north-western direction: located between the Hūna and Taṅgana, the country would be also mentioned in the *Mahābhārata* (III,51,1991 and XII,4,14) in connection with Kulūta and Tukhāra and in the *Kāśyapa* together with the Kosala, Taṅgana, Hála, and Bharukacchas. Since most of the associated peoples can be located in present-day Afghanistan, this should also be the main area, where one should look for the *Strīrājya*. But one cannot preclude the possibility that a similar population was also found in Baltistan, Ladakh, the western Changthang, and perhaps even in the Guge region. There must have been more queendoms in the Indian or Iranian borderlands. Xuanzang mentions a *Sutulīśāfalo* (perhaps *Strī-īśvara*, Women’s Paradise) as the capital of a western province in Sindh (Watters 1904/1905, II: 257), while other Chinese sources point to a, possibly only mythical, Women’s Dominion west of the Pamirs (Pelliot 1963: 679).

Like the Greek notion of the Amazons, the Indian descriptions of the *Strīrājya* can only be classified as phantasmagoria, serving the typical male erotic projections, as in the case of the submission of its queen to Lalitāditya-Muktūpīḍa (Kalhāna’s *Rājatarāṅginī* iv, 173f., M.A. Stein 1900 I: 138). This seems to be a rather crude echo of Cleophas, the Massagete queen’s surrender to Alexander (for which cf. Tucci 1977: 49, 51). The fact that Lalitāditya-Muktūpīḍa is said to have erected a Śiva statue in this country (*Rājatarāṅginī* iv, 185, M.A. Stein 1900 I: 139), might perhaps point to the dākīni land in Uḍḍiyanā/Swat, which continued to attract a religiously veiled erotic tourism throughout the centuries (cf. Tucci 1977: 69f.).

The Nüguo of the Chinese sources seems to have inherited the utopian notion of libertinism and a possible association with the Uttarakuru-Kunlun, but is otherwise, in striking contrast to the Indian myths, described in quite realistic terms. More particularly, since envoys and certain products are said to have arrived at the Chinese court, we are dealing with a country in real terms, wherever its location and whatever its social structures might have been.

By mischance, the Chinese historians confounded two such queendoms, one in Eastern Tibet and one in Western Tibet or at the confines of the latter. Even more regrettablly, many Sinologists (e.g. Laufer 1918) and other scholars (e.g. Denwood 2008) have rejected outright the idea of a Western Tibetan or Bolorian queendom as due to a confusion with a purely fictional and utopian Western Dominion of Women in the Far West, that is, in the Roman Orient (for a legendary association with ‘Rome’ or what the Chinese thought Rome
to be, cf. also R.A. Stein 1959: 277). This position is indefensible, since the Chinese sources repeatedly give quite exact coordinates, which lead us to Western Tibet or Bolor. This cannot be merely due to a confusion, or if so, there must be some specific reason for such confusion, lying in the reality on ground.

According to the *Suishu* (completed 636) and *Beishi* (completed 659), the Nüguo is located south of the Congling mountains (the Pamirs),37 according to the *Suishu* it lies 3000 li south of Khotan (this is the same distance as for Suvarnagotra).38 It exports salt to India and frequently fights with India as well as with the Dangxiang (党项, W.-G. Tang-hsiang; Eberhard 1942: 90, Pelliot 1963: 694f.), one of the later Tangut tribes, mainly located in Kham. While the location in relation to Khotan and the fights with India points to the ‘Upper Indus’ region in Pakistan and the adjacent eastern areas of Baltistan and Ladakh, the interaction with the Dangxiang points to Eastern Tibet. It is thus not surprising that we hear of a second (?) Eastern Dominion of Women, in Eastern Tibet (ibid. p. 82). This is located southwest of Chengdu and west of the Dangxiang. The country extends 9 days from east to west, 20 days from north to south (cf. Pelliot ibid., p. 699f.). It should thus be located at one of the great southwards bound rivers. According to Denwood (2008: 9)

[i]t seems to have extended from the Gyarong area across
Nyarong (Yalong valley) towards the Yangtse, southwest of
the kingdom of Fuguo and southeast of Sumpa.

The notion of an ‘Eastern Women’s Dominion, Dongnüguo (东女國, W.-G. Tung-nü-kuo), is somewhat misleading, as this term was coined largely to distinguish this land from the legendary Western Women’s Dominion in the Far West. The passage in the *Jiu Tangshu* (completed 945) would, in fact, give the impression that there is only one Eastern Women’s Dominion, but on closer inspection, one can see that two distinct geographical entities have been entirely mixed up.39 A region north- and southwest of Chengdu (cf. Pelliot 1963: 699f.), and extended over clearly less than 300 km from east to west

37 Or perhaps even south of the Hindukush, which would lead us to Ud̄diyāna/Swat.

The name Congling usually appears with reference to the Pamirs, particularly the mountain tract west and south-west of Kashgar, but it is possible that parts of the adjacent chains could be subsumed under this name. Parker (1905: 631) takes the Congling range to be idendetical with the Hindukush.

38 The historian Zhang Shoujie gives the distance somewhat more precisely as 2700 li (ca. 870 km; Pelliot 1963: 698).

39 I will thus use the terms (more) eastern Dongnüguo and (more) western Dongnüguo in order to distinguish the two elements of the Eastern Women’s Dominion.
can hardly be identical with an area south of the Pamirs or south of Khotan. But it is not the case that the *Jiu Tangshu* locates this queendom only in the east as Denwood (2008: 9), omitting the conflicting statements, insinuates:

The Eastern Kingdom of Women (Tung Nü kuo), also called Su-fa-la-na chü-chü-lo [=Suvarṇagotra], is a division of the Ch’iang. There is also in the far west (Hsi hai) a country ruled by women, so this is called the eastern one. To the east it borders on the T’u-fan, the T’ang-hsiang [=Tanguts] and Mao chou [near the Min River, NNW of Chengdu]. To the west it touches the San-po-ho (Yaru tsang-po). To the north it is conterminous with Yü-tien [=Khotan], and to the southeast with Ya chou (in Ssu-ch’uan) [SW of Chengdu], the Lo-nu Man-tzu and the Pai-lang [‘White Wolves’] savages. From east to west it is a nine days’ journey, from north to south twenty days’. It has eighty towns, and is ruled over by a woman who resides in the K’ang-yen valley, a narrow precipitous gorge around which flows the Jo River in a southerly direction (Rockhill 1891: 340; identifications in square brackets added, cf. also Pelliot 1963: 699f. and 703).

Unfortunately, Rockhill does not give the Chinese characters for the place names, but as indicated by Pelliot (1963: 707), he must have been mistaken. The name Sanbohe does not refer to a river (see also note 75 below). Even if it had done so, this could hardly have been the upper Rtsanšpo, which runs dead straight from west to east, so that any particular country could only border on it either to the north or to the south. The only point where a region could border to the eastern shore of the Brahmaputra, is on its middle course, where it bends around the Himalayas. This is the area of Spobo or Poyul, and the eastern Dongnüguo would not have been all too far.

Rockhill apparently also overlooks the fact that the country cannot at the same time border to the east on the Tibetans and to the west on the Rtsanšpo, assumed to lie within the borders of Tibet. It is clear that the borders of the more western Dongnüguo (including her border with Tibet in the east) are mixed up with those of the more eastern Dongnüguo (bordering on, e.g., Tangut and Bailang, another (south)-eastern tribe, classified either as Tangut or, linguistically, as Yi).

The ‘Jo River’ (Ruoshui) of the above statement is the notoriously peripatetic ‘Weak River’. Although a river bearing this name is located in Gansu, “north of the desert above Shensi”, that is, at the middle course of the
Yellow River (E.J. Hill 2004, n. 10.2, with further references), the mythological connotations of the ‘Weak River’ take us further west. According to some traditions, the river has its source in the Kunlun (which seems to be identical with Mt Meru and the Pamirs on a mythological level) and is associated with the paradise of the mythical Queen Mother of the West, possessor of the elixir of immortality.

South of the western lake, by the shores of the flowing sands, behind the Red River and before the Black River there is a great mountain called ‘The heights of K’un-lun’. […] Below there are the depths of the Jo River which encircles the spot. […] There is a person who […] dwells in a cave and is named ‘Queen Mother of the West’ (Loewe 2005 [1982]: 32f. with further references).

This mythical mountain goddess might not only be connected with the peris of the Pamirs, Mt Meru and Kailash (the competing axis mundi), but also with the Women’s Dominion, since the Ruoshui is also thought to flow in or around the latter:

The 弱水 Jo-shui (“Weak River”) has two springs, which flow north of the Kingdom of Women and south of the A-nou-ta Mountain (Anavatapta), and have their confluence in the Kingdom of Women (Pelliot 1963: 696 with further references).

Pelliot (1963: 696–698) has discussed this legendary river at length without coming to any conclusion, understandably, since, like in the description of the Tongnüguo, several regions have been conflated. The association with lake Anavatapta should lead us into the Pamirs, with Mt Meru (or Sumeru) or at least to the present-day Kailash as the source of the four great rivers, flowing in the cardinal directions (see also Zeisler forthcoming a, Chapter 2 § 3.3.4), arguably the ‘western-most end’ of the Kunlun. One could perhaps

---

40 The four rivers flowing from the Meru-Kailash are similarly said to encircle lake Anavatapta-Mapham seven times.
41 Commonly identified with lake Mānasarovar/Mapham near Mt Kailash!
42 The notion ‘weak’ means that the water was perceived as being not able to carry even a swan’s down (Pelliot 1963: 697). Nothing could float on its surface, everything would immediately sink. If this rather fanciful idea had a natural basis (as most such ascriptions have), the only realistic explanation I can imagine is that the river in question had a very strong undercurrent or strong turbulences leading to a downward pull.
think of the Gilgit-Indus and the ‘real’ Indus and their continuation after their confluence. The ‘narrow precipitous gorge around which flows the Jo River in a southerly direction’ may well correspond to the frightening gorges in Chilas. In fact, in the biography of Gao Xianshi, included in the Jiu Tangsu, the Weak River is explicitly identified with the Suoyi, i.e. Gilgit River (cf. Chavannes 1903: 153, n. 1).  

Nevertheless, the flowing sands might lead us into the Tarim basin west of Qarqan/Cherchen (cf. E.J. Hill 2009: 302f, n. 12.21; in which case the women’s dominion should be located at Qarqan), while the five rivers of the mythical Kunlun (or at least some of them) lead us back to the real Kunlun and to Eastern Tibet and Gansu: the Red River (either the Chudmar, one of the Tibetan sources of the Yangzi Jiang (Yangtze), or the Yunnan and Vietnamese Red River), the Black River (Etsingol, Chunag), the Yellow River (Rma chu),45 the said Ruo River, additionally also the Xiang River, a southern tributary of the Yangzi Jiang. Even from the mythological perspective, it does not seem

43 The Kunlun is elsewhere conceptualised as an axis mundi, although rather an incomplete one, since all five rivers flow into a southern direction, cf. Paul Kekai Manansala, http://sambali.blogspot.com/2007/02/kunlun-glossary.html, accessed III/2010. Kaltenmark (1993: 238) thinks that “the mythical mountain of the west” called Kunlun “has nothing to do with the mountain known by geographers” and “is a purely legendary mountain”. This is not exactly true. All five rivers that are said to flow from the purely legendary mountain exist in reality, and at least three of them can be linked up with the Kunlun of the geographers. Even the legendary aspects can be localised. Apart from the encircling river (see note 40 above), the mountain is described as having four gates opening in the four directions and a walled city of nine tiers (ibid.). The former feature corresponds to the four rivers of Mt Meru (or Sumeru), flowing in the four cardinal directions. While the ‘original’ Mt Meru cannot be traced, this description is approximately true for the Pamirs, the original Roof of the World, with the Tarim, Gilgit-Indus, Oxus, and Jaxartes flowing roughly towards the cardinal directions, but it does not match any other river system, particularly not that of the Kailash. The latter feature corresponds to the nine tiers of the mountain in Holmolunrins on which Gšenrab Mibo descends. One of the later Chinese sources explicitly connects the Kunlun with Mt Meru, stating that “in the western countries, Kunlun is given the name of Sumeru” (ibid. p. 239).

44 For the localisation of the Nüguo of the Tang historiographies it plays no role that the earliest notes concerning the Ruoshui could not have referred to Bolor (cf. Chavannes, ibid. p. 154 n. 1 k). It is quite possible that the mythology of a ‘weak’ river reached China from the west together with the mythology of libertine queens, but for lack of better geographical knowledge the respective regions were located close to China.

45 Here, the word rma does not mean ‘peacock’ as commonly assumed, but is either a dialectal form for dmar, Žaŋžuṅ mar or smar ‘golden’ or refers to the Rma tribe (see Zeisler forthcoming a, Chapter 4 § 2.4).
possible to play off one of the two queendoms against the other and declare one of them as unreal or mere fiction.

The main corroboration for the existence of a Women’s Dominion in the west comes from recorded history. In 445 CE, the Tuyuhun (Haža) raided Khotan and some regions down the Indus, where they entered into a political alliance with the Hephthalites or Hūṇa of Gandhāra. In the same year, they offered to the Chinese court, among other precious things, golden wine vases of the Nüguo (Molè 1970: 10). This is certainly not just a coincidence. Most probably, the wine vases were booty, not items of fair trade. From this note we learn two things: first of all, the Nüguo were producing and consuming wine, and secondly, rather indirectly, the Nüguo must have been located somewhere on the route of this expedition, and it is thus rather unlikely that the eastern Dongnüguo was meant. Both features link these Nüguo with the Dards or culturally like populations of the Pamirs and the Hindukush. As mentioned above, wine cultivation was observed in Bolor and Lesser Yangtong.

The second historical fact, the appearance of an envoy of the Women’s Dominion at the Chinese court, cannot be correlated with either the eastern or the western country. The adversaries of a Western Tibetan or Bolorian Nüguo seem to conclude that such an envoy could have only come from the eastern region. But there is no reason to assume that an envoy could not have reached the Chinese court via Khotan or even via Ladakh and the Haža.

A decision for Eastern Tibet is thus rather arbitrary. Given all the contradictions and the lack of material witnesses, one could similarly come to the conclusion that there was only one Nüguo, but located at the borders of Western Tibet. At an unknown time and for unknown reasons, the geographical template of the lands to the north-west of India was transferred to the north-east, Bengal, Assam, and even Yunnan. If, e.g., Parthia (Nangxi), Gandhāra, and Camp could be relocated in Yunnan, the (Upper) Sutlej region under the names of (Mahā)-Cīna and Suvarṇabhūmi in Assam, and the Yavanas (Bactrians or Indo-Greeks) in Laos and Vietnam (cf. R.A. Stein 1959: 308, n. 77), then one should not be all too surprised to find, further to the north, a second Śrīrājya, as well. That concepts relating to Mt Meru became connected with the eastern Kunlun might be a result of this general geographic transfer. To be not misunderstood: unlike my predecessors I do not want to categorically rule out the existence of a second Nüguo. But if there had been only a single Nüguo, and if I were forced to decide which one was the real one, I would opt for the western one.

The description of both queendoms is more or less the same, in particular, both are associated with the elite’s burial custom of removing the skin and keeping the bones, mixed with gold, in painted vases (Eberhard, ibid., pp. 82, 90, Pelliot, ibid. p. 695), a custom which seems to have parallels in Swat.
and, indeed, in Ladakh (Francke 1914: 64f., 71–74, Tucci 1973: 52f.). But the fact that up to ten followers were sacrificed points to Scythian or Central Asian traditions.46 The queendoms are further associated with nine-storey stone houses (Eberhard, ibid., pp. 82, 90), a feature that seems to be typical for the Miñag of Eastern Tibet.47 Surprisingly, the more eastern Dongnüguo is said to use an Indic script (ibid., p. 82), which cannot be but the Kharoṣṭhī or Brāhmī,48 and it is likewise said to celebrate New Year around the winter solstice (Pelliot ibid. p. 700, see also below).

The Suishu supplies the additional information that the people (of the more eastern Dongnüguo) venerate the asura and tree-gods (Pelliot, ibid., p. 695). The latter statement points to a predominantly Iranian or Iranianised population, which appears to be rather incompatible with the eastern region, but could correspond to the mentioning of Jatāṣuras ‘Asura with matted or twisted hair’ in the north-eastern division of the Brhatsamhitā (Fleet 1973: 12). The hair style in question, matted, twisted, or braided tresses, could well refer to a particular Iranian hair style as found on many coins, from the Arsa-kides to the Sassanians.49 A braided coiffure is mentioned also for the inhabitants of Greater Yangtong (Pelliot 1963: 708), while it is said about the Nüguo that

47 But cf. also Jettmar (1961: 85f.) for two types of tower-like structures in the Dardic area, one of which is from a quite recent date, but might still follow an ancient pattern.
48 Laufer (1918: 41, n. 26) strictly opposes the possibility that an Indic script could have been found on (Western) Tibetan ground. The information of Xuanzang would have been “misplaced and smuggled into the New History of the T’ang”. But Xuanzang is silent about the script, and what might have been smuggled, namely into Xuanzang’s report, is the identification of Suvarṇagotra (I, see next section) with the Nüguo. Laufer’s somewhat harsh reaction is motivated by Francke’s (1912: 269) quite simplistic identification of the Nüguo with Guge.
49 Cf. the coins presented by Alram (1996a): p. 93, fig. 73: Mithradates II, p. 95, fig. 75: Dareios (?), fig. 76: Artabanos II, p. 96, fig. 79: Kamnaskires-Orodes III, p. 97, fig. 83: Ardashir V (I); as well as those presented by Nikitin (1996): p. 100, fig. 85: Ardashir I, fig. 86: Shapur I, fig 87: Ohrmazd I, p. 101, fig. 89: Narseh. Quite often, particularly in the later epoch, the tresses are also formed into a one or two hair balls. The hair style is copied by some of the Kuṣāṇa kings, the Kidarites, and Hephthalites, cf. Alram (1996b): p. 128, fig. 109: Gondophares, p. 137, fig. 125: Vahram Kushanshah, and with the hair ball: p. 137, fig. 127: Kidarites, p. 139, fig. 132: Hephthalites. The Hūṇa, which seem to be related to, if not identical with, the Hephthalites, were located in the northern division of the Brhatsamhitā (Fleet 1973: 11), and more precisely at the Kailash in the Harṣacarita (chapter v).
either both men and women or only the men let their hair hang down, the
women plaiting it and coiling it up (ibid. p. 695). But as already mentioned,
the location of the Jaṭāsuras in the north-eastern section cannot be taken for
granted, and it generally seems that all relevant references in the Brḥatsamhitā
drop up on the ‘wrong’ side of the Indus in either Pakistan or Afghanistan.

It is thus an open question whether two different ethnic groups (Indo-
Iranian or Burushaski in the west, Tibeto-Burman in the east) have been
simply confounded because of their outstanding political features (or because
of some mythological transfer) or whether the two originally formed a political
or even ethnic unit, extending through the Changthang, and were disrupted
only at a later time.

There should be no question that there was a Dongnüguo more to the west.
But the association of the Nüguo with Suvarṇagotra and even more so the
identification of the latter with Greater Yangtong is more than questionable
(see next section). If there was any relation at all between Nüguo, Suvarṇa-
gotra, and Yangtong, it should have been with Suvarṇagotra III, and thus with
Lesser Bolor, perhaps also with Lesser Yangtong. Francke’s (1912: 269) idea
of a Women’s Dominion in Guge, followed also by Tucci (1956: 105, 1971a:
550) has possibly no other base than the non-discrimination between the
three areas that have been associated, rightly or wrongly, with the designation
Suvarṇagotra.

Map 10 The Women’s Dominions (East and West)
1.5 The land of the ‘Gold Clan’

Like the designation *Women’s Dominion*, which referred to two distinct regions, the designation *Gold Clan*, in its various Indian, Khotanese, Greek, Tibetan, and Chinese versions, refers to at least three distinct regions, but the references tend to get mixed up. It will be useful to treat these regions separately.

1.5.1 Suvarṇagotra I (the Indian perspective)

The name Suvarṇagotra is already attested by Ptolemy in the 2nd c. CE in the form of Σουανναγούρα (Suannagura), located at 145°30’/20°30’ (Lindegger 1993: 73, 164). According to Lindegger’s map I, based on Ptolemy’s coordinates (p. 223), the region might be roughly identified with the upper Sutlej area or the 7th to 8th c. Suvarṇagotra of the Chinese pilgrims (see below).

While R.A. Stein (1981: 14–15, on his map “L’habitat et les habitants”) identifies this land with present-day Ladakh or its central area around Leh, Denwood (2008: 9) locates it in the Rudok area, alternatively also in Nubra, whereas according to Thomas (1935: 153) it would be identical with Hunzanagar. Beckwith (1977: 174, n. 208, basing himself on Herrmann 1938) shifts the country to “the Kargil area, between Skardo and Leh”.50

The *Bṛhat saṃhitā* mentions a ‘Goldland’ (*Suvarṇabhū*) in the north-eastern [!] division, together with Brahmapura, Palola, Kulūta, and, among others, the Kāśmiras and Darada, cf. Fleet (1973: 12).51 The name of the country may

---

50 Herrmann (1938: 12), however, does not talk about Suvarṇagotra, at all. What he does, is to identify Kargil with the place where the legendary ant’s gold were produced. There is no reason for doing so, except that August Herrmann Francke, in a tone of utter conviction, had projected all references to neighbouring and not-so-neighbouring regions onto Ladakh, so also in the case of the gold digging ants (1907: 12f.). Herrmann (1938: 22f.) has well noted that Herodotus refers to a place in Afghanistan, but takes this as a gross misconception. There are many places in the Hindukush, the Pamirs, the Himalaya, and the Tibetan plateau where gold could have been dug out of the ground or washed out of the rivers, and much better candidates than just Kargil. Unfortunately, Francke is not the kind of authority that one could rely upon. Beckwith’s rash identification is not much better: apart from the word gold, there is not much reason to associate the Gold Clan with the legendary gold-digging ants. By the same kind of reasoning, one should better locate the Gold Clan in the Altai, veritable ‘Gold Mountains’.

51 It is quite apparent that the geographical coordinates must have been confounded, and that all non-Indian countries and peoples of the three northern sections are to be sought in the north-western division, e.g. the Hematāla (referring to the Hephthalites in western Badakhshan, cf. Grenet 2002: 214 with further references) of the northern division, or at least in the northern section as the Kulūta, which are found in the north-western and north-eastern division, instead.
either refer to the idealised (and fictive) area around the Kailash-Sumeru (see § 2.2 below) or may (additionally) refer to the same entity that was known under the somewhat different name Suvarṇagotra.52

This country, according to Hyecho, is reached by a route from Jālandhara across the Himalaya, turning towards the east (Fuchs 1938: 439), a direction that would point to Spiti or Guge. Similarly, according to Xuanzang (or an interpolated source), the country lies somewhat north of Brahmapura53 in the middle of the mountains (ed. Beal 1881–84: 227), which would likewise lead us to the realms of Spiti or Guge. But the country is further specified by Xuanzang as bordering in the north to Khotan, in the east to Tibet, and in the west to Sanbohe alias Moluosuo (see below, 2.1).

1.5.2 Suvarṇagotra II (the Chinese perspective)

A quite different location is 3000 li (ca. 970 km) or merely 600 li (ca. 195 km) south of Karghalik (Thomas 1935: 152). Karghalik lies on the western rim of the Tarim basin. A crow flying almost straight southward from Karghalik could eventually reach Leh, after about 450 km (almost 4° of latitude) or very roughly 1500 li. After about the same distance, a little more to the east, our crow would reach the places in Northern India where both pilgrims obtained their information.

---

52 The name is transcribed as subanajudaluo (蘇跋那具怛羅) by Hyecho (Fuchs 1938: 439) and as sufalanaqudaluo by Xuanzang (Fuchs, ibid, n. 4 gives the transcription as sudailanaqudaluo 蘇代剌挐瞿怛羅, but 代 dai is apparently a mere mistake for the quite similar 伐 fa. Pelliot 1963: 703 has sufalanaqjuluo 蘇伐剌那具呾羅, emended as 蘇伐剌那具呾羅, where 呰 ju is likewise a mere mistake for 咀 da).

53 I was able to locate a Brahmapura in present-day Uttarakand. Denwood (2008: 8) prefers Pelliot’s (1963: 699) reconstruction *Bâlahimapura or *Vârahimapura, which he suggests to identify with modern Barkot north of Har(i)dwar, which is likewise in Uttarakand. Against this, Laxman Thakur (p. c.), opposes that Brahmapura must be identical with Brahmaur in Himachalpradesh. According to him, there is a foundation inscription clearly indicating the name Brahmapura, dating, however, from as late as ca. 680 CE. It would thus be later than Xuanzang’s visit. The distance between the two locations in question would be around 360 km, and Jālandhara would be situated between the two. From this perspective, it would seem unlikely that the more eastern region (Suvarṇagotra in relation to Moluosuo) would be reached via the more western location (Brahmaur in relation to Jālandhara), but in the end, for the purpose of this paper, there would not be much difference, all tracks leading through Lahul to Spiti or Guge.
The routes between Khotan and Ladakh are far from being easy to negotiate. The straightest route would possibly lead over the Saser Pass into the valley of the Nubra River and then over the Khardong Pass above Leh, other routes lead further east via the Changla and Sakti or even further east via the Pangong range. Forsyth (1875, I: 249) gives the distance from Leh to Khotan as between 415 and 637 miles (i.e. 667.8 to 1025 km), and from Leh to Yarkand between 584 and 839 miles (939.8 to 1350 km), depending on the route chosen. Ramsay (1890: 185–188) gives the following distances between Leh and Yarkand: summer route via Saser pass 482 miles (771.2 km), winter route via the Shayok river 520 miles (832 km), and the easiest but longest route 577 miles (923.2 km). The indication of 600 li (193.8 km) is more than questionable (leading into the middle of desert mountains), but 3000 li corresponds fairly well to the longest route between Leh and Khotan or the shortest route between Leh and Yarkand according to Forsyth or rather to the longest route between Leh and Yarkand according to Ramsay. To be exact, a journey straight south of Khotan would lead us to Rudok rather than to Leh. The direct distance (as the crow flies) between Khotan and Rudok appears to be the same as that between Khotan and Leh, although the actual route might then be somewhat shorter.

Xuanzang further mentions that the country “is extended from east to west, and contracted from north to south” (which, if referring to Ladakh or the Changthang, would be as true as the opposite, due to their north-west to south-east direction). He believes that the country is identical with that of the ‘Eastern Women’s Dominion’. His account had been summarised in the Shijia fangzhi with the additional note that Suvarṇagotra was “not within the boundaries of India and [was] also called the Kingdom of 大羊同 ‘Great Yang-t’ung’” (Pelliot 1963: 699). Thus, if we were permitted to transfer the indication of 1000 li for the west-east extension of Greater Yangtong to Suvarṇagotra, the distance would well cover both Leh and Rudok, whether we locate the country along the Indus River (in which case, the distance of 325 km or more would almost cover the entire distance from the source to Leh) or whether we locate it more to the north in the Changthang.

54 A reproduction can be found in the Digital Archive of Toyo Bunko Rare Books under http://dsr.nii.ac.jp/toyobunko/VIII–1-B–17. http://bameduniya.tripod.com/moreroutes.html, as accessed II/2009. It gives the distance from Leh to Ilchi and Kiria over the Pangong range, along the Karakash river as 700 km and 891 km. The distances are said to be taken “from an 1897 book called ‘Routes in Jammu and Kashmir’ written by Maj. Genl Le Marquis de Bourbel, also former Chief Engineer of the Jammu & Kashmir State.”
1.5.3 Suvarṇagotra III (the Khotanese perspective)

Except for Tucci (1956: 98), who takes Suvarṇagotra as the name of the ruling family of Suvarṇabhū, nobody has as yet commented upon the fact that the Indian designation Suvarṇagotra and its Tibetan counterpart Gser rigs or Gserrabs do not refer so much to a landscape or a state, but to a people, clan, family, or ‘race’. The Chinese word used by Xuanzang is Jinshi ‘Gold Clan’, but one may also find Jinxing ‘Gold Surname’ or Jinben ‘Gold Origin’ (Pelliot 1963: 696, 699). The Khotanese Saka original Suvarṇagūttar-, or ysarnai rrvī gūttairī is used for a particular ‘golden royal family’, but the Khotanese Saka sources are rather reticent (cf. H.W. Bailey 1985: 82–83). Lüders (as cited by Francke 1929: 148) has come across two kings of Kucha with the element suvana as part of their name: Suvarṇapūṣpa and Suvarṇadeva. The people or the royal family were originally located in the Shazhou region (Dunhuang), which was accordingly also called the ‘Golden District’ (ysarrnai būḍi) or with similar appellations (H.W. Bailey 1940: 602f. and 1949: 37). With the same word, ysarrnai, possibly in the sense ‘imperial’ the Khotanese also referred to their own kingdom (H.W. Bailey 1964: 10). Apart from the Khotanese texts, there seem to be also texts in Chinese and Tibetan mentioning a ‘Gold Land’ or ‘Gold Family’ in Shazhou (R.A. Stein 1951: 243f. n. 2; unfortunately without further references).

In the Tarim basin, ‘Golden’ could well have been an anthropological feature (the blond or reddish hair, not necessarily only among the Indo-European people, but also attested among the Xiongnu and Turks). If this is not the reason for the name, the designation might have referred simply to certain people dealing with gold.56 The Darada had been commonly associated

55 The designation Gserrigs is found so far only in one of the Khotanese ‘prophecies’, the Vimalaprabhāparipṛcchā (see below). While Hazod (2009: 169) states “Gserrigs [i[t is registered as part of Tibet c. 726, but apparently was not included in the Zhang-zhung stong-sde structure as it was probably never part of Zhang-zhung]”, he does not give any reference for this ‘registration’, nor does he specify his dating. I am not able to find any only approximately similar term in the Old Tibetan indices, so far published. Gser-rabs is mentioned by Hoffmann (2003 [1990]: 48), although without indication of sources. Quite apparently this form goes back to a mere conjecture, cf. Thomas (1935: 152, n. 1).

56 There are, of course, two closely related (if not identical) peoples that combined the anthropological feature of ‘golden’ hair with a tremendous mastery of working with gold: the Scythians and the Sakas. Their fame might have been transferred to other groups when the Sakas moved to India. Or certain regions on a common trade route to the Scythians or Sakas might have been wrongly associated with them. Something like this had happened with the designation Khrom for Rome when it was applied to mere ‘market places’ on the Rome route (cf. Stang 1990: 172).
with trade or tribute of large amounts of gold, we should perhaps look for the *Gserrigs* in the ‘Upper Indus Valley’, i.e. in Gilgit or Hunza, which is definitely connected with legends of a rich gold production (see also Zeisler forthcoming a, Chapter 2 § 1.1). The equation with the *Strīrājya* by Xuanzang would likewise point to this region. It is thus little surprising that Thomas (1935: 153), basing himself on the fact that already the Greek authors associated the gold production solely with the *Darada*, shifts the Gold Country to Hunza and Nagar.

On the other hand, the indication given by Ptolemy, most probably based on Indian sources, as well as the indications by the two pilgrims, quite certainly based on Indian testimonies, lead us to the upper Sutlej valley. This is the area where we find the Darpa or Darma, which may or may not have been originally belonging to the *Darada* or related tribes (see also Zeisler forthcoming a, Chapter 2 § 1.1). If they had, it might follow that the whole area from the Sutlej valley over Ladakh, Baltistan, Hunza, up to Khotan had been inhabited by *Darada* or related tribes.

Apart, perhaps, from the documents, R.A. Stein had alluded to, the Tibetan designation *Gserrigs*(gyi yul) ‘(Country of the) Gold Race’ seems to be found only in the *Vimalaprabhāparipṛccchā* (*Drimamedpahiḥodkyis žuspa*, Thomas 1935: 179–258), written and compiled not by Tibetan but by Khotanese authors. The designation is used for an unidentifiable region, somewhat peripheral to the main events. The text is, quite apparently, an amalgamation of various fragments of similar prophecies, not all of them referring to exactly the same situation. The historical information given, if historical at all, is hopelessly in disorder and partly contradictory.

Nevertheless, the main historical situation hinted to in the text seems to be located around the first Tibetan occupation of Khotan in 665/670. The king of *Skarrdo*, who is to be the king of Li (Khotan), procures gold from the

---

57 Some of the accounts would rather point to the conflicts between Lesser and Greater Bolor and the imminent Chinese Hindukush expedition in 747. However, the text is completely silent about the dramatic events around 740: the expulsion of the Buddhist community from Khotan, their stay in Tibet, their expulsion from Tibet, their flight to Gandhāra, their mutual massacre, which figure so prominently in all other prophecies, which means that it must have been compiled before this date. It is thus impossible that the narrative refers to the period after the decline of the Tibetan empire and before Khotan became a Muslim state, as Jettmar (2002a [1993]: 149) suggests. Moreover, at that late period there would no longer have been any Ḥaḍa and Sumpa to threaten Khotan.
Gold Race in order to buy off Li from the Red Faces (Tibetans)\textsuperscript{58} and hence becomes king of Li. This latter statement cannot easily be reconciled with the tradition that the royal lineage was unbroken (see also Xuanzang, Beal 1881–84: 490) and with the list of kings given in the Annals of Khotan (\textit{Liyulgyi lorgyus}, Thomas 1935: 77–136). Possibly the prophesied usurpation did not last long enough to become official history. Or the official history, like the text, somehow accepted the usurper as legitimate member of the royal lineage. A further possibility could be that the principality Skarrdo had been a part of the Khotanese territory or became so afterwards. This \textit{Skarrdo} does not necessarily have to be identical with the present-day Skardo/Iskardo in Baltistan. Given the possible derivation of the name from an original Iskandaria/Sikandria (that is, Alexandria, see also Zeisler forthcoming a, Chapter 2 § 2.4.5), the name might well have been transferred to the present location at a much later time.\textsuperscript{59} Albinia (2008: 181) mentions a village Sikundro in Chitrāl near Bajaur which is understood to mean ‘Alexander Stopped’ in Pashto. This could at least have been an alternative candidate for the designation.

In any case, the Gold Race Country seems to have been a vassal of Skarrdo or otherwise obliged to share its riches with Skarrdo.\textsuperscript{60} Both countries are understood as being essential parts of Li, the king of Skarrdo proposing an alliance with the king of the Gold Race in order to unify all provinces of Li (ibid. p. 204, fol. 364a). From the Khotanese perspective (or from that of the Skarrdo usurper?), the royal lineages of all three regions are presented as being closely related, all persons being styled as reincarnations of the royal family of Ajataśatru, all male members bearing the name element Vijaya.

\textsuperscript{58} \textit{Gdoŋdmar}; most probably this was nothing than a tribal designation: \textit{Red Ldoŋ} (the name appears also in the form \textit{Gdoŋ, Hdoŋ, Sdoŋ}, R.A. Stein 1961: 18, 31ff.), and had nothing to do with the application of red colour on the face. This was performed by several Central Asian groups, e.g., by the Ḥaža, and hence not a distinctive feature. The colour term identifies a moiety or smaller segment. Later, the \textit{White Ldoŋ} was the dominant clan of the Miñag and of Gliṅ in Khams (cf. R.A. Stein 1959 passim).

\textsuperscript{59} Nevertheless, the Khapulu area is still referred to in Skardo folklore as \textit{Liyul} (CDTDn), pointing to the fact that parts of Baltistan had been associated in one way or another with Khotan.

\textsuperscript{60} The prophecy mentions several times that the Skarrdo king should appropriate some of the gold for his own expenditure.
Li had first been raided by the Sumpa and Ḫaža and is now occupied by the Red-Faces (=Tibetans). Sumpa and Red-Faces have destroyed many Buddhist buildings. The Chinese have made plans to invade the Gold (Race) Country, the Red Faces are alarmed, and a great battle seems to be imminent. While it is said once that the Gold Race Country is in the firm grip of the Red-Faces who do not let it go, in the same breath, it is also said that the Red-Faces are at a distance and do not approach to do harm (fol. 364a—to the Gold Race Country or to Skarredo?). On another occasion it is merely stated that the Sumpa are threatening the Gold (Race) Country, but can be averted (ibid. p. 237, fol. 396a/b). For an unknown reason, the request for the gold and the alliance proposal must needs be kept secret (408a). At some time, the king of Skarredo and his son, the latter bearing the same name as the main hero, die in a battle (ibid. pp. 226–228, fol. 384a/b, 385b; it is not clear whether these passages refer to a secondary lineage or to events one generation earlier or later).

For Denwood (2008: 8) it follows from all this that an identification of this Gold Race Country with Žanžun can definitely be ruled out:

---

61 According to the Weishu and the Beishi, the Tuyuhun in 445, being attacked by the Northern Wei, turned westward, overran Khotan, killed its king and thousands of Khotanese people, and finally even subdued Kashmir. In this connection they sent an ambassador to Emperor Wendi of the Liu Song with golden wine vases form the Women’s Dominion (Tong Tao 2008: 25f.). They seem to have had a greater impact in the region. In the Padma thanyig Ḫaša (?) and Bruša are mentioned together in the neighbourhood of Khotan (cf. Toussaint 1933 [1994]: 105, 215, 410), and similarly, in Lower Ladakh, the Ḫaža (/Aša/) are always mentioned in one breath with the Burusho and are thus conceived of as their immediate neighbours.

62 Most probably, this refers to the practise to decorate the face with red circles, a custom common among several Central Asian tribes, not only the Tibetans.

63 Is the Gold Race Country perhaps occupied by the Tibetans? And could it thus be identified with Ladakh? But the undercover nature could also have something to do with the rivalries among the rulers of Bolor and, perhaps, Khotan or other neighbours. There is also the possibility that the affair had to be kept secret, simply in order to keep the “Wild Men”, the robbers and thieves (an allusion to some unruly, anarchic tribes) out of the game. The ‘Wild Men’, their changing loyalties, and even fights amongst them are mentioned several times, although mostly in connection with the side-narration concerning the Do-Good and the Do-Evil (fol. 384b ff.). These two designations are clearly borrowed from a common fairy tale, and it is questionable, whether this part has any historical value at all, except demonstrating indirectly that Skarredo and Li must have had a long history of intense enmity, despite the official claim of Buddhist and family solidarity dominating the text.
In 649 Zhangzhung had been “destroyed by the Tibetans, who divided the people and scattered them in adjacent lands”. True, Zhangzhung or elements of it staged a final revolt in 678–9, but by then the Tibetans were firmly in control of Khotan. At the time of the composition of the Inquiry of Vimalaprabhā, i.e., some time between 660 and 670, it is clear that both Khotan and Suvarnagotra, as well as Skardo, were independent of the Tibetans, while Zhangzhung was not.

Denwood does not seem to take into account the distinction into Lesser and Greater Yangtong (it was the latter that is reported to be annihilated in 649). Of course, he also believes that Žaṅźuṅ ends southeast of Ladakh (see also § 2.2 below), but as I have shown (§ 1.2 above), Ladakh was always a part of Žaṅźuṅ, from the perspective of Old Tibetan documents. While I would likewise expect the Gold Race Country of this narrative to be located more to the west, I would nevertheless think that the ambivalent description of the Gold Race Country as being in the firm grip of the Tibetans and the Tibetans only threatening it from far would allow for an identification with (parts of) Yangtong, reflecting perhaps its ambivalent status until its final integration into the Tibetan Empire.

In a mythological side-narration (fol. 380ff.), the Gold Race Country is connected with the Gold Mountain, which should have been located in Hunza (see Zeisler forthcoming a, Chapter 2 § 1.1). This mountain is characterized by a female mountain spirit, the rākṣasī or devī Huša, who with her following keeps a batch of 500 merchants as lovers, devouring them, whenever a new batch arrives. The Gold Race originates from the offspring of the rākṣasī and a last, rescued batch of merchants. There is some likelihood that, despite its Singhalese clothing, the story is to be connected with the Strīrājya of Swat/Uḍḍiyāna (Thomas, ibid. 224, n. 4). The name Huša may be related to the river name Wakhsh (Oxus), rendered as Husha by Xuanzang with reference to the region on its upper course (cf. Beal 1881–84: 106). Jettmar (2002c [1995]: 199) takes this Huša as “the ancestress of a dynasty in Gilgit”. He also points to a late reflection of this story in Shigar (2002a [1993]: 151f.). The legend speaks of a libertine queen who used to eliminate her lovers whenever

64 See also Jettmar (1961: 89) for ancient sexual rituals or ‘black masses’ in the context of the worship of female mountain deities, peris, among the Dards; one may perhaps also think of Śivaitic cults and human sacrifices to the Devī. A prominent case is mentioned in Kalhana’s Rājatarangini, 331–335, were a sorceress, that is, tribal priestess managed to sacrifice king Baka, Mihirakula’s son and successor, together with almost all of his male descendants to the circle of goddesses (M.A. Stein 1900: 49).
a child was born, which was likewise killed, except if it was a girl. When a Persian prince insisted on a legal Islamic marriage, she objected that she was a deity, and by a legal marriage she would become a laughing stock.

It seems thus that the Gold Race basically belonged to Hunza and its neighbourhood (as indicated via the reference to a Gold Mountain and the characterization as a Buddhist country\(^65\)), and it stood in close connection with Li, on the one hand, and *Skarrdo*, on the other. The confusion (or doubling) of the names of the participants, the missing reference to a king from *Skarrdo* in the Khotanese Annals, the sudden appearance of a second king of *Skarrdo* assisting the main hero in becoming king of Li (ibid pp. 254f, fol. 415a)

---

\(^{65}\) At least as a country where financial exploitation can be veiled with Buddhist arguments.
might perhaps point to Bolor as the main stage and a split or rivalry among its principalities even before the events related by Hyecho (Fuchs 1938: 444). As the names of the Skarredo kings do not correspond to those of the Palola dynasty, the Skarredo principality, whether identical with Baltistan or with (a region in) Chitral, seems to have been either independent or, according to the narrative, a dependency of Khotan. In any case, it seems to have kept close dynastic ties to both Bolor and Khotan (hence the close resemblance of the royal names).

It is noteworthy that the region Ḥbrusoloña, which is certainly to be connected with Bruža (var. Bruša, Ḥbružal, Ḥbrušal, Gruža, or Gruša), is counted not only as part of Khotan in the Khotanese Annals, but is associated with the legendary establishment of Khotan rulership. The corresponding narrative yields a folk-etymology for Ḥbrusoloña (cf. Thomas 1935: 100, fol. 428bf.), apparently based on the Burushaski word bóṣ (Yasin) or bushoṣo (Hunza-Nagar) ‘calf’ (cf. Berger 1974: 135, 1998 III: 65).

1.6 Preliminary conclusion(s)

Taking the evidences of the sources together, it appears that around the 7th to 8th c. CE, (Upper) Ladakh, more precisely a stretch of about 350 km, bordering in the north on Khotan, was known in Chinese sources as 1. Greater Yangtong, 2. Suvarṇagotra, and 3. Nüguo. West of Greater Yangtong was Lesser Yangtong (including at least Lower Ladakh). West of (parts of) Suvarṇagotra was

---

66 Note that the BRGY defines Bruža ~ Bruša as ‘an old name for a part of Uighur Xinjiang’: Bruša | Šincan Yugu rigs ranškyon ljonshkhoŋskyi lampa-žiggii miṅ riṅiṅ.  
67 This is quite at variance with Denwood’s (2008: 9) conclusion “that Suvarṇagotra, the Eastern Women’s Kingdom and Zhangzhung/Yangtong were separate entities”. According to him, we would have the following separate entities from the west to the east: besides Bolor, and Baltistan, 1. Ladakh = Moluosuo/Sanbohe, 2. Rudok = Suvarṇagotra, 3. Žanžuṅ = Lesser/Greater Yangtong, and 4. a Kingdom of Women in Eastern Tibet. According to his own arguments, the Gserrigs of the Vimalaprabhāpariprccā could not have referred to a place all close to Žanžuṅ, which was already occupied by the Tibetans. I would also think that Rudok could not have been tributary to Skardo with an independent Ladakh in between. Furthermore, one cannot simply dismiss Hyecho’s location of Yangtong as neighbouring Greater Bolor or his ‘omission’ of a separate Ladakh and Baltistan as mere error. After all, Hyecho is the latest source, and these areas are correctly described as being occupied by the Tibetans. Nor can the distances be ignored. Denwood argues that the designation Khotan may have referred to a larger area extending eastwards, not just to the city of Khotan, so that Rudok could have bordered on it. But he remains silent about the fact that the distance to Suvarna gotra had also been calculated from western-most rim of Khotan, Karghalik. Denwood is, of course, right when he separates the more eastern Nüguo from Yangtong and Suvarṇagotra. The difference in our interpretations of the same
Sanbohe/Moluosuo (on which below). The name Suvarṇagotra and its Greek, Khotanese, Chinese, and Tibetan equivalents, seem to have referred to three different regions in different contexts. While there is not much doubt about the location of Suvarṇagotra I, attested from Indian, or rather Indian-based sources (Ptolemy and at least Hyecho), the further association in the Chinese sources with (one of the) Nüguo or Greater Yangtong (that is Suvarṇagotra II) seems to be problematic. The error, if it was one, could have been caused by the non-discrimination of Lesser and Greater Yangtong, since the more western Nüguo should probably not be associated with Greater Yangtong, but at best with Lesser Yangtong and more likely with neighbouring Bolor. It is this latter area, where the Khotanese seem to have located their own Suvarṇagotra III.

Nevertheless, lest the identical name should be coincidental, one can assume that there was a common ethnic substrate, which may have been Scythian (Sakean) in the beginning, but may have been overlaid with a Pamirian (Dardic and/or Burusho) population. The ethnic continuum between Suvarṇagotra III and Suvarṇagotra I could well have been disrupted in the course of various Central Asian large-scale migrations.

The following table summarises the main sources for the localisation of Suvarṇagotra: Xuanzang, Vimalaprabhāparīpracchā (VP), and Hyecho in chronological order. The first row under each source specifies, whether a place is mentioned at all (“M”), the row headed by “V” specifies whether a place was visited in person, the row headed by “O” indicates the Tibetan occupation. Only Xuanzang gives the relations between the places in terms of orientation. His silence on the political engagement of the Tibetans in the area is certainly not surprising.

---

68 Given the fact that the name is known in India at least since the early 2nd c. CE, it might reflect the southward migration of one of the Saka tribes that was triggered off in the late 2nd c. BCE by the Yuezhi migration to Baktria.
Table 1. Suvarṇagotra and its neighbourhood

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Xuanzang ~ 650 mentioning/location</th>
<th>VP ~ 670</th>
<th>Hyecho ~ 730</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>V M O</td>
<td>M V O</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Tibet/Tufan</td>
<td>E. of 3=4</td>
<td>+ + /</td>
<td>+ – /</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Khotan</td>
<td>N. of 3=4</td>
<td>+ + +</td>
<td>+ – +</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Strirājya</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Sanbohe</td>
<td>5=6, W. of 3=4, N. of Lahul</td>
<td>– – –</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Moluosuo</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Bololo</td>
<td>S. of Pamir valley, ?=8</td>
<td>– – –</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Lesser Bolor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Polulo/ (Gr.) Bolor</td>
<td>W. bank of Indus</td>
<td>– + +</td>
<td>+ + +</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Skarrdo (?)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Soupoci</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Yangtong</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The distinction between Lesser and Greater Yangtong appears to be pretty much in concordance with the distinction between ‘Little Tibet’, i.e. Baltistan, and ‘Great Tibet’, i.e. Ladakh, as we find it in early western sources, based on the corresponding Indian and Persian designations, cf. Desideri’s account in his first book:

We then found ourselves at the foot of a very high, steep, and formidable mountain called Kantel, on whose summit is the boundary between Kascimir and Lesser Thibet, called in Persian Khoval [Kalan] Thibet, in Hindustan Ciota [Chota] Thibet (both words bearing the same meaning) and called by the inhabitants “Baltistan” …

A few days later we entered Second Thibet, known in Persian and Hindustan as Kalan and Bara Thibet which means Great Tibet, while by the natives it is called Lhata-yul…

Second Thibet, or Lhata-yul [Ladak], is two month’s journey in length; it borders in the North with the Kingdoms of Kaskar [Kashgar] and Yarkand, to the south with the kingdom of Collahor [Kulu?], on the west with Lesser Thibet or Baltistan, and on the east with the great Desert of Ngari Giongar [Ngari Jungar] (Filippi 1937: 82f., 84, 85, editor’s additions in square brackets in the original).
A slightly different description is given in the second book:

Thibet consists of three distinct Kingdoms: The first is Lesser Thibet, or Baltistan, bordering on the South on Casmir and on the East (North) with the Kingdom of Kaskar (Kashghar); it was once ruled by several Kinglets, or rather Barons, and now forms part of the Mogol Empire.

Second or Great Thibet, also called Lhata-yul, takes two months to traverse from West to East. On the Western Frontier (North-North-Western) lies Lesser Thibet, on the Eastern the Great Desert of Ngani Giongar (Hundes or Ngari Khorsum) …

Third Thibet is called simply Thibet by Europeans and by Persians, but Hindustan-Mongolians call it Butant … The vast extend of this Third Thibet will be understood when I tell you that it takes more than six months of incessant travelling to go from the Western to the Eastern boundary, that is from Cartoa to Sciling (Sining) (ibid. p. 129f., editor’s additions in square brackets in the original).

I should thus argue that the distinction between Little and Great Tibet, attested also in the 15th c. Rājaratāraṅginī of Śrīvāra with reference to contemporaneous events (III, iii 440–443, Dhar 1994: 546f.), is based on an ancient tradition, reflected in the Chinese designations Lesser and Greater Yangtong and possibly also in the Bonpo classification of an Innermost, Middle and Outer Žaṅţuṅ. In all these cases, the notion of ‘Lesser’ or ‘Innermost’, that is, ‘Closest’ refers to the ancient axis mundi, Mt Meru, to be looked for in the Pamirs (see Zeisler, forthcoming a, chapter 2 § 2.4.4). There are certain indications that the border between the two entities Greater and Lesser Yangtong as well as between the two Old Tibetan entities Žaṅţuṅ stod and smad could have been situated just below Leh (see also § 3 below), although it is certainly possible that the border between the two areas had been subject to fluctuations or to a major change with the advent of the Rnamgyal dynasty. It is possible that the Chinese name Yangtong reflects a designation underlying also the Tibetan designation Byantang. But the latter name can by no means have been the indigenous Tibetan name, since its etymology presupposes a southern centre in relation to which it is situated. Most probably the Tibetan name results from an attempt of etymologisation.69

69 It might be worth mentioning the place Yangthang in Lower Ladakh, not very far from Tīmōnggan where the Lower Ladakhi kingdom once had its base. There is likewise a village Yangthang on the Spti river in Kinnur. If this is not just a linguistic accident (as is probably the case with the Yangthang in western Sikkim), this might well indicate that the boundaries of the Yangtong culture
As in the case of Little and Great Tibet, it seems that there must have been a ‘third’ or ‘real’ Yangtong of much larger extension and possibly greater historical impact. This ‘real’ Yangtong could thus have been identical with Grand-Žaŋžuŋ, that is, the eastern parts of the Changthang. The fact that one of the Women’s Dominions is located in south-eastern Tibet, and that a Greater Yangtong appears also in north-eastern Tibet indicates that neither the ‘Ladakh’-entity nor Žaŋžuŋ Proper had a well-defined border, and that there were no clearly distinguishable ethnic groups or political entities along the Changthang and its western and eastern extension, but rather an amalgamation of various tribes that—due to similar economic and ecologic conditions—shared much of their material (and perhaps also linguistic) culture, despite their possible different origins. Such situation could perhaps explain the strange location of the land R.ngr.ng (=Žaŋžuŋ) in south-eastern Tibet in the Ḥudūd-al-‘Ālam (cf. Map 2 above).

The same would hold true for the apparently more western aspect of Suvarṇagotra and the Strīrājya, which implies an ethnic and cultural continuum up to Chilas, Hunza,70 and Chitral, and further to the south, to Swat/Uḍḍiyāna,71 but most probably not to Guge. The latter identification, confidentially proposed by Francke (1912: 269) and Tucci (1956: 105), is based on the location of Suvarṇagotra I, the one that is historically well testified. Tucci (1971a: 550) adds that Cīna ‘China’, an Indian designation, possibly referring to Guge, and the Strīrājya were “often assimilated or quoted together”. Unfortunately, he does not specify in which texts other than in Kauṭilya and in which context other than an enumeration of cloth exporting regions such ‘assimilation’ occurs. The mentioning together of two countries in an Indian text, the Brhatasamhitā exemplifies this clearly, is no proof that these countries are really found in close vicinity, not to speak of being identical.

were absolutely fuzzy and that there was a more intricate connection between Ladakh and Žaŋžuŋ Proper.

70 Hunza and Nagar as well as the Indus around Chilas are the only narrow valleys that, in fact, lie in a truly east-west direction. And this applies in general for the two Bolors. Greater Bolor is described by Xuanzang as being "long from east to west, and narrow from north to south" (Beal 1881–84: 178), which is quite in accordance with Durand’s (1899: 199) measurement for ‘Dardistan’, i.e. the two Bolors together as extending “roughly two hundred and fifty miles from east to west, and a hundred and fifty from north to south”. The upper reaches of the Sutlej river likewise run in an almost exactly east-west direction, but I find difficulties with a description of Guge as being "contracted from north to south".

71 This even more so, if the Congling range comprised also the Hindukush, see note 37 above.
Neither Francke nor Tucci realise that there might be a quite different Suvarṇagotra III further north-west, and that the Chinese sources, other than Hyecheo (who remains absolutely silent about women), rightly or wrongly, also refer to a Suvarṇagotra II within, or congruent with Greater Yangtong (corresponding to Upper Ladakh). Given the identical coordinates with respect to Khotan, it must be this second Suvarṇagotra with which the Nüguo is, perhaps wrongly, identified.

While these coordinates for the western Nüguo, making her practically congruent with Greater Yangtong, seem to be problematic, the queendom may nevertheless have stretched over (parts of) Lesser Yangtong or Lower Ladakh. Furthermore, the population associated with the queendom, most probably Dardic (or perhaps also Burusho) tribes, could once have spread much further to the east, and this could have caused the presumably wrong association with Greater Yangtong. The presence of ‘emancipated’ women among the prehistoric ruling elites of Žaңžuŋ or perhaps more generally on the Tibetan plateau seems to be corroborated by the representation of a few Bonpo female deities as wearing armours and helmets like warriors, and by the Bonpo lore of particular helmets and armours for queens, worn when they were observing battles (see Bellezza 2008: 241f., 325, 329; on p. 325, n. 361; he rightly points to similarities with warrior-like women among the Scythians and Xiongnu).

The mixed ethnic composition of the northern belt of Tibet seems to have been dominated by the Supi(ya)/Sumpa and Tuyuhun, the latter certainly, the former only possibly of Xianbi origin,72 and while some of the characteristics of the Nüguo are typical of the Tuyuhun (and the later Tibetans), such as painting their faces (Pelliot ibid., p. 694, Tong Tao 2008: 173f.), other cultural traits show that they must have had absorbed, or must have been influenced by, various other tribes, some of which were part of the Indo-Iranian sphere. The use of an Indic script is perhaps the most prominent and most tangible feature, followed by the veneration of the Asuras, the two types of burial customs for Yangtong and Nüguo, which, although showing Central Asian features, are both quite distinctive from those of the later Tuyuhun (for which see Tong Tao 2008, chapter 6) and the Tibetans. A further possible Iranian trait is the celebration of the

72 The Xianbi (also spelled Xianbei) are typically counted as a proto-Mongolian tribal confederation, but ‘proto-Mongolian’ may mean nothing more that they lived for some time on Mongolian territory. They may or may not have been composed of quite different ethnic groups. Cf. Michael Weiers’ script 4 Abrisse zur Geschichte innerasiatischer Völker: ‘Türken, Protomongolen, und Prototibeter im Osten’ http://www.zentralasienforschung.de and http://www.zentralasienforschung.de/Xianbi.PDF, last accessed II/2010.
New Year at the winter solstice.73 The bird divination connected with this celebration seems to be likewise quite peculiar and has nothing to do with the bird divination of Old Tibetan sources, based solely on the birds’ utterances (cf. Laufer 1914). The *Jiu Tangshu* notes:

> Our eleventh month is their first. Their custom is, as soon as the tenth month begins, to order a diviner to go into the mountains to make offerings of *ch’u* and to scatter in the air barley which has been steeped in wine. With great incantations he calls the birds. Suddenly a bird like a pheasant comes flying to the bosom of the diviner, who then splits its belly open and examines it. Whenever there is one grain of corn in it, the coming year will be fruitful; but if there is ‘hoarfrost and snow’ there will be calamities (Pelliot 1963: 700f.)

The description of the *Suishu* differs only slightly:

> At New Year they sacrifice men or monkeys […]. When the sacrifice is over, they go into the mountains, where [a diviner] makes incantations. A bird like a female pheasant comes and perches on the [diviner’s] hand; he splits open the stomach and examines it. If there is grain, the year will be fruitful; if sand and gravel, there will be calamities (ibid., p. 695; additions in the original).

A reverberation of this divination technique might perhaps be found in the *Chayraps*, the ‘genealogy of the beer’, from a (Lower) Ladakhi cycle of marriage songs: a cultural hero kills various birds and examines their stomach in search of the first grain; finally barley is found in the stomach of a pigeon and disseminated for the first time (KHAL).

Strangely enough, like the celebration of New Year at the winter solstice, the use of an Indic script is located only in the eastern part of the Women’s Dominion. As far as I know, no prehistoric inscriptions or writing systems have been reported from Eastern Tibet, not to speak of an Indic script. But we know of early inscriptions in Lower Ladakh, and of course further west, in the so-called Upper Indus Valley. Consequently, the *literate* 6th to 7th c. Women’s Dominion should be sought in the west, not in the east.

In connection with the seemingly far spread extension of all these tribes, it may perhaps also be of interest that the LDRR (35. 15–16), when defining

---

73 As a rather minor trait, continued also among the Tibetans, one may also mention the extremely long sleeves (Pelliot, ibid., p. 700), borrowed from, or shared with, the Sogdians (Tong Tao 2008: 188).
Maryul as inherited by Dpalgyimgon, mentions two gold mines, each time in combination with the word ḡog: gserkha ḡog, in the east, near Demchok, and the so far unidentifiable gserkha ḡogpo (MS L: mgonpo), in the north. The reading of MS L as ‘protector’ is apparently based on the verb ḡogs ~ ḡegs, bkag, dgag, khog ‘hinder, stop, prevent’. But the verb ḡog, bkog, dgog, khog ‘take away forcefully’, perhaps in the sense ‘exploit’ might be more appropriate. The apparent Tibetan etymology might be misleading, however. There are several place names bearing the element ḡog ~ gug, first of all, of course, Gug(e) (Goggadeśa in Jonarāja’s Rājaratanaśīlā; Sahni and Francke 1908: 186) of Žanžuṃ smad.

Another Gog (or Kog) is mentioned together with Bruža in OTA II for the year 747 (l. 10, the variant Kog appears in ll. 4), their inhabitants being reported to have fled, when the Chinese general Byimpo appeared in Gogyl, i.e. in the Hindukush. But the name is also attested in the northeast: Gogchu, near Dantig, rendering Chinese Gouzhou. If not related to metals or mining, the name could either have been a tribal designation or a designation for special types of settlements. In Western Tibet, there are several place names ending in -gog or -mkhargog (Bellezza 2008: passim). While the Tibetan dictionaries yield the meaning ‘ruined’ for gogpo, apparently productively used in several compounds, there remains the possibility that gog originally referred to the same entity as mkhar, and that the compound mkhargog was thus a translational compound, this meaning being lost, the actual meaning could perhaps have been derived from the dilapidated state of all places in question. The problem, of course, is: in which language could we find a corresponding designation?

2 An old name of Ladakh?

2.1 Moluosuo alias Sanbohe

There has been a certain consensus that Moluosuo (秣羅娑, W.-G. Mo-lo-so) is the Chinese equivalent for Mard or Maryul, the alleged old name of Ladakh. Cf., among others, Cunningham (1854: 4), Francke (1908), Pelliot (1963: 706f.), and Uray (1990). Tucci (1956: 94, n. 1), however, opts for the merely emended form Moluopo, interpreted as the Mālava, a tribe of northern India!74 The country is mentioned only in Xuanzang’s report, where, unfortunately quite problematic and contradictory coordinates are given. Moluosuo

---

74 The alternative reading Moluopo (秣羅婆), however, is based on a mere conjecture by Cunningham, who wanted an equivalent for Tib. dmarpo ‘red’ (cf. Uray 1990: 217). The letters suo and po are apparently quite similar, inviting misinterpretations by western scholars, as could be observed also in the case of Suoboci vs. Poboci, cf. n. 5 above.
is said to lie about 2000 li north of Lahul (cf. Beal 1884: 210f.). Neglecting the distance, this direction is taken as evidence for the identity of Moluosuo with Ladakh, and thus also with the Old Tibetan place name Mard.

Moluosuo is said to lie west of Suvarṇagotra, for which, as we have seen (§ 1.5 above), there are three candidates. Moluosuo is further identified with Sanbohe (三波訶 W.-G. San-po-ho), a place so far not located, particularly not in Ladakh.\footnote{In his highly speculative paper, Francke (1930: 67, 71), following Cunningham (1854: 4), takes San-bo-he for the Ladakhi name of the Indus, Gtsaṅspo, which already at his time was pronounced as /Ltsaṅspo/ (~ /Rtsaṅspo/) in Leh and Lower Ladakh and as /Saṅpo/ or /Sāfo/ in Upper Ladakh. First of all, this idea does not account for the third syllable 訶 hē, which has only a phonetic value (based, in fact, on the word 訶 hē for ‘river’). Secondly, when arguing that this name did not refer to the Tibetan Rtsaṅspo, Francke’s main argument is that the initial consonant is still pronounced in Ladakh but not in Central Tibet. But if the retention of the initial should be the deciding fact, then it should have been reflected also in the Chinese transcription. Francke further fully ignores the fact that the Brahmaputra as well as the western province through which it flows have been spelled Rtsaṅspo in Old Tibetan, quite obviously reflecting a pronunciation similar to that in modern Ladakh. It is likewise not very feasible that Sanbohe should have been the equivalent of a Kulu name and Moluosuo that of a Kashmirian name of one and the same ethnic or geographical entity as Pelliot (1963: 707) suggests. It is far more likely that Xuanzang or the interpolator mixed up the hearsay concerning two countries, roughly located in the same direction (from the perspective of North India), and reachable only on difficult routes.}

Moluosuo/Sanbohe cannot be Ladakh, if lying west of either Suvarṇagotra I (Upper Sutlej) or Suvarṇagotra III (Hunza-Gilgit). If the country should thus lie west of Suvarṇagotra II (Greater Yangtong, Upper Ladakh), we would quite naturally have to search for it west of Upper Ladakh. The name Sanbohe is reconstructed variously as *Sampaha (Beal 1881–84: 227 and Tucci 1956: 93), *Sampāha (Pelliot 1963: 706), and *Sampāka (Tucci 1977: 73). It could thus perhaps be identified with Śāmbī, known in Chinese sources also as Shē-mi or Śyāmī, a place in Chitral (Thomas 1935: 142, Tucci 1956: 94: Śāmbī). Pelliot (1963: 706) arrives at a similar reconstruction, although he ultimately rejects it, perhaps because he thinks that Sanbohe should be Ladakh or because Xuanzang refers to this place as Shangmi (Beal 1881–84: 479). Petech (1947: 89) differentiates between Shē-mi, for which he suggests the Sanskrit equivalent Syāmaka, and Shang-mi, which he identifies with Mastuj in Chitral.

There might be also a relation with the place name Sam(bhū/cūtānmā/ mā) appearing in an inscription in Shigar (Hinüber 2004: 68f. no. 33A, p.
(68f.) in connection with a ruler of what might be the Hunza area. While the Chinese name Moluosuo could well render a Tibetan *Mars, which is not too far away from the attested Mard, it could also render Buruso, cf. the parallel use of a transcriptional Mo for Hbal/Ḥbah and Molu (沒盧) for Ḥbro (cf. Pelliot 1961: 134f., Richardson 1971: 434, and Petech 1994: 651, 657, n. 12). In fact, since the distinction between (prenasalised) voiced oral and nasal stop consonants had been neutralised in Middle Chinese, Moluosuo is the only possible rendering of an original B(u)ruso (Burušo, Bruža).

If we take the indication 2000 li from Lahul to Molosuo to be correct, corresponding to ca. 650 km, Moluosuo should be sought about 300 km further to the north (-west) of Leh. The distance from Leh to Lahul on the modern Manali highway is ca. 360 km up to Kyelang (the district headquarters of Lahul-Spiti). Given the fact that this route is not particularly difficult and was constructed more or less along the ancient tracks, the latter should not have been much longer, perhaps even shorter (cutting the serpentines of the vehicular road at the Taglangla and the Baralchala).

76 The inscription mentions a king (nrpatti) from a so far unidentified tribe or location Kuñjāna or Kuljāna, governor (viṣayapatti) of Saṃ(ḥū/cū)(ānā/mā). The spelling Kuñjāna is fairly close to the Burushaski name for Hunza: Kanjuút. This name appears also as Ḥāñcudiya in the Hatun inscription and as Kakvā or Kešvā <Ka(m)jua (gen. pl.) <Ka(m)jua with omitted dental in a Saka itinerary (v. Hinüber 2004: 75, n. 73). The vowel metathesis of the inscription is in agreement with the form ‘Hunza’ itself.

77 A li measured 415.8 m in Han times, which would yield 830 km. In Tang times, when the historical works relevant for our topic were written, it measured ca. 323 m, cf. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Li_(length)# Changing_values, as accessed in II/2009. The same entry, contains a remark that during the dynasties of the Wei and the Western Qin, the li was considerably shorter, namely merely 77 m. Thomas Preiswerk and John E. Hill both think that this is unbelievable (p.c.), and the latter has thus added a “citation needed” tag in I/2010. 2000 li of 77m would yield ca. 155 km, which is again much too short for the distance to Ladakh, but may nevertheless correspond to the almost equal distance between Kulu and Ladul (see below).

78 http://www.indovacations.net/english/leh.asp gives the distance as 358 km, http://hptdc.nic.in/cir0401.htm gives the distance as 273 km, http://www.indiaepostoffice.com/kullumanali/link7.html gives the distance between Leh and Manali as 475 km, the distance from Manali to Kyelang as 115 km, the difference being 360 km, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Leh%E2%80%93Manali_Highway gives the distance from Leh to Manali as 479 km, from which 115, 120, or, according to http://www.oktatabyebye.com/travel-directions/driving-directions-from-Manali-to-Keylong.html even 129 km have to be subtracted for the distance between Manali and Kyelong. All sites have been last accessed in II/2010.
There are thus several points that could speak for an identification of Moluosuo with Hunza, rather than with Ladakh, and for an identification of Sanbohe with a place in Chitral. One may perhaps even argue that Chitral and Hunza are not too much to the west, to make the indication north of Lahul completely wrong (compared to other much less precise coordinates). On the other hand, one may wonder why the countries lying between Lahul and Chitral or Hunza were not mentioned. It is also somewhat problematic to conceive of a route from Jālamdhara/Brahmapura to Chitral or Hunza via Ladakh or Zanskar instead of a route along the southern slopes of the Himalaya and via Kashmir. Finally, one could have expected both countries to be mentioned again by both pilgrims in the context of the description of Bolor. But these apparent contradictions could certainly be the result of a later interpolation (see below).

One conclusion could be that all indications of distance are completely unreliable, even more than the indications of direction. In this case, however, one has to give up all kinds of identifications, including that of Moluosuo with Ladakh, which would be simply arbitrary. This conclusion seems to be corroborated by the indication of a distance of 1800 to 1900 li between Lahul and Kulu, which would correspond to 580 to 610 km if counted in Tang miles. The distance on the modern road is 160 km from Kulu to Kyelang (the district headquarter of Lahul), and again, nothing indicates that the ancient route should have been four times as long.

Disregarding the problem of the distance, Pelliot (1963: 698f.) has questioned the whole passage concerning the route from Matipura up to Piluoshanna, in the middle of which the reference to Kulu, Lahul, and Moluosuo should be found. His reason is that the place names are difficult to identify, while in all other cases such problems would not exist. This is not really a strong argument, but if he were right, the designations Moluosuo and Sanbohe might be nothing than hoaxes.

The biography of Xuanzang, written by one of his disciples, mentions Kulu, but remains silent about Lahul and Moluosuo (John E. Hill, p.c.). This could be taken as an indication that Xuanzang did visit all the places questioned by Pelliot, except the latter two. The passage concerning these places, must have been added later, either by Xuanzang himself, or, more likely, by a different hand, whereas the biographer would have used the earlier report. The question remains why the distances are so utterly wrong.

Whatever the reason, it might be expedient to project the actual distance between Kulu and Lahul onto the almost equal distance given for Lahul to Moluosuo. If the 1800 to 1900 li correspond to the 160 km of the present distance between Kulu and Kyelang, the 2000 li between Lahul and Moluosuo should then correspond to another 168.5 (or 178) km, which could lead us, following the road after the Rothang pass first westwards and then towards
the northeast and north, only up to the Tsokar and thus to the western and southern confines of the ‘lake district’. If one would turn eastwards after the Rothang pass and then again towards the north and northeast, one would have a choice of several routes towards the northeast, stopping short before Tashigang or Demchok. One could also follow the Spiti valley down towards the Sutlej. The radius would be something like 45 km from Tabo.79

In these last cases, the location of Moluosuo would definitely be west of Suvarnagotra I. It could then be identified with the Old Tibetan province of Mard, which R.A. Stein has located just east of Spiti (see below). Perhaps someone better acquainted with the area than me could find there an appropriate candidate for the mysterious Sanbohe, but given the triplcation of its neighbour Suvarnagotra, I can’t help feeling that at least the name Sanbohe, belonging to Bolor, had been wrongly associated with the Guge area, due to a backseat driver’s intervention in Xuanzang’s original report. If the name Moluosuo rendered an original Žaŋžuŋ-ian Mard, Mars, or perhaps rather Smar-(sa), this could have led to a confusion with a similar rendering of Burus(h)o, and Sanbohe, as referring to a neighbour of the latter, could then have been transferred to a non-existing neighbour of the former. The confusion could have been enhanced by a transfer of the mythic Maru(tse)/Maru(cīna) from Chitral to the neighbourhood of Kulu (see below).

2.2 Mard or Maryul

Although claimed to be the original name of Ladakh,80 the designation Maryul and its possible variant Maryul is not found as referring to present

79 Tabo, which lies on a route towards the Changthang, is 284 km from Kulu on the vehicular roads. One could thus have continued for another 45 (or 54) km from Tabo. The first value is calculated on the base of 160 km corresponding to 1900 li, the second, given in brackets, is calculated on the base of 160 km corresponding to 1800 li. In the first case, a li would be equal to 84,21 m, in the second to 88,89 m, a value that is astonishingly close to the above mentioned questionable measurement of 77 m per li. The real distances on the ancient tracks were most probably somewhat shorter than the distances on the highway, as the tracks were cutting the long serpentines on the passes. This would bring us even closer to the supposed ratio. The ratio would match almost perfectly if based on 1900 li for a distance of 150 km (0,079). If one would thus accept the ratio 1 li = 77 m, the whole distance of 3800 or 3900 li would yield 292 or 300 km from Kulu.

day Ladakh before the 11th c. or even later. The name appears first in an inscription in Alchi, dating from some time between the early 11th c. (according to the traditional dating) and the early 13th c. The dating of the Alchi temple group into the late 12th to the early 13th c. has been argued for, among others, by Luczanits (2005: 73–78). By the mid 13th c. the reference to Ladakh and Baltistan must have been firmly established among the elites. The biography of Orgyanpa Rinchen Senge Dpal (1230-1293) contains the travelogue of his pilgrimage to Orgyan (Uḍḍiyāna/Swat) which he undertook some time after 1260. There he describes the river Sindhu (Indus) as arising from the Kailāsa, flowing through Maryul (clearly Ladakh and Baltistan), then through Brūṣa on the north of Kashmir (which he describes as bordering on Zaṅsdkar and Purig) and Staggzig (here apparently referring to Chilas), before reaching Orgyan (which should here be the Buner valley; cf. Tucci 1971b: 396 with n. 9). It is interesting to note that in the earlier travelogue of Rgod tshaṅpa Mgonpo Rdorje (1189-1258), Maryul is reached via Zaṅsdkar, the latter being described as ‘Tibetan’ and thus not part of the kingdom of Ladakh (ibid., p. 417).

The *Mayūl* or Muyūl of the 10th c. Ḥudūd-al-Ālam (§ 11.3, fol. 16b, ed. Minorsky 1937: 93) has, as Minorsky (ibid., p. 256) rightly states, “nothing to do with Mar-yul ‘the low country’ which in the Tārīkh-i Rashīdī [of Mīrzā Ḥaider], pp. 410, 456, is applied to Ladak”, despite Denwood’s (2008: 14) suggestion to the contrary. *Mayūl* refers to a tribe, and *Muyūl* to a small town of the unknown N.zvān (or T.rvān ~ T.zdān) province (§11.3), which Denwood (2008: 8) identifies with Nubra, but which is located close to China (§5.3, fol. 6a, p. 61), possibly in the Kokonor area (Minorsky 1937: 258). The Muyūl tribe would provide the Tibetan kings (§ 11.3), and only if the lineage extinguishes the Tibetans would elect a chief from among the *Ajāyul* (Ḥaṇa; § 11.7, fol. 16b, p. 93). Quite apparently, the Muyūl is also not the land of the mothers (Minorsky, p. 257: ma for ama), but the land of the Rma (or Rmu) clan or tribe (on this tribal name see Zeisler forthcoming a, Chapter 4 §§ 2.4.2 and 2.4.4). Beckwith (1989: 68, cf. also p. 69, n. 29) suggest that M(u)yūl could be a mistake for Mabūd ~ Mābud ~ Mābd, Mahābhoṭa or Greater Tibet, a name that appears in the 9th c. Aḥbār aṣ-Ṣiḥ wa l-Hind. But this is quite unlikely, particularly since Muyūl is presented as a small town within a province within (Greater) Tibet.

The Old Tibetan Annals mention neither Ladakh nor Maryul or Mayuł. Only one single entry in OTA 719 (l. 213) alludes to a province Mard, namely together with Žaṅzūṅ, and in connection with a phalos, a conscription or registration of the male population: Žaṅzūṅday Mardkyi phalos bkug. The actual local pronunciation might well have been *Mars*, as the alleged Chinese equivalent *Moluosuo* would suggest (Uray 1990: 220).
No further indication is given, but since locations are quite often enumerated from west to east, one should be able to preclude a location to the west of Žaŋžuŋ. e.g. in present-day Ladakh. The latter identification is also precluded for the reason that Ladakh was included in either Žaŋžuŋ stod or smad. Since Mard is mentioned besides Žaŋžuŋ, it was probably an entity not yet fully incorporated into Žaŋžuŋ, and this would make sense if it lay at the border to India. It is quite conspicuous that the name does not reappear.

The designation Mard as much as Maryul could reflect the Žaŋžuŋ epithet smar ~ smra\(^{81}\) ‘golden’. In a more involved way, it could refer to a tribal group, the Rma (or Rmu), whose name is either related to the word smra ‘speak’ or to the ‘monkey ancestor’ of the Qiang (for these relations, see Zeisler forthcoming a, Chapter 4 § 2.4). Finally, the epithet could perhaps be related to s/dmad ‘low’. The following possibilities are open to speculation:

(a) Lower Ladakh (Mard related to s/dmad ‘low’). In this case, Upper Ladakh should have been part of Žaŋžuŋ.

(b) Upper and Lower Ladakh, i.e. the whole area between Žaŋžuŋ Proper and Baltistan, in which case Žaŋžuŋ no longer comprised any part of Ladakh. The area could have passed as ‘low’ in reference to Žaŋžuŋ.

(c) The gold fields of Mānasarovar and/or Upper Ladakh plus some additional areas (Mard related to (s)mar ‘golden’). This might imply that the north-western part of Ladakh had been independent or, more likely, part of one of the two Bolors.

(d) The whole gold-producing area, starting with Mānasarovar, along the Indus and Shayok over Nubra and Baltistan to Hunza and then further down to Swat.

(e) The area where the Rma (or Rmu) tribe(s) (or clan(s)) settled. The form rma is a further development of smra. As the epithet Smar ~ Smra for

---

81 According to Petech (1947: 85), also smu. Unfortunately Petech does not say, from where he has got this reading, but only remarks in note 8: “nell’edizione del Francke erroneamente sMra” (‘erroneously sMra in the edition of Francke’). Petech (1939: 2) mentions a London manuscript of the LDURR, the first part of which was not used by Francke, and announces to add “either in a foot note or in appendices the pieces supplied by this manuscript, that are missing by Francke’s edition”, however, on p. 13, he only gives the name Žaŋžuŋ (with the indication that the original spelling would be Žaŋžuŋ in contrast to Francke’s 1926 edition) without any epithet and without any remarks about its correct or incorrect spelling. R.A. Stein (1961: 50), who refers to Petech, does not seem to have seen the London manuscript. Nor did I. The form smu is found, however, in the Bkahchems kakholma, 1989 edition, Kansu hu mirigs dpeskrunkhang.
Žaŋžuŋ signals, this group must have been constitutive for Žaŋžuŋ, and thus we should expect to find it in its core area. As in case (c), at least Lower Ladakh, but most probably also Upper Ladakh would have been a separate entity or separate entities.

(f) A fictive or idealised ‘Golden Land’ at the foot of the (transferred) axis mundi, the Kailash. Again, the name would have had nothing to do with present day Ladakh.

(g) Finally, one could think of the mythic land of Maru(tse) or Maru(cīna).

Possibilities (a) and (b) are quite probably ruled out by the conventions of the Tibetan administration, by which the western areas were ‘Uplands’ stodphyogs by definition. As we have seen, the convention seems to have been followed also in Žaŋžuŋ. Nevertheless, possibility (a) has been suggested without any further comment by Hoffmann (2003 [1990]: 52).

Initially, I would have taken possibility (c) for the most likely one, with Maryul simply referring to the gold fields near Rudok and the adjacent areas. It might have, at times alternatively or additionally referred to the gold fields ascribed to lake Mānasarovar. One could have seen here the Suvarṇabhū(mī) of the Indian sources or the Suvarṇagotra of the Chinese, which Fuchs (1938: 439, n. 4) locates north of lake Mānasarovar. (This would approximately correspond to Denwood’s 2008: 9 localisation of Suvarṇagotra). But cf. the discussion in the last section. The main goldfields of Western Tibet probably lay north of the Kailash “in the region of modern Thok Jalung”, which are attested as “the main centre of gold digging in the 19th century” (Petech 1998: 246). “As early as the 15th century Guge appointed a ‘master of the gold fields’ (gser-dpon) in g.Yas-ru Byang-pa” (ibid., p. 255, note 99).

Mîrzâ Ḥaidar (Elias 1895: 411) includes an enthusiastic remark concerning a goldfield in the Changthang, known to him under the Mongolian name Altunjī ‘goldsmith’. But the gold production of Guge would have been even richer and unlimited:

> Again, Guga has two hundred forts and villages. It is three days’ journey in length, and in it gold is everywhere to be found. Where ever they dig up the earth and spread it on a cloth, they find gold. The smallest pieces are about the size of a lentil [adas] or a pea [mash], and they say that sometimes [lumps] are found as large as a sheep’s liver. At the time when I was settling the tribute upon Guga, the headman related to

---

82 See Zeisler (forthcoming a, Chapter 2 § 2.4.4), where it is argued that the geographical concept of the Kailash as the source of the four cardinal rivers must have been transferred from an original place in the Pamirs.
me that a man was lately digging a piece of ground, when his spade stuck fast […] Having removed the earth, he saw that it was a stone, in the middle of which was gold. […] A body of men went to the spot and extracted it, and having broken the stone, found in it 1,500 Tibetan mithkáls of pure [mohri] gold (a Tibetan mithkál is worth one-and-a-half ordinary mithkáls) and God has so created this soil that when the gold is taken from the ground it does not diminish…” (ibid., p. 411f.).

As far as Ladakh is concerned, the accounts vary. According to Francke (1907: 15), there seems to have been some substantial gold digging in Lower Ladakh:

> I have travelled along the Indus from Saspolo to Dartig, a distance of over fifty miles, and have seen but few parts of the ground which have remained untouched. It looks as if the ground had been worked with huge ploughs. In many places remnants of masonry can still be seen in the earth. There has been a break in the digging for several years, owing to political causes.

Individual gold digging is also remembered by people of Ladakh, but the existence of mines appears to be unknown. My informant from Gya in Upper Ladakh showed me pits about two metres deep, where not too long ago villagers had dug for gold, while according to an elder of Khalatse, in his youth, it was only poor Balti men, having no other income, who came to Lower Ladakh to dig up the soil. The Buddhist clergy had eventually prohibited gold digging under various spiritual pretexts (KHAL; possibly these are Francke’s political causes), but one may assume that this prohibition would hardly have been effective, if large quantities of gold could still have been obtained. The same may perhaps hold for Western Tibet; at least Elias (ibid., p. 412, n. 1) describes a more modest reality in the 19th c.

> The existence of gold in the western provinces of Tibet is well known, but the quantities found are very small and usually confined to dust—nuggets being seldom heard of. The quality is said to be good, and most of it finds its way to Kashmir and India.

---

83 In the early 1980s, Peissel (1984: 73) could still observe traces of earlier digging activities along the road from Alchi to Khalatse. He similarly notes that Zanskaris and Ladakhis alike consider panning for gold as a “lowly, unclean task, one best left to the blacksmiths”.
This may be contrasted with a contemporary description of Gilgit and Nagar:

The Bagrot valley [...] was further of interest in that about the best gold of the country is found in its bed, and in the Gilgit river below, where the Bagrot stream runs in. Every year, after the summer floods are over, the deposits in back waters and sand banks are carefully washed, and a fair amount of gold, considering the rough methods and unskilled labour of the prospectors, is collected. When we first went to Gilgit pure gold was selling there at two-thirds the price in Srinagar [...]. The amount collected by the officials each year must have been considerable. Every petitioner or visitor, as a rule, presented his little nazzar [...] in gold dust (Durand 1899: 220).

The untold profusion of the apricots and the quantity of gold which can be washed out of every stream, has gained the country among the Nagaris themselves the name of “the land of gold and apricots” (ibid. p. 143).

This description, must have escaped Tucci’s attention, otherwise it is not intelligible that he (1956: 98) claims “not [to] know that Hunza-Nagar was ever known as a country as rich in gold as Western Tibet”.

Possibility (d) came into my mind when confronted with Tucci’s remarks concerning the gold-production in Swat and the necessity, so to speak, to de-Bolorise Baltistan. However, as far as the name Maryul is concerned, such an extension is not supported by any textual evidence. In fact, all non-Ladakhi sources place Maryul in either Žaŋžuŋ Proper or in what we could roughly call Upper Ladakh. Several post-phyidar sources describe Maryul as a land of lakes, surrounded by snow mountains or as a land surrounded by lakes, which according to Vitali (1996: 253, n. 365) refers to the Rudok area, but perhaps also to more eastward areas (see also below).

Possibility (e), namely that Maryul/Mard referred to an area where the Rma tribe or clan settled, is proposed by the Ladakhi scholar Bsodrnam Tshebrtan Yoseb Dgergan (1976: 184). According to him, both variants of the name, Maryul and Manyul are related to an ancient East Tibetan tribe Rma in or from China. As its members outnumbered the Meñag and Lto, their tribal name happened to become the country’s name Rmayul (the author seems to imply that the Rma tribe or perhaps all three (!) tribes had settled in present-day Ladakh). By and by the name changed into Maryul or Manyul (the latter form apparently as a reminiscence of the

84 Rgyaki-namna. In some Ladakhi dialects locative postpositions are ambiguous and allow an ablative reading.
outnumbering). As this tribe later on had become extinguished, the country got the name Bladvags (Ladakh):

\[
\text{de} \] 
\[
\text{ŋ} 
\]
\[
\text{sa} 
\]
\[
\text{ŋ} 
\]
\[
\text{Bladvags byabahi sa Rgyahi-naña spondussu Meñagdañ Ltongi rusla gtoğspa mi ñuñtsamdąñ Ñmahı rulas chadpañi mi mañtsam gnasstabskyis | ruskyi miŋ} 
\[
de yulmiñdu šornas Rmayul thogsphałas | rimgyis gyurnas Maryuldañ Manyuldu soñ | phyissu de yan medpar soñnas Bladvags thogspar gyroto | 
\]

That the Rma clan had some importance also in the western areas might be indicated by the place name Miru in Upper Ladakh, which is pronounced with high tone /Mīru/ by its inhabitants. The name thus represents a former *Rmiru, resulting from *Rmeru or directly from *Rmaru due to vertical vowel assimilation.\(^{85}\) But given the complicated phonetic development, sketched in Zeisler (forthcoming a Chapter 4 § 2.4.5), it is not very obvious that the name of the landscape Mard could have been derived from the clan name Rma. Furthermore, a place name *Rmiru or *Rmaru could possibly also be connected with the mythic land Maru(tse) or Maru(cīna) (see below).

R.A. Stein must have had an identification in mind that is close to possibility (f), since on his map “L’habitat et les habitants” (1981: 14–15) we find Maryul in “Ngari kor sum”, east of Spiti, while the area around Leh is identified with Suvarṇagotra and the Women’s Dominion (West). R.A. Stein apparently did not accept that Maryul has anything to do with Ladakh. It is quite unfortunate that he did not find the opportunity to expound his position.

He does give, however, a further hint elsewhere (1959: 231). In the early 11th c., Jiaoṣiluo Qinan Lingwen (EFEO Kio-sseu-lo K’i-nan-ling-wen, Tibetan Rgyalsrabs ?Skyignam Gliñgdon, cf. ibid., p. 239f., n. 43) was installed ruler in Tsonjka. He was claimed to be a descendant of the Tibetan imperial dynasty, a grand-grandson of Khri Bkraśis Brtsegspal, the latter being the elder brother of Skyidlde Ñimamgon. Khri Bkraśis Brtsegspal could establish himself in Lhartse in Rtsañstod and his descendants became rulers of small principalities in western Rtsañ, the most important lineage being that of Manyul Guñthañ (cf. Petech 1994: 655). According to the Chinese sources, the Jiaoṣiluo hailed from Wusanmi (EFEO Wou-san-mi) or Gaochang Moyu (EFEO Kao-tch’ang

\(^{85}\) Assimilation over two opening grades does not seem to be common in Ladakh (actually I know of no case), but has been attested in Spiti, cf., e.g. /simgul/ sahguł ‘earth quake’ (Veronika Hein p.c.). There is a direct parallel to the place name concerning a figure of the Gesar epic, bsanpa Rmaru(rtse) ~ Rmeru-(rtse), which is known in the Ladakhi version as Šankra Miru (cf. R.A. Stein 1959: 522 and passim for this figure).
Mo-yu). For the latter designation R.A. Stein (1959: 231) offers an interpretation in terms of Stodbyāṃ Maryul, that is, ‘Maryul of the Northwest’. If this should be correct, this Maryul can by no means be identical with Ladakh, and most probably even not with the Maryul near Spiti, since the latter would belong to the lineage of Skyidde Ňimamgon. It is, however, not impossible that the lineage of Khri Bkrašís Bṛtsegsdpal played the same political game as the former in intentionally confounding the names Manyul and Maryul (in order to make claims of inheritance across the lineages). Not being the crown prince of Manyul, it is also conceivable that the Jiaossiluo was brought up at the court of his cousins in Guge or Purang.

The location of Maryul in Guge or near Spiti is corroborated by the above-mentioned biography and the entry in BRGY, according to which the first skor of Mṇāhris contains Purāṇs, Maryul or Manyul, and Zāṇḍskar (see above). Since Guge is not mentioned, it should be identical with Maryul/Manyul.86 This corresponds well with the fact that Maryul/Manyul is mentioned between Purang and Zanskar. The enumeration was certainly not arbitrary, and also not merely triggered by alphabetic ordering as shown in the other two skor. Maryul/Manyul thus lay between Purang and Zanskar in a south-(east) to north-(west) direction.87 It would probably also have included Spiti. In his Hdzamgiṅgyasbhād Blama Btsanpo (ed. Wylie 1962: 3/55f.) gives three alternative divisions of Mṇāhris with 1. Siagmo (apparently in Baltistan or Purik) and Ladwags; 2. Manyul and Žaŋžuṅ; 3. Guge and Bhrāña. The second alternative is the one given by BRGY with slight variants in the names: 1. Spuraṇ, Manyul, Zaṇḍskar; 2. Ḫchiba (=Khotan), Blaśa (Bruśa), and Shalti; 3. Žaņžuṅ. Khrigse stod and smad. The correct division, however, would be 1. Ladwags, 2. Ruthog, 3. Guge. Manyul/Manyul is thus closely connected with the core part of Žaņžuṅ and with Zanskar, but not with Central and Upper Ladakh. A location between Zanskar and Guge or Purang would match well with the location suggested for Moluosuo (see above). And it may also correspond to the suggested peripheral location of the Old Tibetan Mard.88

86 A Mānyc ‘Inner Maṅ’ of Guge is to be located to the south-east of Toling (Tucci 1971b: 377 with n. 5).
87 It should be remembered that the main Zaṇškar valley cannot be accessed from Ladakh (except in mid-winter, when the river is frozen), but only from the eastern and western extensions, namely from Garḍa or from Purik.
88 Given the close neighbourhood to India, it could well have been possible, that Mard had special ties with India, which could have helped to escape Tibetan dominion a short while longer than Žaņžuṅ. Such a scenario would motivate the mentioning of Mard as a discrete entity. It would further also motivate the fact that Mard is mentioned only once, but never again.
A location near the Kailash and more particularly in the vicinity of Guge and Spiti would also make sense in the context of Skyidlde Ňimamgon’s alleged division of his kingdom amongst his sons,\(^89\) where we could expect that the eldest son, Dpalgyimgon, inherits a central or otherwise important part and not some marginal border area in the periphery.\(^90\) It is uncontested in the Tibetan sources that the eldest son, Dpalgyimgon (var. Dpalmgon, Dpalgyi Lderig, Dpalldie Rigmgon, Dpalldie Rigpamgon, Rigmamgon) inherits Maryul (or Manyul) of Mŋaḥris. There is some variation in the share of his two younger brothers, but in general the second son Bkrašismgon (var. Bkrašis Ldemgon) inherits Purang (Spuhrangs, var. Puhrangs, Purang, Puron, Phurangspha) and, depending on the source, also (parts of) Guge/Local-Žanžuŋ, while the third son Ldegtsgugmgon (var. Sdegtsgugmgon, Sdebtsumgon, Ldebtsumgon) inherits either Guge/Local-Žanžuŋ or Zanskar, Spiti, and Spilcogs, or some regions classified as Mon countries, probably Lahul or perhaps parts further east towards Nepal.\(^91\) That the eldest son would split off from the main territory and set up a separate kingdom is rather unbelievable.

The location would also make more sense in view of the ‘confusion’ between Maryul and Manyul, which could have been rather intentional in order to legitimate possible claims over Manyul in Western Tibet, ruled by the descendants of Skyidlde Ňimamgon’s younger brother.

Given R.A. Stein’s location, it appears to me that possibility (f) might come closest to the truth. Whether or not the gold production was more substantial in prehistory than in the more recent past, the notion of gold or a golden land seems to be part of the mythologic or symbolic geography of the Kailash as a representative of Sumeru (these concepts may have been transferred to this area with all other spiritual concepts concerning the cosmic function of the axis mundi). The golden fundament of earth (gseryi sagži) arises in the cosmic waters; upon this fundament the Sumeru comes

---

\(^89\) Although attested in various historical texts, I have some difficulties in accepting uncritically, first of all, that a legitimate heir of the Tibetan brtsanpo-s was adopted as son-in-law and main heir into a local ruling family at the periphery of the empire. The prince does not seem to have been much more than a puppet in the hands of some ambitious leaders, cf. LDRR 35.4f., who could well have ‘embellished’ his descent. Even if the underlying political ambitions should have been based on real descent, it is even more unlikely that Skyidlde Ňimamgon himself divided the small empire he had just built up.

\(^90\) Adherents of the Maryul-Ladakh identity would claim that Ladakh constituted an important trade thoroughfare. However, the scarcity (if not non-existence) of sources concerning early Ladakh seems to indicate that the area was much less important than even sceptics would believe.

\(^91\) Cf. Tucci (1956: 51–63) for a synopsis of all the relevant sources.
A connected concept is that of a wish-fulfilling paradise: Vitali (2003: 44, n. 7) mentions a passage in the *Dpagbsam ljionbzaṅ*, according to which a Tree of Discrimination (*Dpagbsamšiṅ*) is situated on the right side of lake Mānasarovar. Its fruits are said to turn into pure gold, when falling into the water, hereby also producing the sound ḫdzambu, giving thus the base for the name of the southern continent (implicitly, this statement evokes the concept of Meru). The same spiritual concept seems to be reflected in a 17th c. dedication sheet from Western Tibet:

```
|| kye legs || Rinchen Bzanpo žabskyi lcagsphaṅ ![ for homophonous bcags-] gnas || Blobzan Gragsphaṅ stanpa darbahi gnas || chuchen dalḥhab Blanpo-Khaḥhab ![ for hgram || Chahi-G.yaṅra Žanḍuḥlhahi ljons || Khyuṅrdzongs Spumtho Rinchen Lhunpoṅ ḫos || dgoshdod Ḫbyuṅ ![ a syllable is missing] rinchen gseryi ḫliṅ || ...
```

‘Khye legs! Place where the feet of Rinchen Bzanpo have walked! Place where the teachings of Blobzan Gragspa spread! [At] the shore [of] the slow flowing great river, Descending from an Oxen’ s Mouth (Sutlej), [In] the divine region [of] Chahi G.yaṅra [in] Žanḍuṅ. [On] the side of the Precious Mountain of the Universe, the Height of the Spu [and] the castle of Khyuṅ[luṅ], [There is] the continent of gold [and] jewels [for whatever] needs and wishes arise,…’ (de Rossi Filibeck 2007: p. 168, text 1300, fol. 1a.6–7, with a somewhat differing translation on p. 170; emphasis mine).

Ultimately, such descriptions may go back to Abhidharmic concepts

---

92 Cf. also the wording in two West Tibetan manuscripts:

```
gseryi saṅzi ![ for -gzi] Ḫdalziṅ khajṃṇam mdzespar bkod || rigyal lhunpo brjadeṅ Ḫliṅ bzi gliphran ![ for -phran bcas...
```

‘[On] the golden fundament of the earth [the cosmic water or great flood dbanṭchen] got absorbed and together with houses [everything] was established nicely. The king of the mountains, the cosmic mountain shone and was accompanied by (lit. possessed) the four continents (and) the islands…” (Heller 2007: 140 with a differing trans-lation, p. 140, n. 40 for the text).

```
desten dbanṭchen gseryi saṅzi chags || desten Rirab dpagṭshad bzhikhrī chags || gseryi ri bdun rol-paṅ mṭshoṅ ![ for bskor || Ḫliṅ bzi gliphrhen ![ for -phren?] byeba-phrag brgyad chags || ...
```

‘On that [manda] of cosmic water, [in] the great flood, arouse the golden fundament of the earth. Thereon the Sumeru, measuring 40,000 yojana arouse. The seven golden mountains were surrounded by the ocean (lit. magical lake). The four continents and the eighty million islands arouse. …’ (Heller 2007: 140 with a differing translation, n. 42 on p. 142 for the passage).
(Vitali ibid.), and this might in part also explain the Indian references to a *Suvarṇabhū(m)*i somewhere in the north. Consequently, this may well have given rise to a place name *Mard* ‘Gold(en)’, derived from the Žaṅžuṅ epithet *smar* ‘Golden’ for the region around the Kailash-Sumeru (see above). The specifying element *yul* in the Ladakhi/Tibetan name *Maryul* itself is indicative of a non-Tibetan origin of the name.

An association with the mythic land of Marutse/Marucīna (g) could help to establish the original location of *Maryul* or *Mard* in the vicinity of Kulu. It might further throw some light on the processes underlying the apparent confusion or transfer. The 14th c. *Padmabkahi thanyig* mentions a land Marutse between ‘Persia’ and Šambhala, together with the land of Khotan or with the Ḥaša and Bruša and other north-western regions. The concept of this land or rather a cemetery where the deity Begtse, the guardian spirit of Khotan abides seems to go back to Indian sources, which speak of the Marucīna, that is ‘Chinese of the Deserts’, a name that should have referred to the Mongolians. The land Maru, however, had been located in Chitral, from where it was shifted into the neighbourhood of Kulu (R.A. Stein 1959: 522, 531, n. 47 with further references). If the Indians were responsible for this transfer, this might have happened because the goal area was already known under the names Čina and/or Mahācīna. If the Tibetans were responsible, the transfer might have been caused by the existence of a Smaryl or Mard. It is tempting to think of a connection between this Maru (or Rmaru in Tibetan etymologised spelling) and the place Miru (*Rmiru*), although the latter is not in the immediate neighbourhood of Kulu, but at least on the road from Kulu to the later Maryul.

A location of Maryul near or in Guge implies that the original designation had been shifted by the later self-styled ‘descendants’ of Dpalgyimgon from Spiti and its neighbourhood first to Upper Ladak and, with the extension of their power over Lower Ladakh, also to the lower parts. The first shift might have taken place with the construction of Nyerma (*Narma, var. Myarma*) monastery, south-east of Thiktse. It’s foundation is ascribed to Rinchen Bzaṅpo, who is said to have laid the fundamentals of three monasteries, Tholing in Guge, Khachar in Purang, and Myarma in Maryul simultaneously on the same day (Tucci 1988: 63, Snellgrove & Skorupski 1980: 91, n. 21). If we understand

93 A relation between Maryul and Suvarṇagotra or Suvarnabhūmi as western and south-western areas of Žaṅžuṅ has been suggested already by Hummel (1974: 491).

94 Depending on when the transfer did take place, and whether the Tibetan imperial or post-imperial elites came across an already established designation or whether they were actually the agents of the transfer, Miru might have been named after the mythic land or the place name *Mira* could have served as catalyster.
'on the same day' as a close temporal connection, the apparent correlation with the original districts of Mṇaḥris should rather preclude the location of the original monastery in Ladakh. But it is perhaps even more likely that the pious legend was invented only to veil the fact that the three monasteries were not founded at about the same time—and not by the same person. The art historians, however, assert that the plan of Nyer ma corresponds well with the latest phase of Tabo, to be dated to the end of the 10th c. (Christian Luczanits and Holger Neuwirth, p.c., cf. also Luczanits 2005: 70, n. 25).

Perhaps the tripartition of Mṇaḥris is a fiction, as well, since only one generation later, all parts of Mṇaḥris are again in the hand of a single branch, the two sons of the youngest (or middle) son: Sroṅje (Yeṣes Ḫod) and Ḫkhorre.

In this context, it is interesting to observe that the above-mentioned large-scale division of Mṇaḥris into three skor.s seems to have been a projection, based on the division of its central element, the ‘first skor’ or Mṇaḥris Skorgsum. The internal division corresponds almost exactly to the ‘modern’ division into three skor.s, as observed by Strachey (1853: 4). The latter describes the three provinces of Western Tibet as “Mangyul, Khorsum, and Maryul”. Maryul would comprise Ladakh and Baltistan. ‘Khorsum’, that is, Skorgsum, consists of “Ruduk on the N., Guge on the S.W., and Purang on the S.E.” (p. 12). Strachey adds that “Ruduk is said to be encircled by lakes” (ibid.). Apparently, the original Maryul and Zaṅsdkar of the three segments of the first or central skor had been replaced by Guge and Rudok, respectively. The description given for Rudok, as being encircled by lakes, is the same that one can found in post-phyidar descriptions of Maryul as a district of lakes (see above). Quite interestingly, BRGY, in an attempt to etymologise the apparently alternative appellation bskorgsum, associates the surrounding lakes with Zanskar—in striking ignorance of the geographic facts:

\[ \text{sras gsum buṅphahi cheba Dpallde Rigpamgongyis} \\
\text{bzunphahi mṇaḥris Manuyl} | \text{Zaṅsdkar mtshoyis bskorbadan} \\
\text{| Bkrašis Ldemgongyis bzunphahi mṇaḥris Stagmoste} | \text{Spuḥren} \\
\text{ganskyis bskorba} | \text{Ldegtṣug Mgongyis bzunphahi mṇaḥris} \\
\text{Zaṅţuṅste} | \text{Guge g.yaḥys bskorba bcas gsum} | \\
\text{‘The mṇaḥris' seized by Dpallde Rigungmon, the eldest of} \]

---

95 The first attestation of the word mṇaḥris in Pt 0016, quite apparently refers to an official document that is executed by cutting off an identical half or a smaller part for the purpose of validation and identification. Unlike in other cases, where such documents are called thaṅ or mṇaḥthaṅ, referring to their property as scrolls (cf. Zeisler forthcoming c, n. 73), the designation here refers to the act of writing or drawing, based on the root ‘ri, Old Tibetan Ḫdri, bris, Classical Tibetan Ḫbri, bris (cf. also the word rimo ‘drawing, painting’). It appears that in an unknown period, the West Tibetan provinces were given as a special fiefdom to a dependant
the three sons who had arisen, Manyul, that is,\textsuperscript{96} Zanskar was surrounded by lakes, the \textit{mnyähris} seized by Bkraśis Ldemgon, Stagmo, that is, Spuhren was surrounded by glaciers, and the \textit{mnyähris} seized by Ldeгtsug Mgon, Žanžun. that is, Guge was surrounded by slate [mountains].’

This would indicate that the designation \textit{Maryul} was first shifted to Rudok where it acquired the attribute of being surrounded by lakes. At an intermediate stage, when \textit{Maryul} was still known to have referred to Guge (Spiti) and Zanskar or when the geographic concept of Rudok and Maryul had completely merged, the attribute of the surrounding lakes was transferred from Rudok to Maryul and Zanskar. At a later time, the designation \textit{Maryul} was transferred to Upper Ladakh before it was finally applied to the whole dominion of Ladakh, comprising also Baltistan, as soon and as long as this was part of the kingdom.

Another (alternative or additional) vector for the transfer could have led through Miru, which may or may not have been associated or even identical with the mythic Marucına. The chiefs of Rgya (the neighbouring village) seem to have had played a certain role in the power struggle within Upper Ladakh before and after the installation of the first dynasty (allegedly of the \textit{btsadpo} or imperial lineage). Apparently they were never strong enough to establish themselves as rulers of (Upper) Ladakh, and their aspirations finally shattered when the Rnamrgyal dynasty from Lower Ladakh took over power. In local oral tradition the kings of the latter lineage, particularly Senge Rnamrgyal, are referred to rather grudgingly as /māt gyafos/ \textit{smad rgyalpo} ‘the lowland king(s)’, signalling that they were usurpers with no right to ruler over Upper Ladakh. In the 17th c. the chief of Rgya told Azevedo that the Ladakhi king had dispossessed him (or his ancestors?) of the kingdom of Mariul (cf. Hugues 1996: 189), which means that he considered himself the righteous king of Maryul (wherever this may have been located).

The background of this claim is all but evident. One may speculate that the chiefs of Rgya were descendants (perhaps of a side-lineage) of the original rulers of Maryul (Spiti-Guge) who managed to politically survive at some border area, never forgetting their former rights. Alternatively, and this is what their Gandhāra-Turkic dynastic name Gyesar suggests, they might have

\textsuperscript{96} The \textit{lagbcas} morpheme \{ste\} after nouns has an introductory function, like our colon. It can often be found in commentaries, separating a word or passage to be explained from the explanation.
been newcomers in the area (like so many others), but somehow managed to transfer a prestigious land title to their own property. In any case, it might have been just their position as rulers of a fictive or actually existing Maryul that enabled them to compete with the Ladakhi kings. If so, the Ladakhi kings, on their part, would have had a heightened interest in acquiring better legitimation by transferring the name Maryul to their own dominion.

2.3 Lata (Ladvags)

I have to leave the dynastic or political implications to the imagination of the reader, but before coming to the final section, it should be briefly noted that the name of Ladakh, spelled as Ladvags may go back merely to a learned etymology, which, unlike in the case of other place names, apparently left its impact on the modern pronunciation(s).97 The Zanskari people as well as some

97 This is not so uncommon, as the people of Zanskar typically call the Balti /Walti/, a form that evidently goes back to the written representation as Shalti, but not to the original ethnonym. Similarly the written Tibetan word bskalpa for Skr. kalpaḥ has eventually become /skalpa/ in KHAL.
elderly people from Lower Ladakh (and the same might be true for the elder
generation in Nubra) refer by the designation *Ladak(s)* only to the central
region around Leh. However, Leh and its surroundings are not especially fa-
mous for ‘high’ or ‘wild passes’.

We have already seen in the citation above that Desideri knew the region
under the name of Lhata-yul. Its capital appears under the very name Lhata
(Filippi 1937: 84). Desideri arrived in Lhata in 1715, but the same name had
been used almost two hundred years earlier: Mirzā Haidar represents the
name of one of the two Ladakhi chiefs as Lata Jughdān. This king is most
probably identical with Lodros Chogdan (*Blogros Mchogldan*), the last Upper
Ladakhi king before the takeover by the Lower Ladakhi lineage. The name
might have appeared as /Loṭṣö’/ in Tibetan and as /Lotre/ in a Kenhat dialect
(although it is all but granted that the cluster *gr* had already turned into /dr/),
but even, or rather: particularly, a Mongolian speaker could not have
misperceived the vowels in such a dimension. Since Lata is quite obviously
identical with Desideri’s Lhata, the form might represent an old tribal or
local name, while the learned ‘etymology’ might have been generated on
the basis of some West(ern) Tibetan dialects where the
final cluster *-gs* is
completely deleted (e.g. Zanskar and Spiti). I have so far been unable to
trace the origins of this name.

Other variant spellings show that the scholarly form cannot be the
original one. The form *Bladvags* that is alternatively in use among scholars
is not corroborated by the Kenhat pronunciation, which is low tone in
Gya. The 16th c. *Debther marpo* of Bsodnams Gragspa (ed. Tucci 1971,
fol. 39a) has the form *Lastag*, while *Ladag* may be found in some recent
Bonpo texts (Vitali 2008: 386, 387, 400). Interestingly, the *Lastag* of the
*Debther marpo*, in accordance with the above-mentioned local tradition, is
mentioned as only one among several kingdoms in the area: Šel in Ma
ŷul (the lineage of Rigpamgon), Nubraŋ (!), Glosa, Lastag, and Zaṇḍskar.
According to the enumeration, this entity might have been more towards
the south-east than the apparently Central Ladakhi Maṇyul. Lower Ladakh
and Purik are not mentioned.

3 Lesser and Greater Yangtong, Žaṇžuŋ stod and smad,
Lower and Upper Ladakha—a dialect boundary

We have seen that the two Chinese regions of Lesser and Greater Yangtong
and the Old Tibetan regions Žaṇžuŋ stod and smad match fairly well. One
could thus expect that the internal boundary reflects some important cultural,
economic, or geographic boundary. Since all the entities discussed overlap
with at least parts of present-day Ladakh, I should try to look for this
boundary on Ladakhi ground.
As far as the Indus valley is concerned, the boundary between Lower and Upper Ladakh in the self-understanding of the Ladakhis today is to be found in the sandy hills between Snyemo and Leh. It falls together with the dialect boundary between the two main dialect groups, Shamskat (the dialects of Lower Ladakh, including Nubra, Purik, and Balti) and Kenhat (the dialects of Upper Ladakh and Zanskar), and it constitutes an important boundary between different climatic and thus economic zones: predominant nomadic pasturage and wool production vs. predominant farming (with double crops) and horticulture (cf. Zeisler forthcoming b § 1). Corresponding dialectal boundaries are found between the Zanskar (Kenhat) dialects and Purik in the northwest, and the Sham dialects spoken along the lower course of the Zanskar and in the Markha valley. The dialect boundary in the Nubra valley is yet to be established, but it must lie somewhere between the confluence of Nubra and Shayok and the bend of the Upper Shayok.

The Kenhat dialects are very closely related to Tibetan varieties spoken in Himachal Pradesh (Piti, Tot, and Nyamkat), which probably points to a common history. They are somewhat less closely related to the varieties spoken in Western Tibet. Likewise the Changthang dialects (as far as I could survey them) share many features with the Kenhat dialects, but also some features with the Central Tibetan dialects. The region of Western Tibet, Himachal Pradesh, Upper Ladakh, and Zanskar seems to constitute a relatively well-definable linguistic area with gradual transitions from one dialect to the other.

Similarly, the Shamskat dialects show gradual transitions, the Purik dialect being intermediary between Balti and the Sham dialects. But they differ radically from the Kenhat dialects, particularly on the grammatical level, notwithstanding some convergences due to the long lasting contact situation. The most striking difference is the distinction of agents and possessors in the Shamskat dialect (/amas/ ‘by mother’ vs. /ame/ ‘mother’s’) and their non-distinction in the Kenhat dialects (/ame/ ‘of, by mother’). This is not merely a question of phonetics, because the Leh speakers may well articulate final -s in other contexts, and some Kenhat dialects make use of the syllabic form of the agent marker /-se/ equally for possessors (/amase/ ‘of, by mother’). For other differences see Zeisler (forthcoming b).

The differences between the two dialect groups are thus not restricted to mere sound changes, but also pertain to elementary grammatical features. What is perhaps more important, is that there is no gradual shift observable: grammatically, the dialects either belong to the Kenhat group or not. To my opinion this grammatical dichotomy strongly speaks against a linguistic continuum between the two areas in prehistoric times and against a common linguistic inheritance.

To me it appears that this dialect boundary, being at the same time a boundary between different ecological zones and having served at least tempo-
rarily as a political boundary, reflects an older ethnic distinction, which seems to be still reflected in subtle cultural differences and mutual prejudices among the two groups. Even foreigners may realise different attitudes towards linguistic straightness (‘honesty’) or ‘crookedness’ (sarcasm and linguistic wit) between Kenhat and Shamskat speakers, another important difference, which would deserve further study, concerns different attitudes towards hunting, the people from Lower Ladakh apparently following (and trying to bypass) values of sharing known from Dard communities. Other significant differences may concern patterns of landholding and taxation: it is quite noteworthy that the people of Gya remember their lord Gyapa Co as a bloodsucker, claiming 50% taxes on all products (wool, meat, grain), whereas the people of Khalatse do not remember any kind of substantial taxation by the king or by the monasteries (KHAL).

The close affinity between the Kenhat dialects and the Western Tibetan varieties of Himachal Pradesh (e.g., Spiti) and the affinity with the Western Tibetan varieties in general points to a common (pre)-history. Upper Ladakh and Leh might thus well have belonged to the ‘core area’ of Žaŋ[/žu]ŋ, that is, what most Tibetans (except the Bonpos) and most Westerners accept as the only possible Žaŋ[/žu]ŋ, and what seems to be reflected by the Old Tibetan designation Žaŋ[/žu]ŋ smad as well as by the Chinese designation Greater Yangtong. Lower Ladakh and Baltistan, on the other hand, would have belonged to Žaŋ[/žu]ŋ stod, which from the common perspective appears as rather Un-Žaŋ[/žu]ŋ-ian, but which might have represented the ‘real’, that is, Iranian Žaŋ[/žu]ŋ from a Bonpo perspective.

Conclusion

As we all know, nothing is permanent. This holds all the more for human artefacts, including cultural artefacts, such as languages and geographical or ethnic identities, not to speak about political boundaries. Peoples, tribes, or clans, particularly the nomadic societies, may migrate over long distances, taking their original name along to their new abode. Their original neighbours, however, may continue to refer to their ancient abode by the old ethnic name and thus transfer the name to a new incoming group. Names could also be adopted for political reasons. Furthermore, the tribes of the past were never homogeneous ethnic groups but rather conglomerate entities, the single elements of which could disband and regroup to form a new tribe or ‘nation’. In doing so they would sooner or later identify themselves with the new group and slowly forget (or even actively suppress) all memories of a different identity (and similar processes may happen in the way they are perceived by their neighbours).
Folk-lore as well as official history and its artefacts, such as legends, chronicles, or inscriptions, will always stress the notion of identity. This makes the task of the historian to reconstruct the ‘real’ events almost impossible. While one always needs independent witnesses, most help comes from conflicting data, because this makes it possible to reconstruct, if not the events themselves, so at least the way the events were perceived or interpreted. I would think, the greatest fallacy in the case of conflicting data concerning peoples and their locations is to make a decision as to which data is correct and which one is to be discarded, rather than to recognise that the contradictions may point to fluent and inhomogeneous identities.

The peoples and the provinces of Western Tibet give the best proof. What is now called Ladakh (via an Urdu interpretation of the scholarly name Ladvags in the pronunciation of Purik as /Ladaχ/, hence the spelling Ladakh) is a misnomer, as probably all previous names were. Particularly the name Maryul turns out to be an old, but certainly not the ancient name of the area. Parts of Ladakh were, rightly or wrongly, identified with the Gold Clan, most probably of Saka origin, and with the Women’s Dominion. On the other hand, most, if not all of Ladakh was part of a greater geographical or tribal unit, called Yangtong in Chinese sources, but Žaŋžuṅ in Tibetan (and perhaps original Žaŋžuṅ-ian) sources.

Although Žaŋžuṅ fell victim to the phyidar and post-phyidar reinvention of a glorious Bonpo past (much as Tibet fell victim to a reinvention of a glorious imperial and preimperial Buddhist past), it turns out that the Bonpo traditions, vague or exaggerated as they may be, contain a kernel of truth. The Old Tibetan administrators, at least, used the term Žaŋžuṅ stod, rightly or wrongly, to refer to regions even beyond Ladakh and Baltistan. At least with respect to Lower Ladakh, perhaps also with respect to Baltistan this identification was also accepted by the neighbours, where these regions were known as parts of (Lesser) Yangtong. We can thus safely conclude that the overlapping entities Yangtong and Žaŋžuṅ, while perhaps not fully congruent, did border on Bolor (Gilgit), and thus, in the perspective of the greater empires and the transmitted memory of their past glory, did at least border on Achaemenid or Sassanian Persia.
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